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ABSTRACT 

Low temperature (77K) linear dichroism spectroscopy was used to characterize pigment 

orientation changes accompanying the light state transition in the cyanobacterium, 

Synechococcus sp. pee 6301, and cold-hardening in winter rye (Secale cereale L. cv. 

Puma). Samples were oriented for spectroscopy using the gel squeezing method 

(Abdourakhmanov et aI., 1979) and brought to 77K in liquid nitrogen. 

The linear dichroism (LD) spectra of Synechococcus 6301 phycobilisome/thylakoid 

membrane fragments cross-linked in light state 1 and light state 2 with glutaraldehyde showed 

differences in both chlorophyll a and phycobilin orientation. A decrease in the relative 

amplitude of the 681nm chlorophyll a positive LD peak was observed in membrane fragments 

in state 2. Reorientation of the phycobilisome (PBS) during the transition to state 2 resulted in 

an increase in core allophycocyanin absorption parallel to the membrane, and a decrease in rod 

phycocyanin parallel absorption. This result supports the "spillover" and "PBS detachment" 

models of the light state transition in PBS-containing organisms, but not the "mobile PBS" 

model. A model was proposed for PBS reorientation upon transition to state 2, consisting of a 

tilt in the antenna complex with respect to the membrane plane. 

Linear dichroism spectra of PBS/thylakoid fragments from the red alga, Porphyridium 

cruentum, grown in green light (containing relatively more PSI) and red light (containing 

relatively more PSll) were compared to identify chlorophyll a absorption bands associated 

with each photosystem. Spectra from red light - grown samples had a larger positive LD signal 

on the short wavelength side of the 686nm chlorophyll a peak than those from green light -

grown fragments. These results support the identification of the difference in linear dichroism 

seen at 681nm in Synechococcus spectra as a reorientation of PSll chromophores. 

Linear dichroism spectra were taken of thylakoid membranes isolated from winter rye 

grown at 20°C (non-hardened) and 5°C (cold-hardened). Differences were seen in the 

orientation of chlorophyll b relative to chlorophyll a. An increase in parallel absorption was 
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identified at the long-wavelength chlorophyll a absorption peak, along with a decrease in 

parallel absorption from chlorophyll b chromophores. The same changes in relative pigment 

orientation were seen in the LD of isolated hardened and non-hardened light-harvesting antenna 

complexes (LHCII). It was concluded that orientational differences in LHCII pigments were 

responsible for thylakoid LD differences. Changes in pigment orientation, along with 

differences observed in long-wavelength absorption and in the overall magnitude of LD in 

hardened and non-hardened complexes, could be explained by the higher LHCII 

monomer:oligomer ratio in hardened rye (Huner et ai., 1987) if differences in this ratio affect 

differential light scattering properties, or fluctuation of chromophore orientation in the isolated 

LHCII sample. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Oxygen-evolving photosynthetic organisms have peripheral light-harvesting pigment

protein antenna complexes designed to efficiently transfer light energy to photosystem II 

(PSII), enhancing the rate of charge separation at its P680 reaction centre. In higher plants, this 

complex is known as the chlorophyll alb peripheral light harvesting complex II (LHCII), an 

integral membrane pigment-protein complex containing carotenoids and chlorophylls a and b. 

In cyanobacteria and red algae, the phycobilisome antenna complex (PBS) contains phycobilin 

pigments and is associated with PSII at the thylakoid membrane stromal surface. Excitation 

energy transfer properties are, in part, determined by the angles and distances between pigment 

molecules (see "Excitation energy transfer"). A change in orientation of LHCII or PBS 

chromophores in the thylakoid membrane has implications for the efficiency of energy transfer 

to PSII. Reorientation of light-harvesting pigments, therefore, may come about in response to 

environmental conditions affecting rates of charge separation, or activity, of a photosystem. 

Along with higher plants and green algae, cyanobacteria and red algae have the ability 

to respond to imbalances in the relative rates of PSII and PSI charge separation. Most of the 

chlorophyll a content of these organisms is associated with PSI, while phycobilin pigments are 

associated with PSII. Imbalances can be caused by preferential excitation of one of the two 

photo systems through these chromophores. The mechanism through which energy is 

redistributed is known as the "light state transition" (Murata, 1969; Bonaventura and Myers, 

1969). 

Models for the mechanism of the state transition in phycobilisome-containing 

organisms are discussed in "State transitions". The "mobile phycobilisome model" (Allen et 

al., 1985), involves a phosphorylation and migration of the PBS from PSII, and association 

with PSI under conditions of preferential illumination of PSII (state 2). Transitions between 

state 1 (where PSI is preferentially excited, and the PBS is associated with PSII) and state 2 

thus requires a change in the orientation of the phycobilisome with respect to the chlorophyll a 

13 



of PSII and PSI, but no reorientation of chlorophyll. Both the "spillover" and "phycobilisome 

detachment" models involve some kind of reorientation of both chlorophyll and phycobilin. 

The "spillover model", originally proposed by Murata (1969) requires a reorientation of the 

photosystems upon transition to state 2 such that the probability of energy transfer from PSI! 

antenna chlorophylls to PSI is increased. Reorientation of the PBS occurs through its 

association with PSI!. The "phycobilisome detachment model" (Mullineaux and Allen, 1988) is 

similar to the "mobile PBS model" in that transition to state 2 involves phosphorylation of the 

PBS and its energetic uncoupling from PSI!, however, the PBS does not associate with PSI in 

state 2. The relative orientation of the photosystems in the thylakoid membranes changes, 

increasing energy transfer from PSI! to PSI, as in the spillover model. 

One objective of this study was to characterize the conformation of pigments in the 

thylakoid membrane of the cyanobacterium, Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301 in state 1 and state 

2 using low temperature linear dichroism spectroscopy. Linear dichroism (LD) spectroscopy 

produces difference spectra for absorption of orthogonal polarizations of light in oriented 

samples. If differences between the linear dichroism spectra of cyanobacterial samples fixed in 

the two light states are localized in the phycobilin region of the spectrum, the mobile antenna 

hypothesis is supported. Any change in pigment orientation indicated by LD differences at both 

phycobilin and chlorophyll a wavelengths supports the other two models. Low temperature LD 

of intact cyanobacterial cells has previously shown differences in orientation of the 

allophycocyanin PBS core in the two light states (Bruce and Biggins, 1985), while in room 

temperature spectra of isolated PBS/thylakoid fragments, the state 2 spectrum is red-shifted at 

the chlorophyll a polarized absorption maximum (Brimble and Bruce, 1989). 

Cells of the red alga Porphyridium cruentum, grown under red light, primarily 

absorbed by PSI chromophores, have thylakoids with a higher PSI!:PSI ratio than cells 

developed under white light. Development under green light, the energy of which is absorbed 

primarily by the phycobilisome and transferred to PSI!, results in a decrease in the membrane 

PSII:PSI ratio (Cunningham et at., 1990). The linear dichroism spectrum of the red light-

14 



grown cells would be expected to show more LD characteristic of PSII orientation in the 

membrane. Similarly, spectra from green light-grown cells would show more characteristics of 

PSI orientation. Comparisons of the LD of thylakoids from P. cruentum grown under both 

illumination conditions fixed in state 1 and state 2 would help further characterize changes in 

PSII and PSI orientation that accompany the light state transition. 

Exposure to chilling temperatures inhibits photosynthesis (Oquist and Martin, 1986). 

Cold-tolerant plants that have developed at low temperatures (cold-hardened) are more resistant 

to chilling stress than the same plants developed in warmer temperatures (non-hardened). For 

example, PSII activity is less sensitive to low temperature in hardened rye (Huner and 

Hopkins, 1984). 

Development of winter rye (Secale cereale L. cv. Puma) at 5°C has been associated with 

a thylakoid membrane LHCII population that has a lower proportion of oligomeric forms and a 

higher LHCn monomer content than 20°C-grown rye (Huner et aI., 1987). Another objective 

of this study was to determine whether differences in pigment orientation are observed between 

cold-hardened (RH) and non-hardened (RNH) winter rye that could be explained by 

differences in organization of LHCII. Because most of the chlorophyll b is associated with 

LHCII, changes in LHCn organization that affect pigment orientation in the thylakoid 

membrane would be manifested as differences in chlorophyll b LD relative to the chlorophyll a 

LD signal. Such changes should be apparent in both thylakoids and isolated LHCn complexes 

from RH and RNH. 
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LITERA TURE REVIEW 

I. The Photosynthetic Light Reactions 

Photosynthesis is the process through which plants, and some bacteria, harvest solar 

energy and convert it into biochemic all y usable forms. In the "light reactions", light energy is 

converted into chemical energy stored as adenosine triphosphate (A TP) molecules, and as 

reducing equivalents in the form of reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 

(NADPH). The "dark reactions" consume A TP and NADPH for the reduction and 

incorporation of carbon dioxide molecules into sugars [see discussion of both light and dark 

reactions in Gregory (1989)]. 

Photosynthetic processes occur within chloroplasts, specialized organelles of 

eukaryotes, or within the prokaryotic cytoplasm of photosynthetic bacteria. The light reactions 

are localized on a specialized internal network of membranes - the thylakoids. Thylakoids 

separate the chloroplast stroma or prokaryotic cell matrix from an internal cavity known as the 

"lumen" and contain specialized integral protein and pigment-protein complexes necessary for 

light energy transduction. The arrangement of thylakoid complexes within the photosynthetic 

membrane allows for A TP generation through the development of a trans-thylakoid membrane 

proton potential gradient, and for the generation of reducing equivalents via electron transfer 

through a series of carriers from water to NADPH, a process through which oxygen is 

evolved. 

1. The Z scheme 

The Z scheme, illustrated in Figure I, is a diagramatic representation of the process 

through which electrons are transferred from water to NADP+ in oxygen-evolving 

photosynthesis. The vertical scale shows the value of the redox midpoint potential for the 

particular electron carrier. 
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Figure 1: The Z scheme for linear electron transport in the thylakoid membrane of the 

oxygen-evolving higher plants, algae and cyanobacteria. The redox potential of electron 

transfer intermediates is indicated. This scheme emphasizes the flow of electrons from water to 

NADP+ that occurs as a result of the two photoreactions working in series. 
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The electron transfer pathway portrayed by the Z scheme involves the coordination of 

two photochemical reactions located in photosystems I and IT (PSI, PSII). Both photosystems 

contain specialized chlorophyll molecules that form the reaction centers P680 (in PSII) and 

P700 (in PSI), which absorb maximally at 680nm and 700nm, respectively. 

Absorption of light energy by P680 results in an excited state (P680*) that is a 

powerful reductant. It is capable of transfering an electron to a nearby pheophytin molecule 

(Phe), from which the reducing potential is passed to QA and QB, two quinone molecules 

associated with PSIT. The oxidized reaction centre must be re-reduced to permit further 

excitation. The necessary electrons come from water molecules, a process which releases 

oxygen and protons. Water oxidation yields four electrons per molecule of water which can be 

used for the one-electron process of P680+ reduction due to the generation of four "S-states", 

the accumulation of oxidizing equivalents, in the oxygen-evolving apparatus. A tyrosine 

molecule intermediate known as "Z" is the primary reductant of P680+. 

Reduced Qs joins a plastoquinone pool in the membrane. From this pool electrons are 

transfered to a cytochrome blf complex which contains a Reiske iron-sulfur centre, and 

cytochromes f and b6. A plastocyanin electron carrier (PC) oxidizes cytochrome f, and 

transfers electrons to a cationic PSI reaction centre. 

Photoexcitation of PSI results in a highly reducing P700* capable of rapidly 

transferring an electron to another chlorophyll molecule (Ao).within the photosystem. From 

this carrier reducing potential is passed to a phylloquinone (A 1) and to iron-sulfur centres (Fx, 

FA, FB), all of which are associated with the PSI complex. 

PSI is oxidized by a monomeric protein: ferredoxin. Reduced ferredoxin is used in the 

creation of NADPH through an intermediate known as ferredoxin:NADP reductase (FNR). 

NADPH is used as a reductant in the dark reactions of photosynthesis and in other metabolic 

processes of the chloroplast stroma. 
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2. Generation of a trans-membrane potential gradient 

Figure 1 emphasizes the generation of reduction potential, in the form of NADPH, by 

the light reactions. The other major product of electron transport is chemical energy in the form 

of A TP. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the light reaction components. It emphasizes the 

vectorial nature of electron transport across the membrane, the transfer of protons from the 

stroma into the thylakoid lumen, and the subsequent generation of A TP. The photoexcited 

P680 reaction centre of psn releases an electron to quinone on the stromal side of psn, which 

obtains two protons from the stroma and joins the plastoquinone pool. Reduced plastoquinone 

releases its electrons to the cytochrome b(/f complex at the lumenal inner membrane surface, 

and protons into the lumen. Water oxidation occurs on the lumenal side of the thylakoid, also 

liberating protons into the lumen. In addition, the generation of NADPH from NADP+ is a 

proton-consuming reaction at the stromal thylakoid surface. 

The vectorial nature of proton release and consumption generates a proton potential 

gradient across the membrane. This membrane energization is used to generate A TP from ADP 

(adenosine diphosphate) and inorganic phosphate in the stroma. The CFo/CFl (coupling factor) 

complex couples the transmembrane proton potential to ATP generation (Gregory, 1989). The 

release of a proton from the lumen through the integral membrane CFo component to the CFl 

and into the stroma releases enough energy to change the environment of the CFl such that a 

conversion to A TP is energetically favourable. 

3. Cyclic electron transfer 

A TP generation is also promoted though an alternate electron pathway around 

photosystem I in a process known as "cyclic photophosphorylation". Translocation of protons 

occurs when electons released from photosystem I are shuttled to the plastoquinone pool via 

ferredoxin (Arnon, 1977). As in linear electon transport, plastoquinone is oxidized at the 

cytochrome b6"f complex which, in turn, reduces P700+ through the plastocyanin mobile 

carrier. The oxidation and reduction of plastoquinone pumps protons into the thylakoid lumen. 

In this manner A TP may be generated though PSI photochemistry alone. 
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the thylakoid membrane of oxygen-evolving organisms. This 

figure emphasizes that electron transfer results in a proton electrochemical gradient across the 

thylakoid membrane which is harnessed to generate ATP at the eFl complex. Oxidation and 

reduction of plastoquinone (PQ) result in the transfer of protons from the stroma to the lumen. 

Water oxidation at photosystem II releases protons into the lumen, and the formation of 

NADPH consumes protons in the stroma. 
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II. Interaction of respiratory electron transport with photosynthesis in 

cyano bacteria 

Cyanobacteria are photosynthetic prokaryotes which lack the chloroplasts and 

mitochondria that segregate photosynthetic and respiratory reactions (Peschek, 1987). 

Photosynthetic reactions take place exclusively on the inner thylakoid membrane (Scherer, 

1990) while respiratory reactions are thought to be partially localized on the thylakoid 

membrane and on the cytoplasmic outer membrane, which may be continuous membrane 

systems. Respiration and photosynthesis are thought to share certain electron transfer 

components (Peschak, 1987; Scherer et aI., 1988). Figure 3 shows a current model of 

photosynthetic and respiratory interaction (Scherer, 1990). 

The electrons for respiratory electron transfer are obtained through NADPH or NADH 

dehydrogenases. According to Scherer (1990), NADPH dehydrogenase is thought to be 

ferredoxin:NADP+ oxidoreductase (FNR). This protein complex also accepts electrons 

flowing through PSI at the terminal end of photosynthetic linear electron transport. In the 

heterocyst, a vegetative, nitrogen-fixing form of some cyanobacteria which lacks PSII activity, 

FNR is used as an electron donor to PSI (Scherer et aI., 1988). 

Respiration and photosynthesis are thought to have three electron carriers in common. 

It is suggested that one such overlap in function occurs at the level of the plastoquinone pool 

(Scherer et aI., 1988). The quinone pool may be reduced by respiratory substrates, and studies 

estimate that the pool size is the same for both photosynthesis and respiration (Aoki and Katoh, 

1983). 

In addition, the cyanobacterial cytochrome b()ff complex, which is very similar to that 

of higher plants, also appears to be a common link with respiration. Isolation experiments were 

not able to produce any other complex of this type for respiratory reactions (Kallas et al., 

1988). The cytochrome b6lf complex was shown to be reduced by NADPH 
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Figure 3: The interaction of the photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport chains in 

cyanobacteria. Photosynthesis and respiration are thought to share the plastoquinone pool, the 

cytochrome b(/f complex and the cytochrome c-553 electron carrier (after Scherer, 1990). 
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(Peschek, 1982). Inhibitors specific for the complex also affect rates of respiratory electron 

transport (Schereret a!., 1988). 

Following flash-induced oxidation of the soluble cytochrome c-553 electron carrier, 

subsequent reduction was shown to affect both electron transfer chains (Hirano, 1980). This 

functional equivalent of plastocyanin can reduce both PSI and the cytochrome aa3 terminal 

oxidase of respiration (Lockau, 1981). In the cyanobacterium Nostoc, antibodies to 

cytochrome c-553 inhibit both photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport (Alpes et a!., 

1984). Cytochrome c-553 is considered a potential third common link between photosynthesis 

and the respiratory electron transfer chain (Scherer, 1990). 

III. Thylakoid membrane organization 

The photosynthetic machinery is composed of complexes which are arranged in or on 

the thylakoid membrane of the photosynthetic organism. Thylakoid membranes have some 

degree of order within the chloroplast or photosynthetic prokaryote. Diversity in thylakoid 

organization and arrangement is in part a result of interactions between peripheral light 

harvesting antenna complexes, which account for up to 99% of thylakoid pigment content and 

about 50% of membrane protein (Staehelin, 1986). 

The organization of higher plant thylakoids is heterogeneous. Thylakoid "grana" are 

cylindrical tightly-stacked regions of thylakoid connected by un stacked thylakoids known as 

"stroma" (Menke, 1962). Grana and stroma form a continuous membrane network which 

encloses the inner chamber, or lumen- a cavity separated from the chloroplast stroma 

(Staehelin, 1986). The proportion of grana relative to stromal thylakoids is inversely 

proportional to increasing light intensity (Anderson, 1982). Interactions involving the N

terminal residues of the proteins in the peripheral light harvesting complexes associated with 

photosystem II (LHCII) are thought responsible for granal structures. The regions of this 

complex that protrudes into the stroma may have an affect on membrane repulsion due to 
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negative surface charges (Zuber, 1985). Thylakoid membranes from green algal chloroplasts 

are very similar to those of higher plants, varying between the species in degree of organization 

(Staehelin et al., 1977). These organisms also posess a chlorophyll alb peripheral light

harvesting antenna complex. 

The red algae and cyanobacteria, which contain phycobilins, have large soluble 

peripheral antenna complexes associated with the stromal surface of the thylakoid membrane 

called "phycobilisomes" (PBS). The size of these complexes prevents membrane appression. 

There is, nevertheless, some variability of membrane organization in PBS-containing 

organisms. Thylakoid membranes of the unicellular red alga, Porphyridium cruentum, which 

has lobed chloroplasts, appear to be associated with the chloroplast inner envelope membrane 

(Gantt and Conti, 1965). In the disc-like chloroplasts of the more evolutionarily advanced 

filamentous red algae thylakoids are parallel and surrounded by a girdle lamella with which 

they interact (Coombs and Greenwood, 1976). Thylakoid membranes from most species of 

cyanobacteria are arranged in concentric layers, or cylinders, which span the length of the 

organism (Staehelin, 1986). Thin section electron micrographs show hemidiscoidal 

phycobilisomes tightly packed into the stroma between surfaces of the thylakoid cylinders 

(Edwards and Gantt, 1971). 

IV. Supramolecular membrane organization 

Freeze-fracture and freeze-etch microscopy has enabled researchers to directly examine 

the organization of the components of the light reactions within the photosynthetic membrane. 

Rapidly frozen membranes can be mechanically split along the centre of the membrane lipid 

bilayer at low temperatures because hydrophobic interactions between the phospholipid layers 

are weakened (Staehelin, 1986). The two resulting fracture faces are designated the EF 

(exoplasmic face) and the PF (protoplasmic face) fracture surfaces, refering to the inner 

surfaces of the same membrane leaf as, respectively, the lumen-facing membrane surface (ES, 
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or exoplasmic surface) and the stroma-facing surface (PS, protoplasmic surface). Subscripts 

"u" and "s" refer to fracture faces from "unstacked" stromal or "stacked" granal membranes in 

higher plants or green algae. Membrane surfaces can be viewed with freeze-etch microscopy 

techniques, through sublimation at the membrane surface. With metal shadowing techniques, 

membrane complexes are defined and can be examined for size, distribution and mutual 

arrangement. 

1. The EF face and PSII heterogeneity 

Electron microscopy and freeze-fracture techniques have shown that membrane 

heterogeneity is not only reflected in thylakoid organization, but is also revealed in the lateral 

distribution patterns of pigment -protein complexes. About 85% of EF particles are present in 

stacked membranes (Staehelin, 1976). The EF face is populated by only one kind of particle, 

which is 1O-18nm in diameter on the stacked surfaces, but about 1O.5nm on average, with less 

of a distribution in size, in stromal thylakoids. These particles may be viewed by freeze

etching on the ES surface as 2-lobed projections (Simpson, 1986). 

EF particles have been identified as photosystem II units. A mutant deficient in PSII 

centres has fewer EF particles (Wollman et al., 1981). That their location is predominantly in 

the grana is supported by studies on PSII activity in isolated membrane grana and stroma 

fractions (Andersson and Anderson, 1980). EF particle size is related to the association of PSII 

with LHCII, the peripheral light-harvesting antenna complex (Staehelin, 1986). Freeze-fracture 

electron microscopy of digalactolipid reconstituted with PSII revealed 7.5nm particles (Camm 

and Green, 1983). Pea and bean grown in intermittent light lack LHCII and contain a basic EF 

particle of 8nm. Particle size increases to 10.5,13, or16nm after growth in continuous light 

during which chlorophyl alb antennae are added (Armond et aI., 1977; Kalosakas et al., 

1984). The chlorophyll b-deficient barley mutant has EF particles of reduced size because of 

an inability to produce LHCII (Miller et al., 1976). 
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The difference in size between stromal EFu particles and EFs particles from grana is 

attributed to differences in peripheral antenna size between the two PSII populations (Staehelin 

et al., 1977). 

A distinction between stromal and granal PSII particles is also supported by biophysical 

experiments. The biphasic kinetics of room temperature (PSII) fluorescence - a fast non

exponential "a" component followed by a slower "B" component - indicated 2 distinct 

populations ofPSII, designated PSIIa and PSIIB (Melis and Homan, 1976). Fractionation 

experiments have shown grana to be enriched in PSIIa forms and the stroma in PSIIB 

(Anderson and Melis, 1983), which indicates that the B forms are the smaller EF particles 

prevalent in stromal thylakoids (Staehelin, 1986). PSIIB has been thought a precursor to PSIIa 

,representative of a state in PSII repair following photodamage (Guenther and Melis, 1990), 

or a conversion form in the regulation of psrr activity (Maenpaa et al., 1988). 

2. The PF face 

The PF fracture surface is identified by a higher density of particles than the EF face. It 

is thought to contain the cytochrome b6lf complex, photosystem I, and the hydrophobic 

component of the thylakoid coupling factor, CFO (Arntzen and Burke, 1980). 

Freeze fracture electron microscopy of membranes isolated from various mutants 

deficient in PSI core or antenna proteins revealed a PF face lacking in 10-13nm particles 

(Staehelin, 1986). PSI particles can be isolated and incorporated into phospholipid vesicles, the 

freeze fractures micrographs of which show particles about 1O.6nm in diameter (Mullet et at., 

1980). Different detergent treatment methods permit isolation of PSI with 4 other polypeptides, 

and yield particles in the lO-llnm or the 12-13nm range (Dunahay and Staehelin, 1985), likely 

indicating different amounts of bound antenna (Staehelin, 1986). As for PSII particles, PSI 

particles are smaller in size in plants that have been incubated in intermittent light. The presence 

of particles 6-9nm in diameter is due to the absence of the chlorophyll b-containing LHCI 
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peripheral antenna. Transfer to continuous light is accompanied by the appearance of a 10-

13nm particle in the PFu face (Armond et at., 1977). 

Again, as in PSII, PSI activity is localized in one of the membrane forms. The majority 

of PSI activity is found in the unstacked membranes, and the remainder can be accounted for 

by the 15% of activity found in purified granal stacks (Andersson and Anderson, 1980). 

Recent evidence suggests that the PSI located in granal stacks (PSIa) has an antenna size 30% 

greater than PSIB, or stromal PSI (Andreas son et ai., 1988). Albertsson and workers (1990) 

have proposed that the function of a granal PSIa and PSIIa is to carry out linear electron 

transport, while cyclic electron transport is performed by the B membrane components. 

3. Red algae and cyanobacteria 

The phycobilin-containing red algae and cyanobacteria lack grana because the 

phycobilisome peripheral antenna (PBS) associated with the membrane surface prevents 

membrane appression. Therefore, only two fracture faces, EF and PF are observed. The EF 

face, like that of of higher plant thylakoids, contains PSII particles, however due to the lack of 

chlorophyll b-containing antenna these particles are only lOnm in diameter (Staehelin, 1986). 

Similarly, the PF face contains the other components of the light reactions. The technique of 

freeze-etching is used to reveal complexes on a membrane surface. The ES face of thylakoids 

from cyanobacteria and red algae is covered with the large, water-soluble phycobilisome 

antenna complexes (Giddings et ai., 1983). Often phycobilisomes are aligned in rows which 

correspond to a similar orientation of PSII particles on the EF face. This observation suggests 

that the arrangement of PBS on the membrane surface mediates PSII arrangement in the 

thylakoid membrane (Vernotte et at., 1990). The section entitled "Phycobilisomes" contains 

further discussion about the relationship between the PBS and PSII. 
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v. Antenna complexes 

1. The core antennae of photosystem II 

Associated with core proteins of the photosystem II reaction centre complex are the 

PSII antenna pigment-proteins. The primary function of these components is to transfer energy 

to reaction centre chlorophylls. The photosystem II (PSII) core antenna pigment-protein 

complexes were initially associated with a single chlorophyll a-containing band fIrst detected 

through sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) by Hayden 

and Hopkins (1977). In this form the band was referred to as CPa, that is, chlorophyll-protein 

a (Green, 1988). Subsequent studies on the green alga, Chlamydomonas, using lithium 

dodecyl sulfate PAGE techniques separated two distinct PSII-associated bands (Delepelaire and 

Chua, 1979), which were later found in a variety of plants (Green, 1988). These two 

complexes have been called CP47 and CP43. They contain no chlorophyll b, binding about 20 

to 25 chlorophylls a per protein (deVitry et al., 1984), and have molecular weights between 45 

and 51kDa for CP47, and between 40 and 45kDa for CP43 (Green, 1988). 

CP47 and CP43 are thought to function as an energy transfer link between reaction 

centre chromophores and the peripheral light harvesting complexes; LHCII in higher plants and 

green algae, or the phycobilisome in cyanobacteria and red algae (Bricker, 1990). The smallest 

isolated photochemically-active PSII reaction centre unit is composed of the "D 1" and "D2" 

polypeptides and a cytochrome b-559 (Nanba and Satoh, 1987). The PSII core antennae can be 

selectively solubilized so that the reaction centre subunit is isolated in association with only 

CP47 (Yamagishi and Katoh, 1985). This result suggests that the CP43 antenna is less tightly 

associated with the reaction centre. However, CP43 is required for binding LHCII to the 

reaction centre core (Bassi et al., 1987). 

Hydropathy plots indicate that both the CP47 and CP43 polypeptides, which are 

somewhat homologous in primary sequence, have 6 transmembrane segments and 5 loops 

which protrude from the thylakoid membrane (Bricker, 1990). Two of these are thought to 
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extend, along with the amino and carboxy tennini, into the stroma. Bricker (1990) finds that 

one of these loops has features indicative of a possible binding site for phycobilisomes. The 

proportion of amino acids in this segment that are conserved in cyanobacteria but non

conservatively replaced in LHCII-containing higher plants and green algae is higher than in 

other segments of the polypeptide. The interaction between CP43, CP47 and LHCII is not yet 

well understood. This association, however, is known to be stabilized by magnesium ions 

(Bassi et ai., 1987). 

Histidyl residues in polypeptide chains are possible ligands for chlorophyll molecules. 

The location of these residues may, therefore, gives information about the chromophore 

arrangement within a pigment-protein complex. Histidyl residues are located close to the 

membrane surface in the transmembrane helices of both CP47 and CP43 (Bricker, 1990). 

Similarly, histidines are found in corresponding locations in the LHCII transmembrane 

complex (Zuber, 1987). Any chlorophyll molecules bound at these locations might be 

responsible for energy transfer between peripheral and core antennae. 

Cyanobacteria, algae and higher plants share three major low temperature fluorescence 

emission maxima: at 685nm and 695nm - associated with PSII - and between 720nm and 

740nm - due to PSI chlorophyll a pigments (Krause and Weis, 1984). According to Kramer 

and Amesz (1982), analysis of the polarization of fluorescence bands in spinach at 695nm and 

685nm revealed that the former emission is oriented at about 47° from the normal to the 

membrane plane and the latter is more parallel, with orientation at about 64° from the membrane 

normal. PSI emission at 735nm was found to be more parallel to the membrane, at about 67°. 

In the absence of core antennae, the DI-D2-cyt b559 reaction centre complex fluoresces at 

685nm with an orientation parallel to the membrane plane (van Dorssen et ai., 1987). In the 

cyanobacterium, Synechocystis 6803, mutation of the chloroplast psaB, or psaC gene 

products, which produce CP43 and CP47 respectively, decreases the magnitude of PSII 

fluorescence peaks (Carpenter and Vermass, 1988; Vermass et ai., 1986). 
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2. PSI antenna complexes 

Like PSII, photosystem I has both peripheral and core antennae. Core light-harvesting 

chromophores are associated with the same 83kDa core dimer polypeptides on which the 

primary charge separation prosthetic groups are oriented. The peripheral antenna complex, 

known as LHCI, is a chlorophyll alb complex. 

Two preparations of PSI have been examined with respect to antenna content. From a 

complex containing 110 chlorophyll molecules per reaction centre, a minimal complex with 65 

chlorophylls per P700 was also isolated (Mullet et ai., 1980). The latter isolate differed in a 

shift of the chlorophyll fluorescence peak from 730nm to 717nm, and in the lack of chlorophyll 

b. These characteristics were later attributed to a lack of the PSI-associated peripheral 

chlorophyll alb antenna (LHCI) in the latter preparation. More recent studies have corrected the 

chlorophyll counts to 90 chlorophyll molecules for the core and 200 for the core plus antenna 

complex (Bassi and Simpson, 1987). 

LHCI is composed of polypeptides in the 20-25kDa range, in addition to a 10kDa 

component (Bassi, 1990). It is isolated in two forms: one fluoresces maximally at 680nrn and 

is composed of two main polypeptides, the other has a 730nm fluorescence maximium and 

contains three main polypeptides (Lam et ai., 1984). LHCI-730 is buried further in the 

membrane interior than LHCI-680, which is exposed to proteolytic digestion at the membrane 

surface (Ortiz et ai., 1985). As will be discussed, LHCII is thought to associate with 

photosystem I under conditions of preferential excitation of PSII (please see "State 

Transitions"). LHCI-680 is necessary for energy transfer from LHCII to PSI (Bassi and 

Simpson, 1987). Both LHCI complexes are thought to be independently associated with the 

reaction center chlorophylls as they can be selectively removed (Bassi, 1990). 

Analysis of the orientation of PSI chromophores in the minimal core complex revealed 

the appearance of a positive band at 697nm in the linear dichroism spectrum (Breton and 

Ikegarni, 1989). This band was assigned to P700 because of the dependence of its amplitude 

on redox potential, and showed that the reaction centre is oriented in the membrane plane 
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(please see "Pigment orientation and polarized light spectroscopy"). Studies of isolated LHCI 

have shown that the chlorophyll b content is also oriented close to the membrane plane. For 

chlorophyll a forms absorbing maximally at wavelengths shorter than 682nm, linear dichroism 

is somewhat more negative, showing that these core antenna pigments are more parallel to the 

membrane (Breton and Ikegami, 1989; Haworth et ai, 1982; Tapie et al., 1984). 

3. LHCII 

i) Pi&ment and protein composition 

An early review by Thornber (1975) characterized the peripheral light-harvesting 

antenna complex associated with photosystem II (LHCII) as a single polypeptide chain 

containing equal quantities of chlorophyll a and b and 3-7 carotenoids per chlorophyll. 

Efficient transfer of energy between chlorophyll b and chlorophyll a in the photosynthetic 

membrane was found to be due to LHCII function as an antenna complex, efficiently 

transferring absorbed energy to photosystem II (Thornber, 1975). LHCII is ubiquitous in 

chlorophyll b-containing plants. In higher plants, LHCII accounts for about 50% of total 

thylakoid chlorophyll, most of the chlorophyll b (Glazer, 1983; Thornber, 1975) and 

approximately half the polypeptide content of the thylakoid membrane (Zuber, 1985). LHCII 

complexes, examined in the green alga, Chlamydomonas, and a variety of higher plants, are 

aggregates of polypeptide monomers which can range in molecular weight from 20 kDa to 

30kDa (Glazer, 1983). More recent estimates assign 13-15 chlorophylls to each LHCII 

polypeptide (Butler and Kiihlbrandt, 1988). Electron crystallography and image analysis of 

crystallized pea LHCII shows 15 regions of electron density with dimensions corresponding to 

a chlorophyll porphyrin ring (Kiihlbrandt and Wang, 1991). 

ii) Arran&ement in the membrane 

LHCII polypeptide conformation within the membrane was studied by Nabedryk and 

workers (1984) using ultraviolet circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. From their data they 
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estimated that 44% of the polypeptide is in an a-helical conformation. A model suggesting 3 

transmembrane a-helicies was developed through hydropathy analysis, which assesses the 

hydrophobicity along sequences of amino acids (Karlin-Neumann et ai., 1985). Infrared 

dichroism spectroscopy indicated that the transmembrane helices were oriented at 

approximately 30° with respect to the membrane normal in both thylakoid membranes and 

membrane vesicles reconsituted with LHCII (Nabedryk et ai., 1984). Electron crystallography 

has revealed LHCII conformation in greater detail (Klihlbrandt and Wang, 1991). Each 

polypeptide is composed of three membrane-spanning helices, two of which are symmetrical 

and slightly twisted around one another (helices A and B), and one other shorter membrane

spanning sequence (helix C). A and B are inclined by 250 and 310 and are about 46A and 49 A 

long, respectively. C is more parallel with respect to the membrane plane, at 11 0 , and is about 

20 residues, or 30A, long. 

The detail of 2-D crystals of LHCII provided evidence that LHCII projects 1O-15A into 

the stroma and 7-lOA into the lumen (Klihlbrandt, 1984). According to hydropathy analysis, 

48% of the LHCII protein appears to extend into the chloroplast stroma (Zuber, 1985). This 

region includes the N-terminus, which is cleaved by trypsin treatment (Coruzzi et aI., 1983; 

Cashmore, 1984). 

iii) LHCII and membrane stackin& 

In a 1973 study, Argyroudi-Akoyunoglou and Akoyunoglou proposed that LHCII 

played a major role in the formation of the granal stacks of thylakoid membranes. These 

conclusions were based on observations that unstacked membranes are deficient in LHCII 

(Thornber, 1975). The projection of LHCII into the stroma is thought to regulate interactions 

between appressed membranes in the grana. Zuber (1985) suggests the reasons for LHCII 

effects on membrane adhesion involve compensation for negative membrane charges by 

LHCII, hence reducing electrostatic repulsion between membranes, or stabilization of direct 
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membrane interactions. Removal of the N-terminus of the LHCII polypeptide interrupts 

membrane interaction (Mullet, 1983). 

Chloroplast membrane structure and organization responds to illumination conditions 

(Melis, 1984). There is evidence that LHCII synthesis is regulated by mechanisms that respond 

to light availability (Zuber, 1985). There is a lower degree of granal stacking in sun-adapted 

species compared with shade-adapted species. Since LHCII mediates membrane appression, it 

is suggested that lower levels of this peripheral antenna are manufactured in plants exposed to 

high light (Melis, 1984). Trypsin treatment releases the threonine phosphorylation site 

responsible for migration of LHCII from grana to stroma during the state I-state 2 transition 

(Kyle et al., 1983). Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of the stromally-exposed N

terminus of LHCII is thought to playa major role in the mechanism regulating distribution of 

excitation energy between the photo systems (please see "State transitions") in higher plants and 

green algae (Williams and Allen, 1987). This mechanism has been observed to affect changes 

in membrane stacking (Zuber, 1985). Phosphorylation of LHCII in light state 2 is thought to 

disrupt thylakoid surface charges, and in this manner cause partial destacking (Telfer et aI., 

1984). 

iv) Heterogeneity 

Studies by Larsson and coworkers (1987) using SDS-PAGE revealed two populations 

of the LHCII polypeptide, with molecular weights of 25 and 27kDa. The 25 and 27kDa 

polypeptides are themselves structurally heterogeneous. Up to 6 different polypeptides 

contribute to the 25 and 27kDa bands, as resolved by 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis (Bassi 

et al., 1987). 

Functional heterogeneity of the LHCII polypeptide was fIrst demonstrated with respect 

to phosphorylation. The LHCII population enriched in the 25kDa polypeptide is thought 

responsible for dissociation from PSII and migration to stromal membranes during the state 1-

state 2 transition (Larsson et al., 1987) and for long-term acclimation to light intensity. This 
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polypeptide is the main consituent of LHCII complexes that are tightly bound to PSII 

complexes on the grana periphery (Bassi, 1990). 

v) Organization 

Non-denaturing SDS-PAGE gives rise to three bands that represent different states of 

LHCII organization: CP25, which corresponds to individual LHCII polypeptides, CP64, 

which represents a trimeric complex (Green, 1988; Ide et ai., 1987), and an intermediate band 

that may be a dimeric assembly (Anderson et ai., 1978; Green, 1988). Evidence for different 

aggregation states of LHCII has been collected through analytical ultracentrifugation of 

complexes solubilized in a non-ionic detergent. Two states of aggregation differing in 

molecular weight by a factor of three were isolated, the state of lower aggregation being 

stabilized at higher detergent concentrations (Butler and Kiihlbrandt, 1988). This and the fact 

that LHCII crystals appear as a trimeric structures with three-fold symmetry have led 

researchers to infer that the trimeric state is stable for LHCII (Bassi, 1990). 

Some studies have revealed that lipids are tightly associated with LHCII. Monomeric, 

dimeric and trimeric assemblies of LHCII isolated from tobacco by electrophoresis all 

contained lipid (Tremolieres et ai., 1981). A high content of phosphatidyl glycerol containing 

trans-L\3-hexadecenoic acid was found in trimeric LHCn relative to monomers, and treatment 

with phospholipase A2 converted oligomer to monomer (Remy et ai., 1982), suggesting that 

lipids are important to LHCII assembly in the membrane (Glazer, 1983). The crystallized 

LHCII trimer is characterized by a central electron-dense region of triangular cross-section on 

the stromal surface of the trimer (Klihlbrandt and Wang, 1991) which might be the location of 

these stabilizing lipids. 

vi) Spectroscopic characteristics and energy transfer 

Certain types of spectroscopy give information about the nature of energy transfer 

within and between complexes (please see "Excitation energy transfer"). Polarization of 
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fluorescence has been measured for LHCII. In the chlorophyll b region of the spectrum, 

fluorescence is almost totally depolarized, with the maximum polarization being in the long 

wavelength absorption region of chlorophyll a (Van Metter, 1977). This finding indicates a 

large range of excitation energy migration in the isolated complex and very fast excitonic 

interactions between chlorophyll b molecules. Similarly, the fluorescence emission spectra for 

excitation in the chlorophyll b and chlorophyll a spectral regions were identical, also showing 

that energy was equilibrated over all chromophores before emission. 

Van Metter (1977) used circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy to study excitation 

energy transfer within spinach LHCII polypeptides. His research showed a doublet structure 

centred near the Qy absorption maximum of chlorophyll b (652nm) which indicates strong 

exciton coupling (Clayton, 1980). At least 2 of the calculated 3 chlorophyll b molecules in the 

isolated complex were strongly coupled and in close proximity. Van Metter (1977) decided that 

chlorophyll b molecules were orthogonal, and arranged with C3 symmetry. This model would 

also account for fluorescence depolarization. The model proposed angles with the symmetry 

axis of near 125.3°, and with the projection of the transition on the plane of the trimer between 

0° and 60°. 

The CD data indicated the existance of three delocalized states in the red absorption 

region of chlorophyll b : two degenerate states at 652nm (negative CD band) and one non

degenerate state at 665nm (positive CD band). Linear dichroism spectroscopy, which probes 

the orientation of chromophores, revealed that the states absorbing at 652nm were oriented 

nearly orthogonal to one another with respect to the plane in the complex parallel to the 

membrane (Oiilen et ai., 1986), while the third state was oriented along the membrane plane. 

vii) Spectral characteristics and LHCII oTf~anization 

The transition of LHCII from oligomer to monomer was followed by researchers using 

increasing concentrations of sodium dodecyl sulfate detergent in an LHCII preparation (Oiilen 

et al., 1986). Room temperature absorption spectra were altered in the relative intensities of 
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absorption in the chlorophyll a and b regions. As SDS concentration increased, no changes 

were observed in the chlorophyll b region (650nm), but the contribution from the chlorophyll a 

band (675nm) decreased. 

Characteristic of the CD spectrum of oligomeric LHCII is a split feature in the 650nm 

chlorophyll b band. This contribution, along with a component of the band at 685nm, 

associated with long wavelength chlorophyll a was missing in monomeric CD (Olilen et ai., 

1986). CD spectra from high detergent concentrations thus appear as if a doublet feature has 

been subtracted: a positive component from the 645-650nm region, and a negative component 

of similar magnitude from the 685nm region. This CD doublet has been attributed to exciton 

interactions between chlorophyll a and b transitions (OUlen et ai., 1986). 

The linear dichroism (LD) of oligomeric LHCII treated with 1 % sodium dodecyl sulfate 

detergent (SDS) is similar to LD of monomeric LHCII (Breton, 1983). Differences in 

chromophore orientation that occur with increasing concentration of SDS are represented in the 

room temperature LD spectrum by a loss of the 648nm negative band in the chlorophyll b 

region, resulting in a single positive band at 650nm (GUlen et aI., 1986). The small 665nm 

chlorophyll b shoulder also decreased strongly in proportion to increasing SDS. No difference 

was observed with increasing SDS concentration in the long wavelength chlorophyll a 

maxImum. 

Spectral data indicate that the transition from oligomeric to monomeric LHCII causes a 

relative reorientation of chlorophyll a and b that affects the energy transfer efficiency between 

these pigments within the antenna complex. 

4. Phycobilisomes 

Phycobilisomes are the peripheral light-harvesting antenna complexes associated with 

photosystem II found in red algae, cyanobacteria and in the blue-green bacterial 

endosymbionts, the cyanelles. This pigment-protein complex is functionally equivalent to the 

LHCII of higher plants and green algae, but is associated with the thylakoid membrane surface, 
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projecting into the cytoplasm. Phycobilisomes contain between 300 and 700 intensely coloured 

phycobilin molecules (Glazer, 1987) which harvest light energy between 450nm and 650nm, 

outside the spectral range of chlorophyll a (Glazer, 1982). Phycobilin can account for 30-50% 

of the total light harvesting capacity in red algae and cyanobacteria (Kawamura et al., 1979). 

Phycobilisomes vary morphologically (Glazer, 1984). The common form, found in 

cyanobacteria (Bryant et ai., 1979) and also observed in the red alga Rhodelia violacea (Koller 

et al., 1978; Morschel et ai., 1977), is the hemidisc. In freeze-fracture microscopy 

hemidiscoidal phycobilisomes appear on the exoplasmic surface of the membrane, often 

aligned in rows (Giddings et al., 1983). They are 40-50nm along the base, 30-40nm high and 

about 11.5nm thick (Morschel and Miihlethaler, 1983). 

Hemidisc "faces" in electron micrographs from several cyanobacteria and from R. 

violacea show a core unit composed of three Ilnm disc-like subunits arranged in a triangular 

formation the base at the thylakoid surface. The core of the cyanobacterium, Synechococcus 

6301, contains just the two basal core cylinders (Glazer et al., 1979), as seen in Figure 4C. Six 

phycobilin rods radiate from the core. Rods are about 11-12nm in diameter and are composed 

of stacks of two to six 6nm-thick pigment discs (Bryant et al., 1979; Glazer, 1982; Glazer et 

al., 1979; Morschel et al., 1977). 

Hemiellipsoidal phycobilisomes are found in the red alga, Porphyridium cruentum 

(Gantt and Lipschultz, 1972; Gantt et ai., 1976; Lange et ai., 1990). Their dimensions have 

been determined from electron micrographs: 50nm in length, 36nm high and 20nm wide. A 

cleavage plane observed parallel to the long axis of this structure makes hemiellipsoidal 

phycobilisomes appear to resemble two hemidiscoidal phycobilisomes placed face to face 

(Lange et al., 1990). 

i) Phycobilisome composition 

Phycobilisomes are composed entirely of proteins (Glazer, 1987). Coloured 

phycobiliproteins make up approximately 85% of the phycobilisome mass, while colourless 
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Figure 4: Phycobilisome components, and the PBS of the cyanobacterium Synechococcus 

6301. A. Phycocyanin trimer composition showing (aB)3 arrangement (from Glazer, 1984). 

B. Two trimers in a face-to-face arrangement make up the hexameric disc of the phycocyanin 

phycobilisome component. C. Proposed model for phycobilisomes from Synechococcus 6301 

showing 2 -membered core and arrangement of phycocyanin rods. 
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"linker" polypeptides account for the remainder (Tandeau de Marsac and Cohen-Bazire, 1977; 

Yamanaka et aI., 1978). Phycobiliproteins are assemblies of biliprotein aggregates. The 

biliprotein unit is composed of open-chain linear tetrapyrrole chromophores (the phycobilins) 

covalently bonded by one or two thioether linkages to cysteine residues on a polypeptide 

(Brown et al., 1979; Glazer, 1984). Three types of phycobilin prosthetic group have been 

identified in cyanobacteria and red algae: the phycocyanobilins, the phycoerythrobilins and 

phycourobilin. Phycoerythrobilins and phycourobilins are found within biliproteins known as 

the phycoerythrins (PE). Phycocyanobilin prosthetic groups are covalently bonded to 

polypeptides of allophycocyanin (APC) and phycocyanin (PC) biliproteins. The 

phycoerythrocyanin phycobiliprotein is found in some cyanobacteria, and contains both 

phycoerythrobilin and phycocyanobilin prosthetic groups (Glazer, 1984). 

Phycobiliproteins are oligomeric assemblies of protein monomers. Each monomer is 

composed of an a and a B polypeptide subunit. Their molecular weights are less than 22kDa 

(Glazer, 1987), and they contain 1 to 4 bilin molecules (Bennett and Bogorad, 1971; Glazer, 

1984). The association of bilins with these peptide chains (Schneider et al., 1986) and the 

aggregation state of the biliprotein monomers influences spectroscopic properties of the 

prosthetic groups (MacColl and Berns, 1981; Zilinskas et aI., 1984). 

The phycocyanin and phycoerythrin biliprotein discs that make up phycobilisome rod 

substructures are hexameric, with a composition of (aB)6 (Bryant et al., 1979). APC core 

components are trimeric aggregates, with disc compositions of (aBh, as seen in Figure 4A 

(Lundell and Glazer, 1983). Hexamers are composed of two trimers in a face-to-face 

association, represented in Figure 4B. Biliprotein assemblies are stabilized within 

phycobilisome substructures due to specific colourless linker polypeptides. Polypeptide linker 

interactions are thought to affect the spectral characteristics of a phycobiliprotein (Lundell et ai., 

1981). Absorption and fluorescence maxima of phycocyanin and phycoerythrin discs within 

phycobilisome rods are influenced by their linker polypeptides in a manner that promotes 

energy transfer pathways down rods towards the allophycocyanin-containing core. Due to 
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linker interactions, chromophore spectra are progressively red-shifted closer to the core 

(Glazer, 1984). 

ii) Phycoerythrin 

Phycoerythrins (PE) are found in red algae and some species of cyanobacteria. They 

are red-coloured pigments characterized by absorption maxima between 498nm and 568nm 

(MacColl and Guard-Friar, 1987). Phycoerythrins may have different bilin compositions. B

PE has phycoerythrobilin and phycourobilin pigment prosthetic groups while b-PE has only 

phycoerythrobilin forms (Gantt and Lipschultz, 1974). 

Purified PE biliproteins are characterized by their absorption and fluorescence emission 

maxima. According to MacColl and Guard-Friar (1987), b-PE has an absorption maximum at 

545nm and at 563nm, and fluoresces maximally at 570nm. B-PE has 546nm and 565nm 

absorption maxima, along with a shoulder at 498nm, and a fluorescence maximum of 578nm. 

Both of these forms are found in the red alga, Porphyridium cruentum. 

Phycoerythrins form the most peripheral rod components on the phycobilisome rods, 

as they absorb higher energy wavelengths than the phycocyanins. They differ in the size and 

composition of their polypeptide subunits. For example, B-PE has a 'Y-subunit, containing one 

phycourobilin chromophore, in addition to six (aB) monomers per disc (Gantt and Lipschultz, 

1972). The 'Ypolypeptide is lacking in the b-phycoerythrin disc, accounting for some of the 

differences in spectral properties between the two biliproteins. 

iii) Phycocyanin 

The recent crystalization of C-phycocyanin trimer discs from the cyanobacteria 

Synechococcus 7002 and Mastigocladus laminosus has enabled researchers to elucidate the 

component protein and chromophore conformations through X -ray diffraction analysis 

(Schirmer et al., 1985). Schirmer and coworkers (1985) demonstrated that the phycocyanin 

(PC) trimer was formed from three aB monomers arranged 
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with a three-fold symmetry axis around a central channel of 35A, of sufficient diameter to 

accomodate a rod linker polypeptide (Schirmer et aI., 1985). C-PC discs studied by 

Diesenhofer et al. (1985) from A. quadruplicatum crystalize as hexamers - two trimers in a 

face-to-face arrangement. C-phycocyanin contains three binding locations for the pigment 

prosthetic groups: a-84, B-84 and B-155 (Schirmer et al., 1988). The Greek letter refers to the 

polypeptide subunit in each biliprotein monomer, while the number refers to the cysteine 

residue of attachment. 

Mimuro and coworkers (1986a) determined the absorption maxima of bilins within C

Pc. a-84 had an absorption maximum of 624nm, while the B subunit maxima were located at 

598nm (B-155) and 632nm (B-84). X-ray diffraction analysis produced coordinates for these 

prosthetic groups, identifying angles of 78°, 145° and 119°, respectively, relative to the normal 

to the trimer disc surface (Schirmer and Vincent, 1987). 

Absorption and fluorescence polarization show that crystals of C-PC are "dichroic" (see 

"Pigment orientation and polarized light spectroscopy"). The C-PC absorption maximum shifts 

from 612nm, for a parallel excitation beam, to 626nm for light polarized perpendicular to the 

rod long axis (Schirmer and Vincent, 1987). Pigment molecules appear more closely oriented 

parallel to the PC disc surface the longer the wavelength of absorption. Polarized fluorescence, 

the product of de-excitation of the lowest energy chromophores, was more significant 

perpendicular to the crystal axis (Schirmer et al., 1987 ). 

Because of the proximity (22A) between a-84 and B-84 on adjacent monomers in the 

PC trimer, much interaction and back transfer of excitation between B-84 and a-84 is thought 

to occur (Schirmer and Vincent, 1987; Sauer and Scheer, 1988). Among the B-subunit 

chromophores, there is energy transfer from B-155 to B-84 (Mimuro et aI., 1986). B-84 

chromophores protrude into the internal space within the phycocyanin trimer, and are affected 

spectrally by the associated linker polypeptide (Schirmer et aI. , 1987 '-.). The direction of energy 

flow in the crystalized trimer is therefore from the outside to the inside of the disc (Mimuro et 

al., 1986). Directional transfer of energy within the phycobilisome rod is thought to be 
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influenced by the progressive red-shift in maximal absorbance of phycocyanin in discs more 

proximal to the antenna core, brought about by association with different linker polypeptides 

(Glazer, 1984). 

Excitation energy transfer between adjacent trimers was investigated in crystals of C

PC harvested from Agmenellum quadruplicatum, which crystallizes as hexamer units, or two 

trimers face-to-face (Schirmer et al., 1987). Rapid transfer between the a-84 and B-155 

chromophores of adjacent discs is faster than the intertrimer transfer from B-155 to B-84 (Sauer 

and Scheer, 1988). The B-155 phycocyanobilin pigments from 2 face-to-face trimer discs - at a 

centre-to-centre distance of approximately 21A - are also within a distance that would permit 

inter-disc energy transfer (Schirmer and Vincent, 1987). 

iv) Allophycocyanin 

The core allophycocyanin (APC) pigments have 4 spectral forms (Rusckowski and 

Zilinskas, 1982). Lundell and Glazer (1983ab) have characterized the PBS core of the 

cyanobacterium,Synechococcus 6301. This two-element core is similar to the basal two 

elements of the trimeric core in PBS of other cyanobacteria (Gingrich et al., 1983). 

Each of the two core elements is made up of one copy of APCI, APCH, APCIII, and 

APC-B. APCI contains two aB monomers, an 18.3kDa polypeptide and the putative core-

membrane linker "group I" protein (see below). The absorption maximum is at 655nm. 

Fluorescence emission is maximal at 680nm, as in APC-B, which is composed of three a 

subunits - one of which contains an allophycocyanobillin-B chromophore - three associated B 

polypeptides, and a 10.5 kDa linker protein. Absorption is maximal at 653nm. The 10.5 kDa 

linker polypeptide is also associated with APC III, composed primarily of an (aBh disc with 

AP prosthetic groups. APC II contains no linker, but has the same phycobilin composition as 

APCIIT. In Synechococcus 6301, absorption maxima for APC II and III are at 650nm and 

652nm and peak fluorescence at 660nm and 662nm, respectively (Lundell and Glazer, 1983b). 
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APC II and III make up the upper rod in phycobilisomes with trimeric cores (Gingrich et al., 

1983). 

v) Linker polxveptides 

Linker polypeptides playa major role in maintaining the structure of the phycobilisome 

antenna, and influence the spectral properties of local phycobiliproteins (Glazer, 1984). They 

have been considered responsible for energy migration pathways to the phycobilisome core, 

although fluorescence decay studies of cyanobacterial mutants with linker protein substitutions 

(Bhalero et al.,1991) and deletions (Maxon et aI., 1991) have not shown severe impairment of 

energy transfer efficiency. 

The colourless linker polypeptides belong to one of three groups (Zilinskas and 

Greenwald,1986). "Group I" polypeptides are 70-120 kDa in molecular weight; 

Synechococcus 6301 has a 75kDa group I linker (Lundell et al., 1981), while that from 

Porphyridium cruentum is 95kDa (Redlinger and Gantt, 1982). These proteins, of which only 

one is present per phycobilisome, attach the antenna complex to the membrane surface, and 

have spectral properties consistent with a terminal energy acceptor which transfers excitation to 

chlorophyll a (Zilinskas and Greenwald, 1986). "Group II" polypeptides, with molecular 

weights from 30 to 70kDa maintain phycocyanin and phycoerythrin in rod substructures. The 

regulation of their synthesis is part of the mechanism of complementary chromatic adaptation 

(see below) (Gingrich et al., 1982). "Group III" polypeptides, 25 to 30kDa in weight, attach 

rods to the APC core (Glazer, 1982). 

vi) PBS interactions with the thylakoid membrane 

Excitation energy transfer from the phycobilisome to photosystem II complexes occurs 

with upwards of90% efficiency (Ley and Butler, 1980; Wang et aI., 1977). Freeze-fracture 

electron microscopy of thylakoid membranes from cyanelles, cyanobacteria-like endosymbiots, 

revealed an exoplasmic freeze-fracture face characterized by intramembrane particles aligned in 
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rows (Giddings et aI., 1983; Lefort-Tran et al., 1973). In addition, freeze-etching of the 

thylakoid stromal surface showed phycobilisomes also arranged in rows corresponding 

spatially to EF particle rows (Giddings et al., 1983). In a PBS mutant of Synechocystis 6803, 

which lacks phycocyanin, PSII rows are spaced closer together because of the reduced size of 

the PBS (Vemotte et al., 1990). Schatz and Witt (1984) have isolated an oxygen-evolving 

complex from the cyanobacterium, Synechococcus sp., which contained aUophycocyanin, 

indicating an close interaction between the phycobilisome core and photosystem II. The red 

alga, Porphyridium cruentum, yielded an oxygen-evolving photosystem II with an 

energetically interacting phycobilisome (Chereskin and Gantt, 1986; Clement-Metral and Gantt, 

1983). 

"Group I" phycobilisomes polypeptides have been deemed PBS-thylakoid linkers 

(Glazer, 1984; Zilinskas and Greenwald, 1986). The core-linker polypeptide has strong 

associations with photosystem II. Immunoprecipitation of cyanobacterial membranes showed 

that after washing under dissociating conditions for phycobilisomes, thylakoids contain group I 

polypeptides associated with the photosystem II complex (Mimuro et al., 1986) 

vii) Regulation of PBS and reaction centre synthesis 

Synthesis and assembly of phycobilisome components in both cyanobacteria and red 

algae responds to environmental parameters (Grossman et aI., 1986). The numbers of PBS 

complexes per reaction centre andlor the phycobilin composition of these antenna complexes 

may be sensitive to light intensity, light spectral quality (Goedheer, 1976; Jahn et al., 1984; 

Myers et al., 1978) or limiting nutrient conditions (Allen and Smith, 1969; Lawry and Jensen, 

1979). 

Phycobiliprotein synthesis is sensitive to light intensity in both red algae and 

cyanobacteria. However, responses to this environmental parameter vary between organisms. 

Phycobilisome rods in the cyanobacterium, Synechococcus 6301, increase in length when 

organisms are moved to low light environments (Glazer, 1981). Phycobilisomes of 
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Porphyridium cruentum are higher in phycoerythrin under low light intensities (Cunningham 

et aI., 1989). In the red alga, Griffithsia pacifica, more phycobilisomes are synthesized in low 

light, but the length and relative pigment composition of the phycoerythrin-phycocyanin rods 

do not vary (Waaland et al., 1974). These responses increase the light-harvesting capacities of 

the organism and compensate for reduced light levels in order to maintain necessary levels of 

photosynthetic electron transport (Grossman et aI., 1986). 

Differences in spectral characteristics of the light environment can evoke adaptive 

responses in phycobilisome-containing organisms. In some organisms, relative 

phycobiliprotein composition may be altered (Manodori and Melis 1986) to allow maximal 

PBS absorption of predominant light wavelengths (Tandeau de Marsac, 1983). This process is 

known as "complementary chromatic adaptation". In the cyanobacterium ,Fremyella 

dip losipho n, PE levels increase when the organism is transferred to green light (Gendel et al., 

1979), while growth in red light increases phycocyanin synthesis. 

Cyanobacteria and red algae have been shown to adapt to growth in light primarily 

absorbed by one of the two photosystems. In some cases this response results in different 

relative levels of membrane complexes (Grossman et al., 1986). This type of long-term 

adjustment allows optimization of light absorption by both photosystems for efficient linear 

electron transport (Sanderset al., 1989; Glazer and Melis, 1987). It has been shown in some 

PBS-containing organisms that photosystem II to photosystem I ratios are significantly higher 

in red light, which is absorbed primarily by photosystem I chlorophyll a. In yellow light, 

absorbed by the phycobilisome and transfered primarily to photosystem II, this ratio tends to 

decrease. Photosystem stoichiometry adjustments have been demonstrated in some 

cyanobacteria (Sanders et aI., 1989; Fujita et al., 1985; Myers et al., 1980) 

The red alga, Porphyridium cruentum, is capable of adapting to light spectral quality of 

growth conditions through adjustments of photosystem stoichiometry. Complementary 

chromatic adaptation does not occur in this organism, and phycobilisomes retain a similar 

composition and size under both red and and green light. These algae respond to light absorbed 
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preferentially by phycobilisomes by increasing the ratio ofPSII to PSI. Similarly, growth in 

chlorophyll-absorbed red light results in a decrease in PSIIIPSI. This organism is unique in 

that phycobilisome numbers and relative phycobilin content remain unaltered by light spectral 

quality (Cunningham et at., 1990). 

viii) Excitation ener~ transfer 

Sequential rises and decays in peak emissions in the time-resolved fluorescence 

emission spectra of isolated phycobilisomes from the cyanobacterium, Anabaena variabilis, 

demonstrated that the sequence of energy transfer within this antenna structure is C-PC to APC 

to the terminal emitter (Mimuro et ai., 1986a). Excitation energy absorbed by PE is always 

transfered through PC to the PBS core. Efficiencies of energy transfer between phycobilin 

components are upwards of 90% (MacColl and Guard-Friar, 1987). Excitation energy is 

directed from pigments on the periphery of the phycobilisome to its core and on to the terminal 

emitter and membrane chromophores (PE - PC - APC - chlorophyll a) 

Within a PC trimer, the 8-84 chromophore protrudes into the centre of the disc and is 

therefore most influenced by the linker polypeptide. Fluorescence emission from this 

chromophore peaks at 643, 648 and 652nm within discs that are progressively closer to the 

APC core (Warden et at., 1976)~ The nearly simultaneous rise and decay kinetics for the 

644nm and 652nm components suggest that energy transfer does not likely occur from the 

former to the latter. Researchers cite transfer along the rods through the a-84 and B-155 

chromophores as the probable route of energy migration to the core. 

ix) Orientation of phycobilin in the phycobilisome 

The orientation of the antenna pigments of cyanobacteria and red algae has been studied 

at different levels of complex organization. Whole cyanobacteria (Bruce and Biggins, 1985), 

thyakoid membrane fragments (Brimble and Bruce, 1989), whole phycobilisomes (Hoarau et 

aI., 1984; Gagliano et at., 1985; Juszczak et aI., 1990), rod fragments (Hoarau et aI., 1984; 
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Iuszczak: et aI., 1990; 1991) and phycobilin trimer discs (Juszczak: et aI., 1990; 1991; Schirmer 

and Vincent, 1987) have been investigated with polarized light spectroscopy. 

Iuszczak: and workers (1990) were able to approximate the phycobilisome LD spectrum 

of Nostoc PBS in gelatin gels through a sum of spectra from phycoerythrin hexamers, 

phycocyanin dodecamers and APC I. The allophycocyanin I trimer preparation was entirely 

positive in its LD signal. APC chromophores are oriented closer to the phycobilisome axis 

corresponding to the plane of the membrane. 

The PE and PC spectra had to be inverted to accomplish the simulation. Hexamer discs and 

dodecamer assemblies align with the disc face parallel to the axis of orientation. The dichroism 

that is detected in aligned phycobilisomes comes from rods which lie along the orientation axis. 

PE and PC oriented in the phycobilisome have a strong positive signal at shorter wavelengths 

followed by a long-wavelength negative band (Juszczak: et aI., 1990). In this conformation, 

hexamer faces are perpendicular to the orientation axis. However, orientation of PBS from red 

algae and in membranes isolated with PBS results in spectra in which the contribution of each 

component resembles the spectrum for isolated, oriented discs and an overall positive signal for 

long wavelength PE and PC (Gagliano et aI., 1985). 

Hoarau and coworkers (1984) experimented with squeezed polyacrylamide gels used 

for polarized light spectroscopy to determine the effects on integrity of PBS from P. cruentum 

(Gagliano et aI., 1985). Spectra from electric linear dichroism (see "Pigment orientation and 

polarized light spectroscopy") were compared. Glycerol is added as a cryoprotectant for low 

temperature work. In the presence of glycerol, there was a complete loss of phycoerythrin 

structure at 570nm absorption and linear dichroism for both PBS and rod fragments. Some 

loss is noted in the acrylamide gels without glycerol (Gagliano et aI., 1985). Such results 

suggest dissociation of phycoerythrin discs from PBS rod substructures. In order to avoid 

dissociation affects imparted by the orienting medium, Bruce and Biggins (1985) performed 

low temperature linear dichroism spectroscopy on whole cells of Anacystis nidulans using 

squeezed gelatin/sucrose gels. Similarly, the LD spectroscopy performed by Brimble and 
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Bruce (1989) on isolated thylakoid membranes from Synechococcus 6301 and Porphyridium 

cruentum involved polyacrylamide/sucrose gels. 

VI. Low temperature stress and hardening in winter rye 

Low temperature stress refers to the adverse effects of chilling or freezing temperatures 

on the low temperature-sensitive or unacclimated plant. Chilling stress can have consequences 

for enzyme activity, protein content, starch accumulation, ion leakage from cells, the integrity 

of cytological structures and the general level of important metabolites (Graham and Patterson, 

1982). Chilling sensitivity of photosynthesis is one of the primary events in low temperature 

injury (Oquist and Martin, 1986). Net rate of photosynthesis is immediately reduced due to 

thermal effects on metabolic reactions. This initial decrease is followed by a slower phase 

related to physical injury of the photosynthetic apparatus (Taylor and Rowley, 1971). 

Some plant species are "cold-tolerant". Growth and development of these organisms 

can occur at low temperatures, between ODC and lODC (Huner, 1988), under which 

circumstances they are "cold-hardened". However, exposure to low temperatures can result in 

impairment of metabolic and physiological functions in the cold-tolerant plant developed in a 

higher temperature regime (non-hardened plant). The effect of hardening is to lower the 

temperature at which the plant is damaged or killed (Graham and Patterson, 1982). 

Researchers have sought to identify and understand the morphological and 

physiological differences induced by hardening that allow necessary metabolic functions to 

proceed at low temperatures. Resistance to low temperature stresses involves mechanisms 

which promote tolerance of and/or protection from chilling and freezing. Some additional 

synthesis of certain proteins, enzymes, lipids or metabolites is required for this resistance in 

hardened plants. Cold acclimation and the maintenance of cold tolerance thus requires an 

energy input to support the physiology of resistance (Huner, 1985). Since energy requirements 

of a plant are met primarily through the photosynthetic machinery, researchers have looked at 
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characteristics of photosynthesis in hardened and non-hardened plants for evidence of cold 

acclimation (Huner, 1985). The investigations discussed here involve thylakoid membrane 

structure and function in cold hardened and non-hardened winter rye (Secale cereale L. cv. 

Puma), thought to be the most cold tolerant of cereales (Gustav and Fowler, 1976). 

1. Effect of hardening on PSII and PSI 

Huner and Hopkins (1984) have shown that PSII activity, as monitored by electron 

transport from water to the electron acceptor, DCPIP (2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol), is less 

sensitive to low temperatures in cold-hardened winter rye thylakoids than in 20°C-grown rye. 

Ratios of variable fluorescence to maximum fluorescence, derived from the fluorescence 

induction data of Griffith et at. (1984), reveal that in hardened rye thylakoids, a smaller 

proportion of chlorophyll participates PSII photochemistry. The rate constant for RH PSIIa 

centres was significantly higher than that for RNH, and there is less energy transfer between 

PSII complexes in RH (Griffith et al., 1984). 

Photosystem I activity is also altered by cold-hardening in winter rye. Huner and 

Reynolds (1989) have shown that thylakoids isolated in the presence of cations have increased 

PSI activity in hardened plants only. Dark preincubation in both the presence and absence of 

cations increased the PSI activity associated with RNH samples, while only in the absence of 

cations did this parameter increase in RH (Reynolds and Huner, 1990). Researchers have 

observed a growth-temperature-dependent alteration of PSI assembly (Krol et al., 1987) which 

may be related to this activity difference. 

2. Photoinhibition and low temperature 

In photosynthetic organisms, light inhibition of photosynthesis can occur due to visible 

light irradiation at intensities far exceeding those required to saturate photosynthesis. This 

process occurs in two stages: first, a reduction of the capacity for photosynthetic activity, then, 

severe photooxidation of pigments (Critchley, 1988). The first stage, which occurs without 
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gross changes in pigment composition, is called "photoinhibition" (Powles, 1984). 

Measurements of fluorescence yield have shown that photoinhibitory damage is localized 

primarily within photosystem II (Powles and Bjorkman, 1983). It is thought that the PSII 

32kDa DI polypeptide, which has a high turnover rate (Wettern et ai., 1983), is the location of 

photodestruction, and that photoinhibition occurs when the breakdown of this component 

exceeds its synthesis (Ohad et ai., 1984). Plants are generally more sensitive to photodamage 

of photosystem II when exposed to low temperatures. Under chilling conditions, repair 

reactions and alternative excitation transfer pathways that allow for the dissipation excess 

energy are inhibited (Oquist, 1987). 

Oquist and Huner (1990) investigated resistance to photoinhibition of winter rye 

developed under different temperature regimes. Measurements of photochemical efficiency, 

monitored through fluorescence kinetics, showed that cold-hardened winter rye is more tolerant 

of photo inhibitory illumination at low temperatures than non-hardened rye. Hurry and Huner 

(1990), compared cultivars of spring and winter wheat and found that only the latter strain has 

the physiological mechanisms necessary for resistance to photoinhibition at cold-hardening 

temperatures. Winter wheat had similar quantum efficiencies under both cold and warm 

developmental environments while spring wheat showed a decrease in C02 assimilation 

characteristic of photoinhibition after development at low temperature. 

3. Differences in thylakoid ultrastructure after hardening 

Huner and coworkers (1984) used electron microscopy to look for differences in the 

thylakoid membrane architecture of cold-hardened and non-hardened rye. The number of 

granal stacks seen in thin sections of hardened and non-hardened winter rye leaves was 

constant, however there was a reduction in the size of the appressed membrane region 

accompanying hardening in rye (Huner et ai., 1984). The stacked thylakoids contain 

photosystem II and its associated peripheral light harvesting complex. 
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EF particle size in freeze-fracture micrographs of 20°C-grown rye was bimodally 

distributed between lOnm and 15nm in diameter, while EF particles from winter rye developed 

at 5°C had a unimodal size distribution, with particles primarily 13.6nm in diameter (Huner et 

al.,1984). In similar studies with Nerium oleander, thylakoid membranes lacked 15nm 

particles after heat denaturation, which causes dissociation of LHCII from photo system II 

(Armond et al., 1980). 

4. Pigment-protein composition and LHCII organization 

Elfman and coworkers (1984), using three different detergents to disrupt isolated 

thylakoid membranes at both 4°C and 23°C, found differences in the stability of complexes 

from hardened and non-hardened thylakoids. Octyl-B-D-glucopyranoside (00) disruption and 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of hardened thylakoids yielded photo system II core 

antenna complexes, CP43 and CP47, and LHC II peripheral antenna complexes that were less 

stable at room temperature. In addition, after both sodium dodecyl sulphate and lithium dodecyl 

sulphate solubilization, CP IV, a complex containing both CP43 and CP47, was only detected 

by PAGE in cold-grown thylakoids if solubilization and electrophoresis were conducted at 4°C. 

This differential stability suggests alterations in PS II antenna and LHC II structure due to low 

temperature growth. 

No significant differences have been found between RH and RNH in pigment or 

protein composition. However, hardening appears to influence the suprarnolecular organization 

of LHCII. In 20°C-grown rye, LHC II was isolated by PAGE primarily in its oligomeric form, 

at 67 kDa, while LHC II from 5°C-grown thylakoids was mainly in a monomeric form. The 

oligomer:monomer ratio of LHCII was two-fold higher in RNH compared to RH (Huner et ai., 

1987). 
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5. Fluorescence emission 

Griffith and coworkers (1984) investigated energy distribution in isolated hardened and 

non-hardened thylakoid membranes with 77K fluorescence emission spectroscopy. The data 

yielded three principle observations. Hardened rye thylakoids exhibited lower fluorescence 

emission at 742nm, transitions related to photosystem I, relative to PSII emission at 68Snm. 

An emission shoulder was also distinguished at 680nm in the hardened spectrum only. As this 

region contains the emission maximum for LHC II, researchers concluded that energy transfer 

between this peripheral antenna and photosystem II was impaired in hardened thylakoids. 

Finally, relative emission at 69Snm was greater in hardened rye, indicating a change in 

excitation energy transfer near the reaction centre of photosystem II (Griffith et aI., 1984). It 

has been shown that the ratio of fluorescence emission at 68Snm to that at 730nm increases 

when the monomeric form of thylakoid membrane pigment-protein complexes predominates 

(Castorinis et ai., 1982; Argyroudi et ai., 1982; Argyroudi-Akoyunoglou and Akoyunoglou, 

1983), and RH thylakoids, which has this emission characteristic, is higher in monomeric 

LHCII. 

6. Membrane phosphatidyl glycerol content and LHCII organization 

Although lipid profiles of RH and RNH thylakoids showed no significant differences 

in composition, a specific alteration was identified in the fatty acid content of membrane 

phosphatidyl glycerol (PO). The ratio of oligomeric to monomeric LHCII isolated from 

seedlings of rye grown in a range of temperatures between SoC and 20°C correlated with the 

amount ofPG containing the fatty acid trans-il3-hexadecenoic acid (trans-16:1). Cold-

hardening was correlated with a 67% decrease in trans-16: 1 and a concomitant 61 % increase in 

hexadecenoic acid content (16:0) of membrane PG (Huner et ai.,1987). 

An examination of pigment, protein, amino acid and lipid content in isolated LHCII 

complexes from hardened and non-hardened plants revealed a distinct, specific association of 

PG composition and LHC II assembly. The primarily oligomeric LHC II from RNH is richer 
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in trans-16:1 (Krupa et aI., 1987). Once PG was removed from LHCII through enzyme 

hydrolysis, a significant decrease in LHC II oligomer resulted such that both RH and RNH 

LHCII were identical in their oligomer to monomer ratios (Krupa et aI., 1987). Researchers 

reconstituted lipid-depleted LHCII with PG of different acyl contents and found only PG 

containing trans-16: 1 reconstituted oligomeric LHCII for pigment-proteins from both 5°C

grown and 20°C-grown rye (Krupa et aI., 1991). 

A study by Krol and core searchers (1988) compared the kinetics of pigment-protein 

complex assembly and lipid composition in greening experiments of etiolated rye seedlings. 

Upon exposure to continuous light at 20°C, levels ofthylakoid PG containing trans-16:1 

increased to a maximum within 24 hours, accompanied by a decrease in 16:0-containing PG. 

An increase in LHCII oligomer relative to monomer occurred after this 24 hour period. 

Etiolated seedlings of rye grown at 20°C and at 5°C were exposed to intermittent light 

conditions at their respective temperature regimes (Krol et al., 1989). Under these conditions 

LHC II polypeptides are absent from Coomassie-stained gels (Viro and Kloppstech, 1982) and 

Western blots (White and Green, 1988), yet photo systems I and II are active at normal levels 

(Argyroudi-Akoyunoglou and Akoyunoglou, 1973). Under low, intermittent light, non

hardened rye seedlings showed a 2.6-fold higher ratio of trans-16:1 to 16:0 compared with 

5°C-grown seedlings independent of LHC II formation. Subsequent exposure to continuous 

illumination had no significant effect on 16:1 to 16:0, however the ratio of oligomeric to 

monomeric LHC II was significantly different in RNH relative to RH (Krol et aI., 1989). The 

relationship between growth temperature, fatty acid content of PG and the assembly of LHCII 

is summarized in Figure 5 (Huner, 1988). 
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Figure 5: The relationship between growth temperature, LHCII organization, and the trans

~3-hexadecenoic acid (trans -16: 1) content of membrane phosphatidyl glycerol (PO) in winter 

rye (Secale cereale var. Puma). Growth at a non-hardening temperature (20°C) is correlated 

with a high trans-16:1 content ofPG. Monomeric LHCII is primarily assembled into 

oligomeric units. Cold-hardening (5°C) is associated with low trans-16:1-containing PG and a 

predominance of monomeric LHCII. After Huner, 1988. 
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VII. State Transitions 

The concept of a "state transition" involves adaptation of the photosynthetic machinery 

to preferential excitation of one of the two photosystems. A regulating mechanism is required 

to prevent over-oxidation or over-reduction of thylakoid membrane electron carriers which can 

accompany an unequal distribution of excitation energy to the photosystems. State transitions 

were originally identified in the green alga Chlorella pyrenoidosa by Bonaventura and Myers 

(1969) and by Murata (1969) in the red alga Porphyridium cruentum. The former workers 

concluded, from fluorescence yield and oxygen production measurements, that more light 

energy was preferentially directed to photosystem II after preillumination with light 

preferentially absorbed by photosystem I. Murata (1969) examined the low temperature 

fluorescence emission spectrum of P. cruentum after preillumination with light absorbed by 

phycobilisomes, therefore preferentially exciting photosystem II. He found that the 

fluorescence bands associated with photosystem II, at 685nm and 695nm, decreased in 

amplitude relative to the 715nm photosystem I emission peak, an indication that photosystem I 

was able to absorb more of the excitation energy reaching the photosynthetic membrane. 

1. Light spectral quality and metabolic requirements 

PSI and PSII respond differently to the spectral characteristics of illumination. In 

higher plants and green algae, most of the chlorophyll b content of the thylakoid is associated 

with photosystem II and photosystem I is abundant in red-shifted chlorophyll a forms 

(Bennett, 1991). In the phycobilisome (PBS)-containing organisms the phycobilin pigments 

are associated with PSII (see "Phycobilisomes"). The two photosystems work in series for 

efficient linear electron transport, and the maintenance of a relative balance of activity in the 

photosystems is important for photosynthetic efficiency. Preferential excitation of PSI, using 

wavelengths of light absorbed maximally by its chlorophylls, increases the P700 reaction 

centre activity. This reaction would lead to an accumulation of oxidized intersystem electron 
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carriers. The transport chain reactions are brought back to a more efficient balance through a 

redistribution of excitation energy that increases relative PSII activity. Membranes are said to 

be in "light state 1" following this redistribution (Bonaventura and Myers, 1969). Similarly, 

excitation with wavelengths predominantly absorbed by photosystem II antenna chromophores 

results in an accumulation of reduced electron carriers. When PSI activity is increased to 

facilitate their oxidation, following the appropriate redistribution of excitation energy the 

organism is said to be in "light state 2" (Bonaventura and Myers, 1969). 

Physiological parameters can also induce thylakoid light states through their effect on 

relative metabolic requirements for ATP and NADPH. ATP production is enhanced by cyclic 

electron transport around PSI, while NADPH is generated through linear electron transport, 

that is, due to activity in both photosystems. An increase in the metabolic requirements for A TP 

relative to NADPH can be induced by nitrogen deprivation and subsequent addition of 

ammonia in the green alga, Selenastrum minutum (Holmes et al., 1989; Elrifi et aI., 1988). 

Cells exhibit fluorescence emission characteristic of state 2. An enhanced metabolic demand 

for A TP requires increased PSI activity for cyclic electron transport (Turpin and Bruce, 1991). 

Addition of oxaloacetate to maize chloroplasts increases the requirement for NADPH. This 

procedure has been observed to decrease the magnitude of LHCII phosphorylation - which is 

indicative of a transition to state 2 - in light conditions where PSII is preferentially excited 

(Fernyhough et aI., 1983). Similarly, addition of pyruvate, which increases requirements for 

A TP, reduces the magnitude of a transition to state 1 (Fernyhough et al., 1983). 

2. Proposed mechanisms: spillover and mobile antenna 

The mechanism for redistribution of excitation energy must respond to both 

preferential excitation of one photosystem, and to metabolic demands. Proposed models 

involve the redox state of intersystem electron carriers as triggers for a state change (Williams 

and Allen, 1987; Mullineaux and Allen, 1990), and a response that alters the relative 

"absorbance cross-sections" of the photosystems. Absorbance cross-section is a term which 
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describes activity, and is related to the amount excitation energy reaching a reaction centre 

(Mauzerall and Greenbaum, 1989). 

Two general models have been proposed to accomodate a change in absorbance cross 

section: the "mobile antenna" and the "spillover" model (Fork and Satoh, 1986; Williams and 

Allen, 1987; Biggins and Bruce, 1989; Biggins et at, 1989). The mobile antenna model 

involves a redistribution of light energy to PSI during increased PSII activity brought about by 

the migration of the PSII-associated peripheral light harvesting antenna to regions of the 

thylakoid membrane rich in PSI. The absorption cross-section of PSI is increased through 

direct association with the peripheral antenna complex, and there is, therefore, a concommitant 

decrease in the absorbance cross-section of PSII. A subsequent alteration in the light 

environment to favour PSI activity would bring about an increase in the absorbance cross

section of PSII, and a decrease in that for PSI through reassociation of the peripheral antenna 

with PSI!. 

A spillover model was first proposed by Murata (1969). In this model the peripheral 

antenna complex remains associated with PSII. Preferential excitation of PSII results in an 

increase in the effective absorption cross-section of PSI through a conformational change in the 

membrane that changes the proximity and mutual orientation of photosystem chromophores. 

This new arrangement increases the probability that energy absorbed by the peripheral antenna 

complex of PSII will be passed directly to PSI chlorophyll. The concommitant decrease in PSI! 

activity is related to the decrease in the amount of energy transferred to P680 reaction centres, 

rather than the total energy reaching PSI! chromophores from the peripheral antenna complex. 

3. State transitions in higher plants and green algae 

The current accepted model for the light state transition in higher plants and green algae 

is a mobile antenna model (Kyle et al., 1983). The mechanism that regulates the migration of 

the peripheral antenna complex involves a reversible phosphorylation of LHCII (Barber, 

1986). 
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LHCII phosphorylation and dephosphorylation responds to the redox state of the 

plastoquinone pool of the electron transport chain. Preferential excitation of the PSII reaction 

centre results in a reduction of the plastoquinone pool. This activates a membrane-bound kinase 

which phosphorylates LHCII. Electrostatic repulsion drives LHCII from the stacked grana 

regions of the thylakoid membranes in higher plants, which are rich in PSII, to the unstacked 

stromal thylakoids, rich in PSI. The membrane is now said to be in state 2. Subsequent 

transition to state 1 involves the oxidation of the plastoquinone pool caused by the increased 

PSI activity. The kinase activity is inhibited, and background phosphatase activity 

dephosphorylates LHCII allowing for migration and reassociation with granal PSII. 

i) Evidence for the mobile antenna model 

Bennett (1977) was the first to show that several chloroplast proteins were 

phosphorylated in the light. Photophosphorylation was primarily associated with LHCII, but 

several photosystem II polypeptides were also involved (Owens and Ohad, 1982; Depelaire, 

1984). This activity was attributed to a light-activated membrane-bound kinase (Bennett,1979a; 

Allen et ai., 1981). Threonine residues on the stroma-exposed N-terminal ofLHCII were 

shown to be phosphorylated on a 2kD segment (Bennett, 1979b; Mullet, 1983). 

Phosphorylation was related to excitation energy distribution in the thylakoid membrane when 

studies showed that 77K photo system II fluorescence emissions decreased with 

phosphorylation, and accompanied an apparent increase in photosystem I emission (Bennett et 

ai., 1980; Krause and Behrend, 1983). Kinetics of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of 

LHCII seemed to follow those for the state transitions, monitored by associated fluorescence 

changes (Telfer et aI., 1983). 

There is evidence that phosphorylation is activated by the redox state of plastoquinone, 

an intersystem electron carrier. DCMU (3-(3,4 dichlorophenyl)-I,I-dimethyl urea), which 

blocks electron transfer to the plastoquinone pool from PSII, inhibited phosphorylation, unlike 

DBMIB (2,5-dibromo-3-methyl-6-isopropyl-p-benzoquinone), which prevents electron flow 
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from the cytochrome b6lf complex (Allen et at., 1981). Redox titrations and potential for dark 

phosphorylation indicated a midpoint potential of Om V and a two-electron carrier, 

characteristics which seem to implicate plastoquinone (Horton and Black, 1980; Horton et at., 

1981). 

Phosphorylation of the PSII-associated light harvesting complex is thought to cause 

electrostatic repulsion of LHCII from photosystem II, resulting in a migration of LHCII from 

the granal regions to photosystem I-rich stromal thylakoids, however, it has been offered that 

the characteristics of this migration may also be attributed to Brownian motion (Bennett, 1991). 

Only a portion of phosphorylated LHCII can migrate - those units at granal stack margins, 

regions which contain 10 to 20% of total thylakoid LHCII (Andersson and Andersson, 1980). 

Phosphorylation seems to favour the 25kD LHCII polypeptide relative to a 27kD form in 

spinach (Larsson and Andersson, 1985). The former is thought to exist primarily in the 

peripheral regions of the grana. 20% of LHCII is thought to be phosphorylated (Barber, 

1982), indicating the proportion of LHCII forms in peripheral stack regions. 

Electron microscopy in pea has provided evidence for lateral migration of LHCII in 

state 2. 8nm particles on the PF fracture face in freeze-fracture studies appeared in the stromal 

lamellae upon phosphorylation, and reappeared in the grana after dephosphorylation (Kyle et 

ai., 1984). Again, two populations of LHCII were implicated in these studies: a mobile 

population migrating laterally to the stroma after phosphorylation, and a non-mobile population 

strongly associated with photosystem II. Fluorescence studies have shown an increase in 77K 

emission at 681nm, associated with LHCII, in the stroma, an increase in photosystem I 

excitation through LHCII-associated chlorophyll b (Kyle et aI., 1984), and a decrease in 

stromal chlorophyll a to b (Chow et ai., 1981; Kyle et at., 1984). Evidence for lateral migration 

ofLHCli is influenced by changes to thylakoid membrane fluidity (Haworth, 1983). 

LHCII is thought to mediate thylakoid membrane appression through interactions of its 

N-terminus in the gaps between stacked membranes (Ryrie et ai., 1980). Phosphorylation of 

LHCII, which takes place at the N-terminus, would be expected to reduce the size and/or 
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number of granal stacks. According to Kyle and coworkers, (1984) electron microscopy 

shows that the degree of membrane stacking is reduced upon phosphorylation. In addition, 

linear dichroism spectroscopy has shown specific light scattering differences between the states 

1 and 2 that could be attributed to thylakoid stacking differences (Biggins, 1982). Membrane 

fractionation studies, which separate grana and stroma, indicate some destacking upon 

membrane phosphorylation (Chow et ai., 1981; Larsson et ai., 1983). 

Evidence for LHCII dephosphorylation upon transition to state 1 comes from Canaani 

and workers (1984) who examined tobacco leaves pretreated with NaF, a non-specific 

phosphatase inhibitor. Under these conditions the state 1 transition was blocked, suggesting 

that a phosphorylated LHCII was incapable of migrating back to PSII-rich membranes. 

Because a non-specific inhibitor was used, however, it is not certain that the prevention of 

LHCII dephosphorylation was the sole cause of inhibition of the state 1 transition (Williams 

and Allen, 1987). 

4. State transitions in PBS-containing organisms 

Redistribution of excitation energy between the two photosystems is thought to occur in 

both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms which posess phycobilisomes as the major light 

harvesting antenna complex. Murata (1969) first observed this phenomenon in red algae. 

illumination of cells with light of wavelength primarily absorbed by the phycobilisome induced 

in the 77K fluorescence emission indications of differences in the excitation energy delivered to 

the chlorophylls of PSI and PSII. 

i) Inducing the state transition and role of electron carriers 

State transitions may be initated through light preferentially absorbed by one of the 

photosystems. Alternatively, researchers exploit the facts that preferential excitation of one 

photosystem affects the redox state of intersystem electron carriers, which may trigger the state 

change mechanism, and that respiratory and photosynthetic electron transport share the 
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thylakoid membrane. An investigation by Dominy and Williams (1987) studied both the 

intersection of the respiratory electron transport chain with photosynthetic electron transfer, and 

the changes associated with the state transition in cyanobacteria. DCMU-poisoning, which 

blocks electron transfer through PSII to the plastoquinone pool, has been shown to induce state 

1 under light conditions. The PQ pool becomes oxidized due to respiratory activity at this level, 

and through electron transfer to PSI. This was confirmed by comparing the effect of light 

under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. In the latter case, restriction of electron depletion of the 

PQ pool due to the inihibition of respiration increases the number of electrons to remove before 

state 1 can begin to become apparent (Dominy and Williams, 1987). 

An over-reduction in plastoquinone, which is seen under conditions of preferential 

excitation of PSII, is simulated by incubation in the dark. A net reduction in the PQ pool is then 

brought about through respiratory electron transfer through this carrier. Other workers, like 

Olive et ai. (1986) have also induced state transitions, as characterized by fluorescence 

emission with excitation of both phycobilin and chlorophyll a, using an anaerobic, dark 

incubation for state 2, in which the PQ pool becomes reduced, and light treatment in the 

presence of DCMU for state 1, in which the PQ pool is oxidized. 

ii) The models 

Organisms containing phycobilins differ from higher plants in the organization of their 

thylakoid membranes. Unlike LHCII-containing higher plants and green algae, they lack 

thylakoid granal and stromal domains, and therefore heterogeneity in lateral distribution of the 

two photosystems. Evidence for a mobile antenna model analogous to that ofLHCII

containing organisms is inconclusive. The topic has been cause for some considerable debate, 

and the three models shown in Figure 6 have been offered for theoretical and experimental 

consideration. Models differ in the conformation assumed by the membrane under state 2 

conditions, as is discussed below. Membrane conformation in state 1 is common to all 
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Figure 6: The three models proposed for the light state transition in phycobilin-containing 

organisms. I. Membrane configuration in state I, common to all models. The phycobilisome is 

associated with PSII. II. The mobile antenna model. Upon transition to state 2 the 

phycobilisome dissociates from PSII and reassociates with PSI. III. The phycobilisome 

detachment model. The phycobilisome becomes energetically dissociated from PSII in state 2, 

and PSII and PSI change their orientations so more energy is transferred from PSII antennae to 

PSI. IV. Spillover model. The phycobilisome remains associated with PSI! in state 2, and the 

relative orientation of PSI! and PSI in the membrane is altered so energy reaching PSII 

antennae is transferred with greater probability to PSI. 
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mechanisms: phycobilisomes are associated with PSII and there is little energy transfer 

between PSII and PSII (Figure 61). 

in The mobile PBS model 

Some researchers have favoured a "mobile phycobilisome model" (Figure 61I.) through 

which transition to state 2 occurs via a phosphorylation/dephosphorylation mechanism 

analogous to that for higher plants and green algae (Allen et ai., 1985; Allen and Holmes, 

1986; Sanders et ai., 1986). Accordingly, preferential excitation of PSII, results in an over

reduction of the plastoquinone pool which triggers a kinase that phosphorylates a polypeptide 

on PSII and on the PBS. As in the model for higher plants, mutual electrostatic repulsion 

causes dissociation of the antenna complex from PSII and association with PSI. No changes in 

spillover from PSII to PSI are involved in this model. This means that excitation energy 

absorbed by PBS would be distributed differently between the photosystems in statel and state 

2, however, energy transfer pathways resulting from excitation of chlorophyll pigments 

associated with the photosystem antenna would not be altered in either state. 

Support for this model relies on controversial phosphorylation data. The work of Allen 

and coworkers reveals that long-term labeling of Synechococcus with radioactive phosphorous 

in the light results in state 2 fluorescence properties and the phosphorylation of two 

polypeptides (Allen et ai., 1985). An18.5 kDa phosphoprotein discovered was attributed to the 

phycobilisome and a 15kDa polypeptide phosphorylated in the light was deemed a PSII 

component (Allen et ai., 1985; Sanders et ai., 1986). This evidence is tenuous because state 2 

is produced through dark incubation of cyanobacteria due to reduction of the plastoquinone 

pool by respiratory electron transport (Dominy and Williams, 1987). Harrison and workers 

(1991), demonstrated in vitro light-dependent phosphorylation of a15kDa protein in 

Synechococcus 6301 which was not phosphorylated under plastoquinone-oxidizing 

conditions. 
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Dephosphorylation of PBS during transition to state 1 is supported by the evidence that 

unspecific phosphatase inhibition through fluoride treatment prevented transition to state 1 from 

state 2 conditions in cyanobacteria, presumably because a phosphorylated PBS could not 

reassociate with photosystem II (Canaani, 1986;1987). In addition, the 18.5 kDa polypeptide 

became dephosphorylated in the dark and incubation in light 1 (Sanders and Allen, 1987). 

Other studies refute the findings and conclusions mentioned above (see review by 

Biggins and Bruce, 1989). Biggins et al. (1984) found no changes in protein phosphorylation 

in state 1 and state 2 in cells of the red alga, Porphyridium cruentum. Similarly, the work of 

Schuster et al. (1984) with Fremyella diplosiphon, a cyanobacterium, reported phosphorylation 

of several polypeptides, but found no relationship between phosphorylation and light or dark 

conditions. Kirschner and Senger (1986) were unable to find any phosphorylation of the 

phycobilisome bilin or linker polypeptides after adaptation of P. cruentum to state 1 or state 2 

illumination. Biggins and Bruce (1987) repeated the experiments of Allen and coworkers 

(1985) and found that although changes in 77K fluorescence emission were seen, these 

changes were neither indicative of a state transition nor dependent on phosphorylation, and the 

protein kinase activity did not require light for activation. 

iv) The spillover model 

Murata himself (1969), in his pioneering study on red algae, proposed that preferential 

excitation of photosystem I resulted in a conformational change in the thylakoid membrane 

which changed the spatial relationship between the PSII/phycobilisome functional unit and PSI 

such that excitation energy from PSII antenna chromophores would flow with greater 

probability to PSI antennae. This model is known as the "spillover" model. 

Support for spillover has been found through studies of excitation energy transfer and 

distribution in cells of the cyanobacterium, Synechococcus 6301 and the red alga, 

Porphyridium cruentum using picosecond spectroscopy (Bruce et ai., 1985). A longer lifetime 

of psrr fluorescence in state 1 and no change in fluorescence lifetime from phycobilins for both 
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organisms are findings consistent with spillover predictions. Shifts in the maxima for 

fluorescence bands contributing to this fluorescence indicated some differences in the energy 

transfer pathway through phycobilin to chlorophyll a (Bruce et aI., 1985). In P. cruentum, 

fluorescence from PSII was also observed to rise faster than PSI emissions in state 2 (Bruce et 

aI., 1986). 

The mutual orientation of chromophores plays an important role in the probability of 

energy transfer (van Grondelle and Amesz, 1986). Support for a spillover model therefore 

depends on experimental evidence for a change in membrane organization accompanying the 

light state transition. Reasoning that such structural changes would necessitate membrane 

fluidity, state transitions in the cyanobacterium Synechococcus lividus were studied as this 

factor was manipulated. The state transition would not occur under the lipid phase transition 

temperature (Fork and Satoh, 1983). 

Membrane ultrastructure was compared in state 1 and state 2 in the cyanobacterium 

Synechocystis 6714 through freeze-fracture electron microscopy. Particles routinely observed 

on the exoplasmic (EF) fracture face of thylakoid membranes - thought to represent 

photosystem II (Staehelin, 1986) - have often been found aligned in rows in phycobilisome

containing organisms (Wollman, 1979; Giddings et at., 1983). Olive and coworkers (1986) 

found that parallel alignment was characteristic of cells in state 1. The state 2 membrane 

showed more randomization of the particles on the EF face. From this study researchers were 

not able to determine whether a PBS dissociation occured during transition to state 2. A change 

in the size distribution of EF particles between the light states might have indicated a change in 

association with the PBS (Olive et at., 1986). Freeze-fracture microscopy was performed on a 

mutant of Synechocystis 6803 lacking phycocyanin (Vemotte et ai., 1990). The differences in 

the arrangement of EF particles were similar in state 1 and state 2 for both mutant and wild 

type, with the exception that the spaces between the EF rows in the mutant were smaller in the 

mutant. This latter effect is likely due to the smaller antenna size on the ES surface, as the 
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phycobilisome itself is thought to maintain EF particles in rows (Wollman,1979; Vernotte et 

aI., 1990). 

These ultrastructural findings could indicate changes in the relationship between PSI 

and PSII accompanying the state transition. PSI is thought to be represented by the randomly

oriented particles on the protoplasmic membrane fracture face (PF face). PSII particles, aligned 

in rows and perhaps energetically connected in state I, are more random in state 2. This new 

arrangement may increase the probability that excitation energy will spill over to PSI. 

Membrane conformational changes accompanying the state transition are also indicated 

by polarized absorption spectroscopy, a technique which measures anisotropy of absorption of 

orthogonal polarizations of light in an oriented sample (Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). Bruce 

and Biggins (1985) studied oriented whole cells of Synechococcus 6301 at low temperature 

with this technique, and found a difference in orientation in the band representing the PBS 

allophycocyanin core. They concluded that this could represent a concerted movement of PBS 

and psrr due to the close association between photosystem and core (Shatz and Witt, 1984). 

This conclusion was supported by room temperature linear dichroism data from isolated 

thylakoid membranes of Synechococcus 6301 cross-linked in state 1 and state 2 (Brimble and 

Bruce,1989). A red shift in the chlorophyll a maximum of the spectrum in state 2 indicated 

differences in orientation of pigments associated with the photosystems in the two light states. 

Work with a mutant of the cyanobacterium Agmenellwn quadruplicatum, which lacks 

phycobilisomes, has provided further evidence for membrane conformational change in the 

regulation of excitation energy distribution. According to Brimble et al. (1989), 77K 

fluorescence emission characteristics indicative of a state transition can be induced through light 

1 and light 2, or through redox-induction - DCMU-poisoning in the light for state 1 and dark 

incubation for state 2. These results favour the spillover model over the other two models 

because phycobilisomes are not required in its mechanism. 
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v) Phycobilisome detachment model 

A third model (Figure 6III) again returns to a phosphorylation mechanism. PBS 

phosphorylation and dissociation from PSII is thought to occur under light 2 illumination 

conditions, however the PBS is not thought to reassociate with PSI. In state 2, a membrane 

conformational change reorients PSII and PSI in the membrane such that energy is transferred 

from PSI! to PSI antenna chlorophyll with greater probability, as in the spillover model. This 

model is known as the "phycobilisome detachment model". 

Data from fluorescence emission makes it clear that some change in energy distribution 

from chlorophyll occurs as a result of the state transition. It is possible to excite phycobilin 

pigments separately from chlorophyll because the two pigment types are spectrally well

separated. Excitation of both phycobilin and chlorophyll results in different relative PSII and 

PSI fluorescence emission in state 1 and state 2 (Fork and Mohanty, 1986). Clearly, the mobile 

phycobilisome hypothesis is regected by this data. An interpretation of fluorescence induction 

data by Mullineaux and Allen (1988) proposed that spillover from PSII to PSI can be worked 

into a phosphorylation mechanism for the state transition. Their research suggested that, 

following corrections for changes in phycocyanin fluorescence and light scattering artifacts, 

fluorescence transients recorded upon excitation with PBS-absorbed light showed no alteration 

in the Fm/Fo ratios. This parameter decreases during transition to state 2 with chlorophyll

absorbed light, indicating increased spillover from PSII to PSI. These researchers suggest that 

the state transition mechanism involves an uncoupling of PBS from PSII and a conformational 

change that increases spillover from PSI! to PSI. The above experiments were extended 

through observations of the effect of a preillumination with a 633nm laser flash (to excite PBS) 

on fluorescence transients. This treatment reduced Fv to a greater extent in state 1 than state 2, 

indicating that more PBS were coupled to PSII in state 1 (Mullineaux and Holzwarth, 1990). 

The phycobilisome detachment model derived from these data requires a quencher of 

fluorescence from the uncoupled PBS chromophores in state 2. Mullineaux and Allen (1988) 
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have suggested the 75kDa core-linker polypeptide of the PBS (please see "Phycobilisomes"), 

which presumably dissociates from PSII along with the PBS, as a candidate for this quencher. 

5. Pigment orientation differences predicted by the three models 

Changes in thylakoid energy distribution brought about during the state transition 

require an alteration of distance and/or angle between pigment protein complexes. This change 

may be detected as differences in low temperature linear dichroism, or polarized absorption 

anisotopy, between thylakoid membranes fIxed in the two light states. Each of the models for a 

state transition in PBS-containing organisms makes predictions for the changes to linear 

dichroism. 

The mobile phycobilisome model does not propose a relative reorientation of 

photosystems I and II. This mechanism involves a change only in the nature of energy transfer 

from the PBS to the photosystems. If changes in only phycobilin orientation are expected 

between the two light states, superimposed LD spectra taken in both light states should match 

in the chlorophyll a -absorbing region of the spectrum. 

The spillover model predicts changes in both phycobilin and chlorophyll orientation, 

because an alteration in the energy transfer pathway through PSII chlorophyll to PSI would 

involve changes in relative angle or distance between PSII and PSI chromophores. PBS 

reorientation may also be altered because of the close association of this complex with PSII, 

and thus its subsequent migration with PSII chlorophylls and change in orientation with respect 

to PSI. 

The mechanism of the state transition supported by PBS detachment involves a 

transition to state 2 due to an uncoupling of the PBS from PSII chlorophyll through a 

phosphorylation mechanism without a subsequent reassociation of phycobilin with PSI 

chlorophyll. This process also involves a membrane conformational change that alters the 

spatial relationship between PSII and PSI in a manner that increases spillover, and therefore 
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predicts a change in the orientation of chlorophyll a transitions. A change in the LD signal of 

PBS is also predicted, which varies according to the interpretation of the model. 

In a phosphorylation model where the PBS becomes detached from the thylakoid 

membrane in state 2, since there is no reassociation with PSI the PBS could not be fixed in any 

way to the membrane in state 2. Phycobilisomes would be randomly oriented in the cytosol of 

whole cells. Absorption in the bilin region would not change. However, since the orientation 

method would be incapable of aligning phycobilisomes within a cell, dichroism of absorption 

over the bilin region would be zero. During isolation of thylakoids fixed in state 2, 

phycobilisomes would be lost in the discarded supernatant obtained after pelleting membranes 

from a suspension of broken cells. There would be a substantial loss of phycobilin absorbance 

in the absorption spectrum of membranes in state 2, and a linear dichroism signal of zero in this 

region. 

However, if phosphorylation of the phycobilisome implies a reorientation of phycobilin 

so as to significantly reduce the probability of transfer to either photosystem, and the PBS 

remains attached to the membrane in state 2 by the 75kDa core-linker polypeptide, a difference 

in phycobilin orientation would be detected in both cells and thylakoids. In this case, 

information about linear dichroism changes cannot distinguish between the spillover and PBS 

detachment models. 

VIII. Excitation energy transfer 

The photochemistry required for photosynthetic light reactions is initiated through the 

excitation of photosystem I and II reaction centre pigments, resulting in separation of charge. A 

series of chromophores with antenna function direct excitation energy to these reaction centres. 

To make this energy transfer feasible and efficient, the arrangement of pigments within the 
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peripheral and core antenna of photosystems I and II, and the location of the pigment-protein 

complexes with respect to one another, must conform to certain physical limits. 

Pigment absorption, fluorescence and orientation may be altered by the environment 

within a pigment-protein complex. The chemical properties of neighbouring amino acid 

residues can affect local electric and magnetic field strengths which change pigment optical 

properties and chemical reactivity (Mimuro, 1990). Researchers studying excitation energy 

transfer within thylakoid antennae attempt to develop a relationship between physical structure 

and energy transfer characteristics within a given complex (Mimuro, 1990). Knowing the 

detailed structure of a pigment-protein complex enables the researcher to explore likely paths of 

energy transfer. Theoretical relationships involve the spatial coordinates of pigments within the 

complex and their absorption and fluorescence properties. The nature of pigment-protein 

interactions within photosynthetic antenna complexes can result in precise pigment orientations 

and optical properties which favour efficient energy transfer to reaction centre chromophores 

(Fetisova et at., 1988). 

1. The Forster mechanism 

The most commonly discussed model of energy transfer among pigments involves 

dipole-dipole interactions between individual transitions. The Forster (1948) model of 

excitation energy transfer dictates that the efficiency of transfer depends on the distance 

between donor and acceptor molecules, the mutual orientation and strength of the dipole 

moments in these chromophores, and the degree to which there is overlap of the fluorescence 

and absorption spectra of donor and acceptor chromophores, respectively (Sauer and Scheer, 

1988). 

The "pairwise Forster energy transfer rates" (Pearlstein, 1987) between two chromophores can 

be calculated using the following formula: 
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A 1(2 J cA (V) FD (V) v-4dv 
-- V 

n4 R6 

where "A" is a constant, "k" is the orientation factor, "R" represents the distance between the 

transition coordinates and "n" is the refractive index of the medium in which the chromophores 

are embedded. The equation contains an integration over light energy frequency (v) which 

affects the magnitudes of the acceptor molecule extinction coefficient, "CA" (referring to the 

absorption properties of the acceptor), and FD, representing the donor pigment fluorescence 

spectrum (Borisov, 1989). 

The term "k" refers to the dependence of energy transfer on the relative orientation of 

donor and acceptor molecules. This relationship is determined by three angles. The rate of 

energy transfer between donor (D) and acceptor (A) is proportional to 

1( = cos <l>DA - 3 cos <l>D cos <l>A 

where <l>DA represents the angle between two transition moments, and cos <l>D and cos <l>A 

represent the angle made by donor and acceptor transitions with the line that joins them with 

<l>DA, as illustrated in Figure 7 (Clayton, 1965). 

Although overlap between the fluorescence spectrum of the donor and the absorption 

spectrum of the acceptor is a factor determining the rate of energy transfer, the mechanism 

described by the Forster model does not involve simply acceptor absorption of donor 

fluorescence. Rather, the process of donor de-excitation is thought to create an electromagnetic 

field responsible for acceptor excitation (Clayton, 1965). This type of transfer is known as 

"inductive resonance" (Borisov, 1989). Energy transfer times for this process range from 

several picoseconds to nanoseconds (Mimuro, 1990). 
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Figure 7: A diagram illustrating the relationship between <l>DA, the angle between donor and 

acceptor transitions, and the angles <l>D and <I> A. These latter angles are made between the 

transitions and the line connecting them with each other, and with <l>DA. After Clayton, 1965. 
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Resonance transfer has a R-6 relationship with the rate of energy transfer, represented 

in the above equation. This is thought typical of chromophores with weak coupling, 

characteristic when inter-chromophore distances are between 20A and 100A (Clayton, 1965). 

In weakly coupled interactions, excitation energy is entirely localized on one chromophore. 

2. Excitons 

Strong interactions are properties of pigment molecules within 5A of one another 

(Clayton, 1965; Borisov, 1989). Excited state characteristics, known as "excitons", are 

delocalized over these molecules (Borisov, 1989; Clayton, 1965; Sauer, 1986). Excitons may 

be visualized as photoexcited electrons and the corresponding vacancies in 

ground state electron orbitals (Birks, 1970). The energy of exciton coupling, is proportional to 

R-3, the reciprocal cube of the distance between pigment molecules, and, as in the Forster 

model, depends on k (Knox, 1986). The rate of energy transfer between highly exciton

coupled dipoles is in the ten's of femtoseconds (Mimuro, 1990). Theorists distinguish between 

coherent and incoherent exciton transfer. "Coherence" describes a wavelike motion, 

characteristic of exciton delocalization. Over time periods greater than 1 picosecond exciton 

transfer becomes incoherent, "hopping" from chromophore to chromophore as described by 

the Forster inductive resonance model (Pearlstein, 1987). Energy transfer within the pigment

protein complexes of photosynthesis is thought to proceed through a mixture of exciton 

coupling and inductive resonance transfer. 

3. Polarized light spectroscopy and excitation energy transfer 

As discussed above, the rate of energy transfer between two chromophores is, in part, 

determined by the angular relationship between their transition moments. Dipole angles within 

pigment-protein complexes are fIxed, and can be probed with polarized light. Techniques in 

polarized light spectroscopy are therefore useful in providing crucial information for the 

elucidation of probable energy transfer pathways and mechanisms. 
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In some cases, a good indication that energy transfer has occured within a population of 

molecules is a degree of fluorescence depolarization. If polarized light is absorbed by pigments 

that neither rotate in space nor transfer excitation energy to other differently-oriented molecules, 

fluorescence will also be polarized (Clayton, 1965). Because pigments are rigid in their 

orientation within pigment-protein complexes, fluorescence depolarization is a measure of 

excitation energy transfer in photosynthesis. Rapid transfer among several pigments of various 

orientations leads to fluorescence from differently-oriented chromophores. The extent of 

fluorescence depolarization from isolated LHCII polypeptides, following excitation of 

chlorophyll b, led Van Metter (1977) to conclude that the three chlorophyll b molecules per 

polypeptide were arranged symmetrically and exciton-coupled. 

Circular dichroism and linear dichroism spectroscopy are two experimental technique 

through which the relative angles of pigments may be investigated. Such data provides the 

information needed for the orientational variable in the Forster equation above (van Grondelle 

and Amesz, 1986). The linear dichroism (LD) spectrum is a difference spectrum of absorption 

for two orthogonal polarizations of excitation light made for an oriented sample (please see 

"Polarized Light Spectroscopy"). The angle made by acceptor and donor chromophores with 

respect to the sample axis may be calculated from LD information. In addition, band splittings 

and band shifts in an LD spectrum may be indicators of exciton coupling among chromophores 

(Pearlstein, 1987). Polarization of fluorescence is another valuable measure of relative pigment 

orientations. If a monochromatic, polarized excitation beam used to excite donor 

chromophores, information about the polarization of the fluorescence at the fluorescence 

maximum of the acceptor chromophore gives information about <1>DA, the angle between 

acceptor and donor (Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). 

Circular dichroism, the difference between absorption of right and left circularly 

polarized light, yields the angle between the vector connecting the donor and acceptor dipole 

moments and the normal to the plane created by these dipoles (Pearlstein, 1982). Exciton 

coupling also produces recognizable spectral characteristics. A large band with positive and 
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negative components of equal magnitude is seen in the absorption region of the electronic 

transition for which there is coherent energy transfer. 

IX. Pigment Orientation and Polarized Light Spectroscopy 

1. Light absorption by pigment molecules 

Light is an electromagnetic wave described by orthogonal electric and magnetic vectors 

proportional in magnitude and perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Absorption of 

light energy by pigments results in excited state charge confonnations, often represented as 

dipole oscillations of charge within a molecule (Clayton, 1970). Energy transfer between two 

chromophores occurs when the release of energy from one molecule in an excited state 

configuration generates a dipole oscillation in another. The absorption spectrum of a molecule 

represents its natural frequencies of dipole oscillation (Clayton, 1965). 

The redistribution of charge induced by light energy absorption has both direction and 

magnitude of strength. This redistribution is represented by a quantum-mechanical vector 

integral known as the "transition moment" (Hofrichter and Eaton, 1976). Probability of energy 

absorption from a particular electromagnetic wave is proportional to the square of the projection 

the electric vector of the wave along the direction of a molecular transition (Breton and 

Venneglio, 1982; Clayton, 1980). Figure 8 shows, for chlorophyll a, the location of the 

transition moment axes within the molecular framework, and the maxima for absorption along 

these axes. 

2. Polarized light and absorption in photosynthetic samples 

Polarized light spectroscopy capitalizes on the fact that light absorption and emission 

occur maximally along specific molecular axes. Photoexcitation with a single polarization of 

monochromatic light excites the pigments within a sample particle to different degrees. The 

intensity of absorption and fluorescence emission at certain wavelengths and orientations of 
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Figure 8: A. Transition moment directions with respect to the molecular coordinates of 

chlorophyll a. The arrow labeled "X" defines the transition moment direction for both Qx and 

Bx transitions. Similarly, "Y" is located along the transition moment for By and Qy absorption. 

From Fragata et al., 1988. B. The absorption spectrum for chlorophyll a showing the 

wavelength of peak absorption for "B" and "Q" transitions. "B" transitions are located in the 

Soret, or blue region of the spectrum, and "Q" transitions are in the red regions. Maximal 

absorption occurs for light waves with electric vectors oriented along one of the transitions, of 

wavelength corresponding to the associated "B" or "Q" absorption maximum. From Clayton, 

1980. 
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light provides information about transition moment directions within an oriented sample for 

pigments absorbing maximally at the wavelength of excitation. These data allow for the 

calculation of pigment angles with respect to sample axes, or with respect to other pigments 

when there is energy transfer. 

In photosynthetic membranes, pigment-protein complexes and their components are 

arranged in specific conformations, and the relative orientations of pigments are not random 

(Garab et aI., 1987). Pigments are attached by covalent (phycobilins) or non-covalent 

interactions (carotenoids and chlorophylls) to protein skeletons. Pigment-proteins are organized 

into complexes in the photosynthetic membrane, within which photosynthetic chromophores 

are oriented with respect to other chromophores. Complexes have orientation with respect to 

one another within membranes (Haworth et aI., 1982b; Szit6 et aI., 1984). As energy transfer 

between two chromophores is affected by the distance and angle between their transition 

moments (please see "Excitation energy transfer"), such arrangements can facilitate inter- and 

intra-complex energy transfer (Fetisova et al., 1988). Knowing the angle of a transition 

moment with respect to an orientation axis in membrane samples and in isolated complexes can 

give information about the nature of energy transfer within and between complexes. 

3. Orienting samples for polarized light spectroscopy 

Polarized light spectroscopy cannot detect relative transition moment directions from 

within a randomly oriented sample population. If transition angles are sought with respect to an 

axis of a photosynthetic particle, then these axes must be aligned for all particles in the sample. 

Researchers have therefore sought means of orienting samples with different degrees of 

pigment isolation, such as whole cells and chloroplasts, thylakoid membranes, isolated 

complexes or pigment aggregates. Each type of sample presents different challenges for 

alignment due to differences in such physical parameters as size, shape and electric or magnetic 

polarizability. 
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i) Orienting pigment molecules 

Pigment molecules have been studied in their isolated forms to detennine transition 

moment directions relative to molecular axes, that is, the type of information shown in Figure 

6. Chromophores are small, but have been successfully oriented for polarized light 

spectroscopy in various media exploiting some aspect of chemical anisotropy in the sample 

(Breton and Vermeglio, 1982), such as differences in hydrophobia between the porphyrin ring 

of chlorophyll and its phytol 

tail (Chauvet and Patterson, 1988; van Gurp et aI., 1989a). Castor oil has been used as a 

solvent for measurement of fluorescence polarization in chlorophyll a and b (van Gurp et aI., 

1989b). Aggregates of these same pigments have been investigated with linear dichroism and 

polarized fluorescence in nematic liquid crystals and polyvinyl alcohol films, which simulate 

lipid and protein interactions, respectively (Frackowiak: et aI., 1986b). Chlorophylls have also 

been studied in lipid monolayers at a nitrogen-water interface (Chauvet and Patterson, 1988), 

in a lamellar phase (Fragata et ai., 1988), and in model lipid membrane systems (Norden et aI., 

1977; van Gurp et al., 1989). 

ii) Orienting complexes. membranes and chloroplasts 

Within any photosynthetic pigment-protein complex, the conformation of protein 

affects the relative orientation of anchored chromophores with significant implications for the 

probability of energy transfer between pigment molecules. Similarly, thylak:oid membrane 

conformation affects energy transfer properties between adjacent complexes, such as the 

peripheral and core antenna of the photosystems. Different preparations yield information about 

certain levels of energy transfer. 

Early polarized light spectroscopy featured work on whole chloroplasts of higher plants 

(Breton and Roux, 1971; Vermeglio et aI., 1976; Kramer and Amesz, 1982). Photosynthetic 

prokaryotes have been studied as whole organisms. Cyanobacteria (Biggins and Svejkovsky, 

1980; Bruce and Biggins, 1985) and purple bacteria (Paillotin et al., 1979) were oriented for 
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both linear dichroism and polarized fluorescence studies. Isolated thylakoid membranes from 

higher plants (Breton, 1973; Biggins and Svejkovsky, 1978; Biggins, 1982; Haworth et 

al.,1982b; Faludi-Daniel et ai., 1986), cyanobacteria, red algae (Brimble and Bruce, 1989) and 

green algae (Hsu and Lee, 1987) have also been oriented for polarized light spectroscopy. 

Detergent solubilization of membranes and subsequent isolation of the individual reaction 

centre and antenna complexes has allowed pigment orientation to be investigated relative to 

structrual parameters of these complexes (Tapie et al., 1982; Breton and Vermeglio, 1982; 

Breton, 1986; Breton and Nabedryk, 1987; Garab et al., 1987). Depending on the method of 

sample orientation, the orientation axis within the chloroplast, cell, membrane fragment, 

complex or aggregation of complexes depends on physical parameters such as, size, shape 

anisotropy and electric or magnetic polarizability. 

iii) Ctystalization 

The most ideal method of orientation is crystalization. Recently the structure of the 

purple bacterial reaction centre has been determined to high resolution using X-ray 

crystallography (Diesenhofer, et al., 1984). Schirmer and workers (1985; 1986; 1987; 1988) 

have crystalized cyanobacterial phycocyanin and similary determined chromophore angles 

within this light-harvesting pigment. Light harvesting complexes from pea have been viewed 

with increasing resolution using electron crystallography techniques (Ktihlbrandt, 1984; 1990; 

Ktihlbrandt and Wang, 1990). However, few pigment-protein complexes have been crystalized 

to high order, thus simpler orientation methods are routinely used. Techniques for orientation 

tend to exploit intrinsic anisotropy, or unequal distribution, of a particular sample property 

(Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). 

iv) Electric and ma~netic fields 

Electric fields may be used to align sample particles of various sizes (Norden, 1978; 

Hofrichter and Eaton, 1976). By applying an alternating field to a sample positioned between 
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to charged plates it is possible to induce electric dipole moments, or oscillations of charge, 

within the sample (Gagliano et a/., 1985, Gagliano et aI., 1986). Particles tend to orient with 

their long axes parallel to the direction of the field vector. In larger particles, like chloroplasts, 

the permanent dipole moment of thylakoids can be used at lower frequencies and field strengths 

to orient particles perpendicular to the applied field (Garab et a/., 1987). The technique is 

advantageous in that the orientational distribution of the particles is known to be a Boltzman 

distribution (Norden, 1978). In addition, the applied field has uniaxial symmetry, which may 

not be assured in other methods of orientation such as orientation by shape anisotropy. 

The magnetic susceptibilities of organic molecules are generally 5 orders of magnitude 

smaller that their corresponding electric polarizability (Hofrichter and Eaton, 1976). Because of 

this property, magnetic fields tend to be useful only for orientation of larger particles. 

Researchers have performed linear dichroism spectroscopy on chloroplasts (Vermeglio et aI., 

1976), purple photosynthetic bacteria (Paillotin et a/., 1979) and thylakoid membranes 

(Biggins and Svejkovsky, 1978; Biggins, 1982) oriented with this method. 

v) Shear fields and orientation 

The method of using shear fields to orient particles takes advantage of the inherent 

shape anisotropy of the sample. Early studies used the method of spreading suspensions of 

intact chloroplasts or thylakoid membranes onto a glass plate with unidirectional strokes of a 

small paintbrush to orient samples with the long axis parallel to the brushing direction (Breton 

and Roux, 1971; Breton et aI., 1973). Samples have also been oriented using flow forces, 

created in the special apparatus known as the "Couette cell", in which one of two concentric 

cylinders rotates relative to the other, orienting particles in the medium in between the cylinders 

with long axes parallel to the direction of rotation (Hofrichter and Eaton, 1976). Other 

researchers have oriented samples by embedding them in plastic fIlms and stretching the films 

in one direction. The long axis of the particle tends to align with the direction of stretching 

(Biggins and Svejkovsky, 1980; Frackowiak et a/., 1986; 1987; 1989). 
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Abdourakhmanov and workers (1979) developed an orientation method which was 

very successful for particles of a wide range of sizes - from whole prokaryotic cells and 

chloroplasts to pigment-proteins. Their method involved encorporating the sample into a 

polyacrylamide gel and squeezing the gel, allowing gel expansion to occur in one direction 

only. Shear forces are created within the gel, and the long axis of the particle aligns with the 

direction of gel expansion. This technique has been widely applied by polarized light 

spectroscopists (Breton, 1985; Breton et ai., 1988; Brimble and Bruce, 1989; Haworth et al., 

1982a; Tapie et ai., 1986; 1984). Its benefits include greater preservation of pigment integrity 

(Abdourakhmanov et ai., 1979), effective orientation for a wide range of sample sizes, fewer 

scattering artifacts compared to other shear orientation methods, such as stretched films 

(Haworth et ai., 1982a), and adaptability for low temperature studies (Breton and Ikegami, 

1989; Tapie et ai., 1984). 

vi) Photoselection 

The technique of photoselection involves sample anisotropy of electronic absorption 

(Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). Samples need not be physically oriented for these 

measurements. The experimental arrangement includes a polarized excitation beam. Only those 

chromophores oriented close to the angle of the excitation electric vector are prepared. 

Polarization of fluorescence emission and changes in absorption at particular wavelengths can 

be measured. The information derived from these data helps researchers determine the relative 

angle between chromophores absorbing the monochromatic, polarized beam and the 

fluorescing pigments. Loss of polarization due to extensive, rapid energy transfer between 

photosynthetic pigments may occur before detection of fluorescence. Fluorescence 

depolarization is of interest as it indicates energy transfer to more randomly-oriented 

chromophores and is indicative of the degree of local order between absorbing and fluorescing 

pigments (Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). Photoselection can been used to calculate the degree 

of orientation within an oriented sample aligned for the purpose of fluorescence polarization or 
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linear dichroism spectroscopy. The magnitude of absorption of a polarized beam depends on 

the degree of orientation within a sample. 

4. Fluorescence Polarization 

Fluorescence polarization experiments require sample orientation. The angle of 

fluorescing chromophores with respect to an alignment axis is explored using a polarizer in two 

orthogonal orientations. The ratio of fluorescence intensity at the polarization parallel to the axis 

of sample alignment, to that perpendicular to this orientation axis is known as the "fluorescence 

anisotropy", from which chromophore angles can be calculated (Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). 

The identity of fluorescing chromophores is revealed by the wavelength of fluorescence, 

therefore through the use of filters. 

Fluorescence polarization experiments have been used to identify the orientation of 

terminal pigments in an energy transfer pathway. From such experiments it was possible to 

deduce the orientation of chromophores that produce the three major chlorophyll fluorescence 

peaks in higher plant and green algal chloroplasts and thylakoids. Fluorescence emission at 

685nm and 695nm has been attributed to photosystem II pigments. The CP47 core antenna 

pigment-protein associated with PS II may be isolated from the reaction centre components. Its 

chlorophylls contributed more to fluorescence at 695nm polarized perpendicular to the 

membrane plane, while the 685nm fluorescence of the reaction centre, perhaps caused by back 

reactions from pheophytin, is polarized more parallel to the thylakoid membrane (van Dorssen 

et aI., 1987). The third of the major chlorophyll fluorescence peak, between 705nm and 740nm 

and attributed to PSI, is also oriented parallel to the membrane (Kramer and Amesz, 1982). 

5. Linear Dichroism 

The linear dichroism (LD) spectrum is a difference spectrum for absorption of light 

polarized parallel to the orientation axis of an aligned sample and perpendicular absorption. The 

orientation axis may be the long axis of a particle, or may correspond to the membrane plane. 
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Perpendicular absorption is subtracted from parallel absorption. Those chromophores that 

make small angles with the orientation axis have a strong parallel absorption component, and 

therefore a strongly positive LD. Those chromophores more at right angles to the axis of 

orientation - aligned closer to the membrane normal or orthogonal to the long axis of the 

particle - have a strong absorption perpendicular to the axis of orientation and a highly negative 

LD. One might expect, from this information, that LD=O for chromophores that are oriented at 

45° from the orientation axis. However, the angle detected by linear dichroism could be located 

anywhere around the normal to the orientation axis. Components perpendicular to the axis 

contribute more to LD than parallel components. The angle at which LD=O is 35° from the 

orientation axis, with a somewhat greater parallel absorption component to compensate for this 

effect. This angle is called the "magic angle" (Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). LD is also 0 for an 

isotropic system, a system of randomly-oriented chromophores. 

6. Analysis of linear dichroism 

Equations have been developed which allow the conversion of linear dichroism data 

into calculations of angles between specific chromophores within a sample. One factor 

involved is the projection of the polarized electric vector on the vector representing a particular 

transition, or, the dot product of these two vectors (Clayton, 1980). If <1> represents the angle 

between the chromophore and the transition moment, the probability of absorption is 

proportional to: 

(E· M)2 = E2M2 cos2 <1> 

E2 is proportional to the intensity of excitation light, and the extinction coefficient is related to 

M2 cos2 <1> (Clayton, 1980). 

According to Breton and Vermeglio (1982), the equations that describe the relationship 

between transition moment angle and absorption at certain polarizations are as follows: 
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Absorption of light oriented parallel to the direction of the orientation axis of a sample is 

related to the angle of the chromophore by: 

All = 3A cos2 <I> 

where A is the absorption of a randomly-distributed sample. Absorption in a plane 

perpendicular to the above axis is described by: 

A.l = (3A sin2 <I> )/2 

Thus, linear dichroism (LD), which is defined as the difference between parallel and 

perpendicular polarized absorption is defined by the following relationship: 

LD = All - A.l = 3A(3 cos2 <I> - 1)/2 

A derivation of the above equations is discussed in Appendix I. In order to simplify the 

calculation of chromophore angle from experimental results, the reduced linear dichroism, or 

dichroic ratio are used: 

dichroic ratio = All / A.l = (2 cos2 <1» / (sin2 <1» 

reduced LD = LD/A = 3(3 cos2 <I> - 1)/2 

The factor (3 cos2 <I> - 1 )/2 represents the orientation parameter, "S" (Breton and 

Vermeglio, 1982). The above equations reveal an angle with respect to the axis of orientation, 

but that is circularly degenerate around the normal to the axis of orientation because the 

equations give no information about the sign of the angle (Clayton, 1980; Breton and 

Vermeglio, 1982). 
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7. Factors affecting magnitude of linear dichroism signal 

i) Light scattering 

In polarized light spectroscopy, sample turbidity results in light scattering which can 

depolarize light and decrease the magnitude of sample dichroism (Clayton, 1980). Light 

scattering may also be affected by sample size and shape. According to Biggins (1982), 

alterations in the degree of membrane stacking can selectively modify polarized light scattering. 

This affect is observed as a change in the linear dichroism signal in the red region of the 

spectrum. 

The degree of light scattering may be assayed by measuring for the light intensity at 

various angles to the sample, or by determining the extent to which the intensity of 

fluorescence or absorption anisotropy is decreased by increasing the distance between the 

detector and the sample. Researchers have found that linear dichroism spectra obtained through 

the gel squeezing method of orientation are essentially free from light scattering artifacts 

(Haworth et aI., 1982; Szit6 et aI., 1984). 

in Orientational fluctuation 

In a membrane sample, the orientation parameter, S, is affected by three major factors: 

1) the degree to which membranes are aligned by the method of orientation, 2) the angle 

transition moment dipoles make relative to axes within pigment-protein complexes and 3) the 

orientation of complexes within the thylakoid membrane (Tsit6 et at., 1984). Fluctuations in 

these variables can result in angle calculations that are closer to the "magic angle", as a more 

random orientation of chromophores brings the LD closer to zero. 2) and 3) are considered 

fixed for anyone sample in polarized light spectroscopy. It is important, however to recognize 

that orientation methods do not align a sample perfectly. There is a distribution of positions 

with respect to the orientation axis often referred to as the "mosaic spread" of the sample 

(Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). 
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Calculations are usually perlonned assuming all sample members are aligned parallel to 

one another. Researchers may try to decrease mosaic spread in polarized light spectroscopy by 

selecting spectra with the highest ratio of signal per unit of fluorescence or absorption for angle 

calculations (Tapie et al., 1984). In order to completely account for this parameter, however, 

the distribution of orientations must be estimated by another technique, such as X-ray 

spectroscopy (Sadler et aI., 1973), or photoselection techniques, through which the range of 

polarization angles in monochromatic fluorescence may be explored upon excitation at a fixed 

polarization (Breton and Venneglio, 1982). 

x. Fluorescence emission spectroscopy 

When a photosynthetic pigment molecule in the thylakoid membrane becomes 

photoexcited, there are certain possible fates for the excitation. Energy can be transferred to 

another molecule, used for photochemistry, decay as heat or be re-emitted as fluorescence. 

Fluorescence emission spectroscopy therefore, can provide some infonnation about the energy 

transfer properties of a pigment-protein complex, or membrane sample. 

Room temperature fluorescence comes primarily from PSII chromophores. At low 

temperature the relative contribution from PSI to the spectrum is increased, individual pigment 

bands are sharpened and total fluorescence yields increase (Rijgersberg et aI., 1979). In higher 

plants, a band is observed at 680nm that is absent in the chlorophyll b-Iess barley mutant 

(Rijgersberg et at., 1979). This has been attributed to LHCII emission. The phycobilins of 

cyanobacteria and red algae tend to fluoresce maximally between 645nm and 660nm (Fork and 

Mohanty, 1986). Fluorescence maxima at 685nm and 695nm are associated with photosystem 

II reaction centre and antenna pigments. A broad feature between 715nm and 740nm is 

attributed to PSI (Murata and Satoh, 1983). 

Fluorescence emission spectroscopy provides infonnation about the efficiency of 

energy transfer. Within the LHCI and LHCII peripheral antennae of photosystems I and II, 
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energy transfer from chlorophyll b to chlorophyll a is so efficient that there is fluorescence 

emission only from chlorophyll a molecules (Murata and Satoh, 1986). Emission from LHcn 

in the membrane is typically low due to the efficiency with which this complex transfers energy 

to psn. In the emission spectrum of red algae and cyanobacteria excited with light absorbed 

maximally by the bilins, there is a significant contribution to fluorescence emission at maxima 

for phycobilisome components (Rijgersberg and Amesz, 1980), indicating somewhat less 

efficient energy transfer within the complex. 

Fluorescence emission is used in the following experiments to monitor the effects of 

methodological manipulations on energy transfer characteristics of the samples. This work 

attempts to characterize changes in pigment orientation, as detected by linear dichroism 

spectroscopy, brought about by the the light state transition in phycobilisome-containing 

organisms and hardening in winter rye. Light state and cold-hardening produce distinctive 

fluorescence emission characteristics. Cold-hardening in winter rye results in an increase in 

emissions from the 680nm LHCII band and the 695nm band, and a decrease in emission at the 

740nm PSI peak relative to 685nm psn emission in isolated thylakoid membranes (Griffiths et 

at., 1984). Fluorescence from isolated LHCII complexes is greater at a band near 697nm 

relative to the 678nm peak after hardening (Krupa and Huner, submitted). For both phycobilin 

and chlorophyll a excitation, emission from the 685nm and 695nm PSII peaks is greater 

relative to the long-wavelength PSI emission peak in state 1, compared to state 2 fluorescence 

emission. in cyanobacteria and red algae (Fork and Mohanty, 1986). 

It must be demonstrated that experimental manipulations, such as the isolation of 

membranes and use of polyacrylamide gel to orient samples for polarized light spectroscopy, 

do not destroy relative differences in fluorescence emission that are characteristic of light state, 

or cold-hardening, before any observed differences in pigment orientation can be attributed to 

conformational differences that are a function of light state or cold-hardening. 
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METHODS 

1. Growth conditions and harvesting of winter rye 

Growth and harvesting of winter rye was perfonned by workers in Dr. N. Huner's lab 

at the University of Western Ontario. Winter rye (Secale cereale cv. Puma) was grown at SoC 

and 20°C in controlled environmental growth chambers. Plants were initially germinated in 

vermiculite watered with Hoagland nutrient solution (Downs and Hellmers, 1975) at a 

20°C/16°C (day/night) temperature regime with a 16hr photoperiod at 200mB PAR. After about 

7 days of germination, upon the appearance of a fully expanded primary leaf and partially 

expanded secondary leaf, seedlings were transferred to growth chambers with a SoC/SoC 

(day/night) temperature regime for 7 to 8 weeks of additional growth (RH), or allowed to 

develop under the 20°C conditions for an additional 2.S to 3 weeks (RNH). After the respective 

developmental periods RH and RNH are of a similar physiological age (Krol et aI., 1984). 

2. Isolation of thylakoid membranes from winter rye 

Thylakoid membrane isolation was also perfonned in Dr. Huner's lab. Membranes 

were isolated from uppennost fully expanded leaves of RH and RNH. Leaf material was 

homogenized in cold SOmM Tricine-NaOH pH 7.8 containing OAM sorbitol and lOmM NaCI 

with two Ss bursts of a Waring blendor. The brei was filtered through 4 layers of Miracloth 

and the filtrate centrifuged at 3000g for Smin to pellet chloroplasts. Chloroplasts were lysed 

through resuspension in a washing medium of SOmM Tricine pH 7.8 containing SmM MgCh 

andlOmM NaCl. The suspension was centrifuged at l0000g for lOmin and the pellet 

resuspended in SOmM Tricine pH 7.8 containing O.IM sorbitol, 10mM NaCI and SmM 

MgCI2. SO% (v/v) glycerol was added to the resuspension as a cryoprotectant, and the sample 

was stored at -70°C until first use. 
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3. Isolation and purification of LHC II 

LHCII was isolated at the University of Western Ontario according to the method 

outlined by Krupa et al. (1987). Leaf material was homogenized in a Waring blendor in 50mM 

Tricine-NaOH buffer (pH 7.8) containing O.4M sorbitol and filtered through 4 layers of 

Miracloth. The filtrate was centrifuged at 5000g for 5 min and the pellet resuspended in a 

50mM Tricine pH 7.8 washing medium containing 5mM EDTA, and centrifuged at 1OO00g for 

lOmin. 

After resuspending the resulting thylakoid membrane pellet in cold distilled water to 

.8mg/ml chlorophyll, Triton X-IOO detergent solution (5% w/v) was added to a final detergent 

concentration of 7% (w/v) and the suspension incubated at room temperature for 30min with 

continuous stirring. The suspension was then centrifuged for 40min at 30oo0g. Crude LHC II 

was precipitated from the supernatant by the addition of KCl and MgCh from 1M solutions to 

final concentrations of 100mM and 20mM respectively. The precipitate was loaded on a 0.5M 

sucrose solution (volume 3 times that of the suspension) and centrifuged at 10000g for lOmin. 

After resuspending the pellet in buffer (50mM Tricine-NaOH, pH 7.8, containing 100mM 

sorbitol) to a chlorophyll concentration of 0.8mg/ml, Triton X-1OO was added from a 5% w/v 

solution to a detergent to chlorophyll ratio of 10:1. LHCII was again precipitated with 1M KCI 

and MgCh, layered on a O.5M sucrose solution and centrifuged at 30000g for 40min. 

LHCII was finally purified with resuspension in 50mM Tricine-NaOH containing 

100mM sorbitol, precipitation with KCl and MgCh as described and centrifugation on 0.5M 

sucrose for lOmin at 1oo00g. The purified complex was resuspended in 50mM Tris-HCI 

buffer (pH 8.0). Glycerol was added to a 50% (v/v) final concentration and the LHC 

complexes stored at -70°C until first use. 

4. Growth conditions and harvesting of cyanobacterial cells 

The cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp.6301 (Anacystis nidulans) was grown 

autotrophic ally in batch culture at 30°C at a light intensity of 25mE/m2s in BG-11 medium 
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(please see Appendix II for medium composition). Cells were harvested in the mid-log growth 

phase. Cultures had an optical density of about 1. Cells were brought to state 1 and state 2 in 

their growth medium. 

5. Induction of state transitions in cyanobacteria 

Cells of Synechococcus 6301 were brought to state 1 and state 2 in 45ml volumes at 

room temperature. DCMU [3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-I,I-dimethylurea] was added from a ImM 

solution to a final concentration of 4JlM. With this treatment, electron transfer through Q}3 to 

the plastoquinone pool is inhibited (Hader and Tevini, 1987). Illumination in the presence of 

DCMU causes oxidation of the plastoquinone pool and transition to state 1 (Olive et al., 1986). 

State 1 was induced in Synechococcus with illumination from a Unomat LX801 multipower 

lamp through a glass heat filter at 30mB/m2s for 5min, with stirring, at room temperature. Cells 

were brought to state 2 by incubation, with stirring, in the dark at room temperature for 5min. 

Under these conditions, the plastoquinone pool becomes reduced due to respiratory electron 

transfer. After the induction period, glutaraldehyde (Sigma), a bifunctional protein cross

linker, was added from a 25% solution to a final concentration ofl % and cells incubated under 

the original state 1 or state 2 induction conditions for a further 5min. 

The fixed cell suspension was diluted to four times the original volume in 135ml of 

buffer (10mM Tricine, pH 7.5, containing 100mM sucrose) and fixed cells isolated by 

centrifugation at 3000g for 5min. Cells were washed once and resuspended in lOml of the 

same buffer in preparation for isolation of thylakoid membranes, or washed and resuspended 

in minimal buffer for linear dichroism spectroscopy of whole cyanobacterial cells. Fixed cells 

were kept in the dark on ice. 

6. Growth conditions and harvesting of red algae 

Porphyridium cruentum was grown and harvested in the laboratory of Dr. E. Gantt at 

the University of Maryland according to the procedure outlined in Cunningham et at. (1990). 
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lL batch cultures were grown at 18°C and bubbled with S% CO2. Cells were cultured under 

red or green light provided by Sylvania fluorescent tubes filtered by Roscolux No. 27 medium 

red, or P-40 dark green coloured plastic sheets, respectively. Cells were harvested in the 

exponential growth phase. 

7. Induction of state transitions in red algae 

4Sml samples of Porphyridium cruentum cells grown under red or green light were 

brought to state 1 in their growth medium at an optical density of 0.8 by illumination from a 

Unomat Lx801 multipower lamp filtered by a glass heat shield in combination with a Hoya 

460nm short pass filter (blue light) for S min with stirring. State 2 was induced by light filtered 

through a combination of a Ditric S20nm long pass and 600nm short pass interference filters 

(green light), cells also treated with this light for S min. Both light treatments were given at an 

intensity of 30mE/m2s. After the illumination period, cells were fixed for Smin under 

illumination conditions in 1 % glutaraldehyde (final concentration) from a 2S% solution 

(Sigma). The suspension of fixed cells was diluted in 13Sml of a lOmM Tricine (pH7.S) buffer 

containing 100mM sucrose. Cells were isolated by centrifugation (3000g for Smin), washed 

once and resuspended in lOml of the buffer. All fixed cell resuspensions were kept in the dark 

on ice. 

8. Isolation of thylakoid membranes from Synechococcus and Porphyridium 

Fixed cell suspensions from cyanobacteria and red algae (red light-grown and green 

light-grown) cross-linked in state 1 and state 2 were passed twice through an Aminco French 

pressure cell at IS000 p.s.i. The resulting suspension was centrifuged at 3000g for Smin to 

remove unbroken cells, and the supernatant loaded onto a 0.2M to 1.7SM continuous sucrose 

density gradient (in lOmM Tricine, pH 7.S) with a Sml 2M sucrose cushion. The gradients 

were centrifuged at 100,000 x g for approximately 10-14 hr. A cyanobacterial thylakoid 

membrane fraction was isolated from a broad band at approximately 1.6M to 1.7M sucrose. 
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Red algal membranes were isolated at the 1.7SMJ2M cushion interface (see Brimble, 1987). 

The membrane fractions harvested from the gradient bands were diluted to three times their 

original volume withlOmM Tricine (pH 7.S) containing lOOmM sucrose and centrifuged at 

40,000 x g for Ihr. The resulting membrane pellets were resuspended in minimal buffer and 

kept on ice in the dark. Chlorophyll concentrations were taken of these final membrane 

suspensions. 

9. Estimation of chlorophyll concentration 

The chlorophyll concentrations of rye thylakoids and isolated LHCII samples were 

determined using the extinction coefficients from Arnon (1949). 20ml of resuspension was 

added to Sml of 80% acetone. Mter centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 10 min to remove 

precipitated proteins, absorbance measurements were taken at 64Snm and 663nm. Total 

chlorophyll was calculated through the following formula: 

Total ChI = 20.2A64S + 8.02A663 

Chlorophyll a concentrations were determined in red algal and cyanobacterial 

thylakoid suspensions with the same procedure used for rye thylakoids. Absorbance of the 

supernatant at 663nm was divided by the extinction coefficient for chlorophyll a: 82.04 ml 

mg-1cm-1 (Bendall et ai., 1988). For intact cells of blue-green algae, 20ml of suspension was 

mixed with Iml of 90% methanol and incubated in the freezer for 30min. After centrifuging to 

remove proteins, absorbance at 66Snm was multiplied by 13.9 to obtain the chlorophyll a 

concentration in micrograms per mililitre (Tandeau de Marsac and Houmard, 1988). 

10. Fluorescence emission 

77K fluorescence emission spectra were determined to confmn the presence of state 

transition characteristics during the fixation and isolation processes in red algae and 
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cyanobacteria. They were also taken for all experimental samples to determine the effect of 

polyacrylamide gel on the energy transfer properties of the samples. 

75rnl of cell, thylakoid membrane or LHCn complex suspension, at a chlorophyll 

concentration of 5mglrnl, was deposited in a sealed Pasteur pipette and immediately immersed 

in liquid nitrogen for 77K fluorescence emission spectroscopy. Samples from red algae and 

cyanobacteria were monitored by fluorescence emission spectroscopy for the presence of state 

1 and state 2 characteristics after fIxation of whole cells, after isolation of thylakoid membranes 

from the sucrose gradient and prior to mixing with the gel solution. Samples mixed with the gel 

solution were drawn into an unsealed pipette immediately prior to polymerization, incubated on 

ice in the dark, and immersed in liquid nitrogen following gel solidifIcation. 

Low temperature fluorescence measurements were taken in an apparatus based on a 

Jarrel Ash 1/4 meter spectrograph and an EG&G 1420R diode array detector. The fluorimeter 

was controlled by an EG&G 1461 detector interface and accessed by a Computan PC386 IBM 

compatable computer. A 100W tungsten halogen lamp provided the light source which was 

dispersed by a Jobin Yvon H2O spectrometer. Five emission spectra were taken and averaged 

for each sample. 

11. Linear dichroism measurements: sample orientation 

Samples were oriented for linear dichroism spectroscopy using the gel squeezing 

method fIrst introduced by Adbourakhmanov and workers (1979). Gels were composed of 

10% (w/v) acrylamide (Bio Rad) made with 0.3% (w/v) N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide (Bio 

Rad) in resuspension buffer. Gels containing rye thylakoids and LHCn were cryoprotected 

with the addition of 65% (v/v) glycerol. Because glycerol has been found to cause 

phycobilisome dissociation (Gagliano et ai., 1985), the above gel mixture was replaced with a 

2.2M sucrose/lO% (w/v) acrylamide with 0.3 % (w/v) N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide solution 

in IOmM Tricine (pH7.5) for orientation of samples from red algae or cyanobacteria. All 

samples were added to a final concentration of 5flg of chlorophyll per rnl of gel. Gels were cast 
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in a small glass cylinder llmm in diameter to a height of lcm (1.6ml of gel medium) and 

polymerized with 0.03% (w/v) N,N,N',N'-tetramethlethyldiamine (Temed) and 0.06% (w/v) 

of freshly-prepared ammonium persulfate (APS).from a 10% solution. Polymerization 

proceeded on ice in the dark. 

Gel squeezing was accomplished in the copper holder illustrated in Figure 9. Gels were 

placed lengthwise to fill the width of the lcm x 2cm x 0.6cm space within holder and extended 

0.5cm beyond the copper at the widest point of the cylinder. Two transparent lucite windows 

were screwed onto either side of the holder, compressing the gel to fill the internal space. Shear 

forces, created by gel compression and unidirectional expansion causes particles to align with 

their long axes parallel to the direction of gel expansion. This direction was deemed the 

"orientation axis", perpendicular to the direction of gel squeezing and parallel to the long axis 

of the holder. The holder was equipped with a copper cold finger. Prior to taking the linear 

dichroism spectrum, the cold finger was slowly lowered into a glass dewar containing liquid 

nitrogen, and immersed to just below the sample window. The position of the sample was then 

readjusted with respect to the optical path of the apparatus so that the light passed through a 

transparent, uncracked region of the frozen gel. Liquid nitrogen was added to the doer so the 

cold finger remained completely immersed during the measurement process. 

12. Linear dichroism measurements: apparatus 

The apparatus used in detection of linear dichroism is illustrated in Figure lO. Light 

from a 50W tungsten halogen lamp was dispersed through a Jobin Yvon H20 spectrometer, its 

polarization modulated by a Hinds photoelastic modulator after passing through a calcite Glans 

Thompson polarizer. This produced linearly polarized light alternating, at a frequency of 

100kHz, between vertical and horizontal polarizations with respect to the orientation axis of the 

sample. Light passing through the sample was detected by a Hammamatsu R562HA end-on 

photomultiplier tube in a magnetic shield, the output of which was detected by an EG&G 5207 
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Figure 9: Gel holder used for sample orientation and cooling. The holder is copper and is 

constructed with a cold finger. A. Face view before gel squeezing shows the cold finger and 

placement of the gel cylinder. B. This side view shows how the gel cylinder is squeezed upon 

attachment of the lucite windows, and the direction of gel expansion within the copper holder, 

parallel to its long axis. 
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Figure 10: The apparatus used for linear dichroism spectroscopy. A beam from the light 

source (hv) is passed through a monochrometer (/..) and a polarizer (P). The result is 

monochromatic light polarized parallel to the sample orientation axis. A photoelastic modulator 

(PEM) alternately allows the beam to pass through in its initial polarization, or rotates the 

electric vector 90° in the plane perpendicular to wave propogation, at a frequency of 100kHz. 

The beam then passes through the oriented sample (5). The dashed arrow indicates the 

orientation axis. Transmitted light is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT), and the signal 

relayed to a lock-in amplifier which processes information detected at the frequency of 

polarization modulation. LD and absorbance data is transferred to a computer through an 

interface (!NT), which also allows for computer control of monochrometer scanning. 
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lock-in amplifier. An ffiM-XT-compatible computer performed spectrometer control and data 

collection with a home-built interface and pulse-encoded motor control. 

Linear dichroism was directly measured with the above apparatus as All - AJ.., where All 

is the absorption of light polarized parallel to the axis of orientation. Absorption was measured 

simultaneously as the average modulated signal. The signal from light transmitted through the 

sample (Is) was processed by dividing by a background signal (IB) obtained from previous 

measurements taken from an empty sample holder. Absorption was calculated as -log(lsfIB). 

All absorption spectra stored in the computer were normalized to the largest absorbance peak. 

13. Linear dichroism spectra 

All spectral manipulations were performed using the commercially-available Spectra 

Calc program developed by Galactic Industries. The linear dichroism spectra presented in this 

thesis are averages of spectra from at least three different squeezed gels. At least two spectra 

were taken of each gel and averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. In some instances, a 

baseline correction was performed on 3 to 5 points. Linear dichroism spectra are presented on a 

relative scale. A value of 1 was assigned to the magnitude of the largest Qy transition positive 

peak obtained for all experiments in this study. Absorption spectra presented here are averages 

of the spectra taken simultaneously with the corresponding LD. A baseline correction was also 

performed on some of these spectra in the same manner as for LD. LD/ A spectra were derived 

by dividing the averaged LD spectrum by its corresponding absorption spectrum and 

multiplying the result by 10000 using the manipulations available on Spectra Calc. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

I. Pigment orientation in cold-hardened and non-hardened winter rye 

1. Results 

i).The fluorescence emission spectrum of RH and RNH thylakoid membranes in buffer and in 

polyacrylamide gel 

Figure llA compares the 77K fluorescence emission spectra of thylakoid membranes 

isolated from hardened (RH) and non-hardened (RNH) winter rye (Secale cereale L. cv. 

Puma). Excitation is at 435nm. These spectra show the same relative differences earlier 

characterized by Griffiths and associates (1984) after normalization at the 685nm emission 

peak. Emissions from photosystem II (PSII) are observed at 685nm and 695nm, and from 

photosystem I (PSI) at 740nm (Murata and Satoh, 1986). When normalized at the 685nm 

emission peak, spectra differ in the magnitude of a shorter wavelength shoulder on this band. 

RH thylakoids have greater relative emission around 681nm, the characteristic emission 

wavelength for the photosystem II peripheral light-harvesting complex (LHCII). This has 

previously been interpreted as a decrease in energy transfer from LHCII to the PSII reaction 

centres (Griffiths et aI., 1984). The relatively increased emission from RH thylakoids at 

695nm, the emission wavelength for core antenna components (Butler, 1978), is thought to 

represent differences in energy transfer between PSII core antenna and reaction centre 

chlorophylls. The emission difference at the 740nm PSI emission peak, with greater emission 

coming from RNH chromophores, is thought to indicated altered PSI activity upon cold 

hardening (Griffiths et al., 1984). Since thylakoids represented by these spectra were 

previously stored at -70°C in 50% glycerol after isolation, the retention of characteristic spectral 

differences between hardened and non-hardened samples indicates that storage had little effect 

on relative thylakoid conformations and energy transfer properties. 
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Figure 11: The 77K fluorescence emission spectra ofthylakoids isolated from hardened (----) 

and non-hardened (--)winter rye. The excitation wavelength is 435nm to excite chlorophyll. 

Spectra are normalized at the 685nm photo system IT emission peak A. Thylakoids in 

resuspension buffer B. Isolated thylakoid membranes in polyacrylamide gel. 
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The 77K fluorescence emission spectra from hardened and non-hardened rye 

thylakoids embedded in the polyacrylamide gel matrix used for membrane orientation are seen 

together in Figure lIB. Spectra show the same relative differences in emission seen for 

thylakoids in buffer. When spectra are normalized at the 685nm peak, there is relatively more 

emission from RH at 681nm and 695nm, and relatively less emission from RH thylakoids at 

740nm. However, there are differences between low temperature emissions in buffer and in 

gel. The emission peak at 685nm is higher in both RH and RNH spectra relative to other 

peaks. Lower PSI emission at 740nm, in gel compared with the same thylakoids in buffer, is 

more dramatic for RNH relative to the 695nm and 685nm emission maxima. These factors 

indicate changes in the energy transfer properties within the photosystems caused by incubation 

in the polymerizing gel. In addition, there seems to be more contribution to the short

wavelength side of the 685nm peak, suggesting changes in the efficiency of energy transfer 

from the peripheral LHCrr chromophores to the psrr antenna in the gel matrix. However, the 

relative differences between the fluorescence emission of RH and RNH thylakoids are still 

observed from thylakoids incubated in the gel matrix. Therefore, some of the pigment 

orientation characteristics that allow for differences in energy transfer properties in hardened 

and non-hardened rye thylakoids are retained after embedding thylakoids in the polyacrylamide 

gel. 

in The absorption and linear dichroism spectra of thylakoid membranes from RH and RNH 

Absorption and linear dichroism spectra for the long wavelength transitions from 

hardened and non-hardened winter rye thylakoids are shown in Figure 12. The linear 

dichroism spectra of RH (pink: trace) and RNH (black trace) have not been normalized. RH 

spectra are averages of 13 different spectra calculated from 5 different squeezed gels. RNH 

spectra are derived from an average of 9 spectra from 5 different gels. 
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Figure 12: 77K absorption (upper traces) and linear dichroism (lower traces) of isolated 

thylakoids from hardened (pink) and non-hardened (black) winter rye. Linear dichroism 

spectra are not normalized. 
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There are no significant differences between RH and RNH absorption spectra. Spectra 

show a small peak at 650nm, representing the chlorophyll b absorption region, and the long 

wavelength chlorophyll a absorption maximum is at 676nm. 

The linear dichroism spectra of RH and RNH, the bottom two traces in Figure 12, are 

spectrally complex. The chlorophyll b region is characterized by two positive maxima at 

641nm and 653nm, and a negative band at 647nm. Other researchers have attributed these 

features to the superimposition of a positive and a negative chlorophyll b bands generated by 

two orthogonal, degenerate transitions (Gtilen et ai., 1986). The chlorophyll a Qy transition 

maximum is located at 678nm. There is a shoulder to the blue side of this peak at 663nm. 

Chlorophyll a chromophores appear to be oriented close to the axis of orientation, which 

corresponds to the membrane plane, due to the strong positive linear dichroism signal. A more 

perpendicular orientation with respect to the thylakoid plane is indicated for the 647nm

absorbing chlorophyll b chromophores due to its negative linear dichroism signal. The 

chlorophyll b absorption region shows a more parallel orientation for the 663nm transition. 

There are chromophore-specific orientation differences between hardened and non-hardened 

winter rye as indicated by these spectra. The LD signal of RH is more positive in the region of 

the chlorophyll a peak, and more negative in the 653nm and 647nm chlorophyll b regions. 

Most of the chlorophyll b in thylakoid membranes is associated with LHCII. The linear 

dichroism signal in this absorption region has therefore been called the "LHC fingerprint" 

region (Haworth et ai., 1982b). Differences in LHCII organization have been identified 

between RH and RNH thylakoids (Huner et ai., 1987). Isolated LHCII complexes from 

hardened and nonhardened plants were examined by low temperature linear dichroism 

spectroscopy to determine whether differences in the chlorophyll b region of the LD of 

thylakoid membranes could be attributed to changes in LHCII organization. 
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iv) Fluorescence emission spectra in isolated LHCII from RH and RNH in gel and in buffer 

Figure 13A shows the low temperature emissions from LHCII chromophores with 

excitation at 435nm, absorbed by chlorophyll. Spectra show two distinct emission maxima, at 

678nm and around 696nm, with a shoulder at 734nm. When normalized at the 678nm 

emission peak:, a comparison of the spectra reveals the relatively greater emission near 695nm 

for hardened rye LHCII, for which the band has been red-shifted to 697nm. Emission in this 

spectral region has been determined a characteristic of the monomeric LHCII content of the 

sample (Krupa and Huner, submitted). The significance of the long wavelength feature, at 

734nm, is not well understood. LHCII preparations, isolated according to the methods 

employed for this sample, are devoid of long wavelength PSI components (Krupa et aI., 

1987). Zucchelli and workers (1990) have evidence for a long wavelength absorption feature in 

isolated LHCII which may be responsible for this fluorescence band. 

Figure 13B shows the fluorescence emission spectra of both RH and RNH LHCII 

embedded in polyacrylamide gel. The same emission bands seen in the spectra of isolated 

complexes in buffer appear in these preparations. When normalized at the 735nm shoulder it is 

again seen that the relative emission near 696nm is higher in RH. In this case, the emission 

band maximum is red-shifted to 699nm in RH. The relative contribution of the 679nm peak: is 

somewhat reduced compared to bands from the 697nm emission region, and at 735nm. Huner 

and Krupa (submitted) have attributed this band to emissions from free pigment and oligomeric 

LHCII. A relative reduction in emission could indicate some dissociation of oligomeric 

complexes in the embedded sample. However, from relative spectral differences between 

LHCII isolated from hardened and non-hardened winter rye it is concluded that the 

preparations in polyacrylamide gel show the same relative differences in organization of 

LHCII. 
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Figure 13: The 77K fluorescence emission spectra of isolated light harvesting complexes 

(LHCII) from hardened (-----) and non-hardened (--) winter rye plants A. in resuspension 

buffer and B. in polyacrylamide gel. 
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iv)The linear dichroism and absorption spectra from isolated RH and RNH LHCII 

Figure 14 presents the absorption and linear dichroism spectra of isolated complexes of 

LHCII from hardened (pink trace) and non-hardened (black trace) winter rye. These spectra are 

the result of averaging data obtained from 16 different experiments performed on 5 different 

squeezed gels for each sample type. Linear dichroism spectra have been normalized so the 

chlorophyll a Qy maxima are at the same level. With this normalization the LD signals of other 

pigment populations can be compared relative to this peak. 

The absorption spectrum shows three major features. The chlorophyll a absorption 

maximum is at 676nm. The major chlorophyll b- absorbing region appears at the 649nm 

absorption peak for both spectra. Hardened rye LHCII particles show more absorption in the 

chlorophyll b region and at wavelengths longer than 676nm. This latter characteristic may 

indicate a greater degree of light scattering from the sample. Long wavelength chlorophyll a 

peak absorption is decreased relative to chlorophyll b absorption when oligomeric LHCII is 

incubated in media with increasing detergent to chlorophyll ratios (Otilen et aI., 1986). 

Therefore, the relative increase in chlorophyll b absorption seen for RH LHCII in Figure 14 

could indicate a decrease in the oligomer to monomer ratio. 

When the linear dichroism spectra of hardened and nonhardened LHCII complexes, 

shown as the bottom spectra of Figure 14, are compared to the LD spectra ofthylakoids seen in 

Figure 12, it can be concluded that the isolated complex orients in the gel as it would if 

embedded in the thylakoid. In both spectra the chlorophyll a region is characterized by a long 

wavelength positive peak and the chlorophyll b region contains a negative band. If the 

complex orientation were perpendicular to that found in oriented membranes, the long 

wavelength chlorophyll a peak would be a negative band. 

Spectra in Figure 14 have been normalized so that the Qy transition peaks, red-shifted 

2nm in RH from 678nm to 680nm, are at the same height. Relative to these peaks, RH shows 

a more negative linear dichroism at the 647nm negative, and the 653nm and 664nm positive 

peaks. This result mirrors the observations made of the thylakoid linear dichroism of 
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Figure 14: 77K absorption (upper traces) and linear dichroism (lower traces) of isolated light 

harvesting complexes from hardened (pink) and non-hardened (black) winter rye. Linear 

dichroism spectra are nonnalized to the height of the long wavelength chlorophyll a peak. 
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Figure 12, where in RH the peaks in the chlorophyll b region were more negative relative to 

the 678nm chlorophyll a peak. The difference is much more dramatic in LHCll. In addition, 

the 664nm,653nm, 647nm and 640.6nm bands all show more orientation (greater LD signal) 

in both RH and RNH LHCll relative to the long wavelength chlorophyll emission band. This 

again provides support for assignment of these bands in the thylakoid membrane spectra to 

LHCII. 

Both absorption and linear dichroism spectra from RH LHCII show more signal in 

wavelength regions longer than the chlorophyll a Qy transition band, and the LD band is 

shifted 2nm to the red regions. This difference could be due to more light scattering from the 

RH sample. Different aggregation properties of the isolated samples, due to differences in 

monomer and oligomer concentrations, could cause a difference in light scattering properties, 

for example, if the hardened sample aggregated with more sheet-like properties than in the 

nonhardened sample. Different aggregation characteristics indicate different properties of the 

isolated particle and provide support for the notion that there are different degrees of 

oligomerization between the hardened and nonhardened sample. 

Figure 15 shows the linear dichroism spectra of hardened (pink) and non-hardened 

(black) LHCll without normalization. Despite the same sample chlorophyll concentrations and 

degree of gel squeezing for orientation, the overall LD signal from RH LHCll appears to be 

significantly reduced compared to RNH LHCll. A more random orientation of sample would 

potentially reduce the signal coming from RH chromophores. The ability to orient the sample, 

when gel squeezing parameters, such as degree of elongation of gel, are constant depends on 

the size and shape of the particle. Gel squeezing has been used successfully to orient particles 

of various sizes, including pigment-protein complexes such as LHCll (Haworth et aI., 

1982a,b; Tapie et aI., 1982). Perhaps sample shape anisotropy or size is involved in this 

difference of signal strength. This difference may be another indication of difference in 

organization of LHCII samples from RH and RNH. 
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Figure 15: The linear dichroism spectra of hardened (Pink trace) and non-hardened (black 

trace) isolated LHCII complexes. Spectra have not been nonnalized. LD signal is reduced from 

RH LHCII. 
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v) Reduced linear dichroism spectra for RH and RNH thylakoids and LHCII complexes 

Because the absorption spectra in RH and RNH LHCII were different, with the greater 

relative chlorophyll b absorption from hardened LHCII chromophores, the linear dichroism 

spectra from both types of LHCII were divided by their respective absorption spectra to 

determine whether differences in chromophore orientation were preserved. From Figure 16B it 

is evident that in the reduced linear dichroism the same basic differences in pigment orientation 

between hardened and nonhardened light harvesting complex are represented. Spectra here are 

normalized at the long wavelength peak around 686nm. As seen in the comparison of LD 

spectra of Figure 14, the 664nm band and the chlorophyll b features at 641nm and 653nm are 

more negative in reduced linear dichroism from hardened rye LHCII than those for complexes 

isolated from nonhardened rye. Some of this difference is lost in the region of the 647nm band 

due to the higher absorption in the chlorophyll b region for RH LHCII. 

For comparison, the reduced linear dichroism spectra for hardened (pink) and non

hardened (black) rye thylakoids are presented in Figure 16A. These LD/A spectra are not 

normalized, however, the absorbance spectra used in their generation were normalized at the 

long wavelength peak. The positive maximum for these spectra is shifted to 695nm due to the 

high level of orientation from PSI pigments parallel to the membrane plane. Orientation parallel 

to the membrane plane is increased for long wavelength chlorophyll a, and at the LHCII

associated 663nm band in hardened rye. In addition, as seen in the LD spectrum, the 

orientation signal is more negative for hardened thylakoids at the 653nm and 647nm 

chlorophyll b peaks. 

2. Discussion 

i) Effects of polyacrylamide gel on fluorescence emission spectra 

Thylakoid membranes were oriented in polyacrylamide gels for linear dichroism 

measurement. The qualitative nature of differences between RH and RNH thylakoid emissions 
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Figure 16: The LD/A spectra of A. rye thylakoids from hardened (Pink:) and non-hardened 

(black) winter rye and B. isolated light harvesting complexes from hardened (pink) and non

hardened (black) winter rye. 
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was not affected by incubation in a gel matrix. In RH, relative to the 685nm photosystem II 

fluorescence band, emissions were higher at 681nm and at 695nm, the peaks for LHCII and 

PSII reaction centre chromophores, respectively compared with the RNH emission spectrum in 

both buffer and gel matrices. In addition, relative to emission at 685nm, PSI emission at 

740nm was higher in RNH in both solutions. However, relative peak heights were quite 

different when spectra from gel and buffer were compared, as observed in Figure 28. 

Emissions from 685nm were greater relative to the other peaks, and the difference in 740nm 

emission amplitudes in RH and RNH was decreased. 

The gel squeezing method was developed by Abdourakhmanov and associates (1979) 

and first used to orient thylakoid membranes from purple bacteria. These workers have stated 

that embedding in polyacrylamide gel did not affect the fluorescence emission spectra of their 

samples. The advantages of the squeezed gel method are said to be a low impact on pigment 

integrity, and therefore energy distribution properties of the sample, freedom from scattering 

artifacts, and effective orientation for a wide range of sample sizes (Haworth et aI., 1982a). 

It is possible that the acrylamide affects energetic interactions within stacked 

membranes. Isolation of thylakoids in buffer with cations preserves stacking in these 

membranes. The cation concentration was identical in the gel and buffer solutions. However, 

other unrelated linear dichroism experiments performed in our lab on stacked and unstacked 

maize thylakoids showed that fluorescence emission spectra were less altered in unstacked 

thylakoids incubated in polymerizing geL There was little difference between emissions from 

gel and buffer at the PSI peak relative to 685nm emission compared with the stacked 

specimens. Perhaps the polymerizing gel destabilizes some energetic interactions established 

between stacked membranes. This would account for the lack of change in fluorescence 

emission in gel seen by Abdourakhmanov et al., as the thylakoid membranes of purple bacteria 

are not differentiated by stacked and unstacked regions. Similarly, few differences were seen in 

this study between cyanobacterial or red algal membranes in buffer and in geL 
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in Absorption differences in hardened and non-hardened winter rye 

The absorption spectra of RH and RNH thylakoid membranes of Figure 12 are 

essentially similar in shape and peak magnitude. However, the LHCII absorption spectra of 

Figure 14 show some differences in relative chlorophyll a and b absorption. After 

normalization, spectral peaks at 649nm and 662nm - representing chlorophyll b transitions

are higher in RH LHCII relative to the 676nm long wavelength peak for chlorophyll a. This 

absorption difference was observed by Giilen and associates (1986) after SDS detergent 

treatment of oligomeric LHCII. The absolute change in absorption showed no difference in 

chlorophyll b absorbance, but a decrease in the amplitude of the main chlorophyll a peak at 

675nm. 

Absorption spectra of Figure 14 also show an increase in absorbance on the long 

wavelength side of the chlorophyll a peak of the RH LHCII spectrum. This feature is 

manifested as a shift in the long wavelength band of the LD spectrum. The room temperature 

absorption spectrum of LHCII has been investigated by Zucchelli and workers (1990). They 

located bands with maxima at 684nm and 694nm. Mullet and Arntzen (1980) found that the 

absorption spectrum of LHCII organized into lamellar sheets differed from LHCII as separated 

complexes due to the presence of a chlorophyll form absorbing maximally at 686nm. This 

feature was associated with a long-wavelength fluorescence component at 695nm in this study. 

Long wavelength forms of chlorophyll a in LHCII have been suggested quenchers of 

excitation energy. A recent investigation by Ruban and coworkers (1991) shows that in light

treated spinach thylakoids the appearance of an LHCII chlorophyll a form absorbing at 685nm 

and fluorescing near 700nm is associated with enhancement of zeaxanthin quenching of 

fluorescence in thylakoid membranes, a process associated with dissipation of excess 

chlorophyll excitation. These workers suggest that the aggregation states of LHCII, discussed 

by Mullet and workers, may be involved in the appearance of this quencher. 

In Figure 13, RH LHCII show increased fluorescence at a band near 697nm. 

According to the work of Mullet et al. (1980), the aggregation of isolated LHCII into sheets 
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resulted in the appearance of a similar band in the emission spectrum. Fluorescence in the same 

region has been attributed to the prescence of monomeric LHCII in isolations from winter rye 

(Huner and Krupa, submitted), and to the 685nm-absorbing band associated with increased 

fluorescence quenching in light-adapted thylakoid membranes (Ruban et ai., 1991). CD in this 

absorption region is affected by the aggregation state of LHCII. Increasing detergent 

concentrations decreases the magnitude of a CD feature at this wavelength, which is thought to 

represent excitonic interactions between chlorophyll a and b (Giilen et ai., 1986). 

The differences seen in both absorption, in Figure 14, and fluorescence emission, in 

Figure 13, suggest an increase in the monomer to oligomer ratio of winter rye LHCII which 

may include a difference in isolate aggregation properties. This difference in aggregation may 

result in the increase of a long-wavelength absorbing chlorophyll form that could participate in 

energy dissipation. 

iv) Possible light scattering differences in RH and RNH LHCII samples 

Differences in the long wavelength region of the absorption spectra of hardened and 

non-hardened winter rye could also be due to differences in light-scattering properties of the 

samples. Haworth and workers (1982a) performed a study to compare the characteristics of gel 

squeezing and sample spreading as orientation techniques for LD spectroscopy. They assessed 

the selective light scattering in samples by observing the effect on the LD spectrum in the 730-

780nm range where no pigment absorption occurs. Gel squeezing resulted in a flat signal in the 

studied region, while spectra were more positive after spreading techniques. This effect was 

corrected by addition of glycerol to the spread sample. It is noted that after gel squeezing, and 

following spreading in glycerol, spectra were more positive to the blue side of the chlorophyll a 

transition peak. An "S-shaped" difference spectrum would be the result of subtracting the 

spectrum acquired after spreading without glycerol from the corrected spectrum or the gel 

squeezing spectrum. 
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Biggins (1982) has examined the differences in linear dichroism of pea thylakoids 

before and after membrane phosphorylation and noted such an "S-shaped" difference spectrum 

in the red region of the spectrum. A decrease in the signal at wavelengths shorter than 682nm 

was accompanied by an increase in signal in wavelengths longer than this dichroism peak after 

membrane phosphorylation. Biggins (1982) concluded that the phosphorylation of the 

membrane led to partial destacking which altered selective light scattering. 

The Figure 14 linear dichroism spectra of LHCII from hardened rye shows a distinct 

2nm chlorophyll shift of the long wavelength peak relative to the spectrum from non-hardened 

rye. A more positive LD signal is observed at wavelengths longer than 680nm and a relatively 

more negative dichroism on the short-wavelength side. Perhaps this difference in dichroism 

represents different selective light scattering in hardened complexes. Light scattering 

differences may also indicate a difference in the aggregation state of isolated LHCII from 

hardened rye. Perhaps differences in the structure of LHCII after cold-hardening would affect 

association with other complexes upon isolation. For example, complexes from RH might 

aggregate more readily into sheet-like structures upon isolation. 

iv) Differences in LD of hardened and non-hardened winter rye 

The linear dichroism spectra (LD) of oriented samples harvested from hardened and 

non-hardened rye - both thylakoid membranes and isolated light harvesting complexes (LHCII) 

- differed in the magnitudes of signal peaks representing chlorophyll b chromophores relative 

to the chlorophyll a long wavelength maximum. Chromophores with maxima in the 

chlorophyll b absorption region contributed to a relatively more negative LD signal from 

hardened rye thylakoids and LHCII. This difference was more apparent in the isolated 

complexes (see Figure 14), suggesting that the LHCII content of thylakoid membranes is the 

source of changes in thylakoid membrane spectral features. 

From the defmition of linear dichroism, as discussed in "Pigment orientation and 

polarized light spectroscopy", positive peaks in the spectrum represent transitions that are 
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oriented more parallel to the membrane plane, that is, closer to the membrane plane than the 

"magic angle", and negative bands represent transitions oriented closer to the nonnal to the 

membrane plane than the magic angle. The spectra in Figures 12 and 14 lead to the general 

conclusion that there is strong orientation parallel to the membrane plane in long-wavelength 

chlorophyll a Qy transitions. The negative features present in the chlorophyll b region indicate 

more a perpendicular orientation of these pigments. 

The LD spectra of Figure 12 were not nonnalized because of the good quality of the 

spectra: spectra for hardened and non-hardened samples did not vary widely in peak: 

magnitude. Bands matched well in the Soret region (short wavelength regions not shown in the 

figures) and regions of background absorbance. Averages of these spectra may therefore show 

absolute differences. If this is so, the alteration in chromophore orientation that accompanies 

cold-hardening results in a generally more parallel orientation for chlorophyll a and a more 

perpendicular orientation of chlorophyll b with respect to the membrane plane. The LD/A 

spectra (Figure 16) confinn this conclusion, showing, in addition, that the 663nm peak: 

associated with a chlorophyll b transition (Haworth et al., 1982) appears to be more parallel in 

orientation after cold-hardening. If this is the case, there is not only a relative reorientation 

between chlorophyll a and b, but a change in the configuration of chlorophyll b transitions. 

Changes in the relative orientation between chlorophylls a and b would be expected to 

alter energy transfer properties. This has been supported by both circular dichroism (Giilen et 

aI., 1986) and fluorescence kinetics (Ide et al., 1987). A study by Ide et al. (1987) showed that 

the rate of energy transfer between chlorophyll b and chlorophyll a was impaired by addition 

of the detergent Triton X-100 to trimeric LHCII. Haworth and workers (1982b) suggested that 

features in the low temperature LD spectrum of LHCII could be related to excitonic 

components in the chlorophyll b region proposed by Van Metter (1977). This model identified 

two degenerate states at 652nm, of opposite dichroism to produce the complexity of positive 

and negative bands in this region, and a third located at 665nm. Giilen and researchers (1986) 

examined the LD spectrum of LHCII at room temperature and found an increase in magnitude 
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and sharpness of the single positive chlorophyll b band observed at 650nm and a 

concommittant decrease in the sma11665nm band after treatment with 1% SDS. Changes in the 

CD band at 665nm are noted upon detergent treatment of the oligomeric LHCII (Gtilen et aI., 

1986). 

v) Further evidence for different RH and RNH LHCII particle characteristics 

In LD spectroscopy, signal size from a sample with absorbance anisotropy depends in 

part on the distribution of orientations. In gel squeezing orientation, this parameter depends on 

the shape anisotropy of the sample. A sample more isotropic in its dimensions has a greater 

distribution of orientations after gel squeezing. 

In the experiments discussed here, care was made to control for factors which can 

affect the magnitude of LD peaks. Samples were incorporated into gels such that each gel had 

the same chlorophyll concentration. Efforts were made to keep gel dimensions consistent so 

that the degree of orientation imposed by the squeezing was the same in each case. Despite 

these efforts, the LD signal in RH LHCn was substantially smaller than that of complexes 

isolated from RNH. This effect was reproducible and well outside the variation in peak 

magnitude seen within one sample population. The effect may be attributed to different 

responses to the orientation technique brought about by a more isotropic shape in the RH 

LHCII sample. 

vi) Effects of fluctuation in orientation 

Szito and coworkers (1984;1985; Faludi-Daniel et al., 1986) have explored changes in 

the characteristics of polarized spectra of thylakoid membranes brought about by increasing 

membrane fluidity. As in this present study, their interest was in pigment orientation in 

photosynthetic membranes at the level of the arrangement of pigment -protein complexes. Since 

the lipid environment of the thylakoid membrane stabilizes pigment-protein complexes, this 

group manipulated the linoleic acid content of the membrane (Szito et ai., 1984). 
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These researchers showed that membrane fluidity affects the relationship between the 

orientation parameter of the sample, "S" (see "Pigment orientation and polarized light 

spectroscopy"), and the detected orientation angle of the transition dipoles within the sample. 

Spectra from thylakoid membranes treated with increasing quantities of linoleic acid normalized 

to the peak chlorophyll a signal in the long wavelengths exhibited a chlorophyll a maximum 

shifted to longer wavelengths and an increasingly negative signal in wavelengths on the blue 

side of this peak. This effect was accompanied by an overall decrease in LD signal. 

It is possible that changes in orientation detected by LD spectroscopy upon cold

hardening were brought about by fluctuations in orientation of LHCII chromophores due to an 

increased proportion of monomeric LHC II. The LD of isolated LHCII complexes (Figure 14) 

is more negative on the blue side of the long wavelength chlorophyll a peak in complexes from 

RH. The overall LD signal is much smaller for RH complexes (Figure 15). The long

wavelength chlorophyll a peak is also shifted to the red of that from RNH complexes. If the 

differences in LD between hardened and non-hardened LHCII are due to pigment orientation 

differences caused by fluctuation in the orientation of protein complexes, this difference could 

be attributed to the difference in pigment organization in monomeric and oligomeric LHCII. 

Future experiments may provide more information about the association of LD 

differences between hardened and non-hardened LHCII and differences in LHCII organization. 

Comparisons of LD from isolated monomeric and oligomeric LHCII would help determine the 

relationship between pigment orientation and complex organization. Pigment orientation 

characteristics attributed to LHCII monomers and oligomers could then be identified in the 

hardened and non-hardened LHCII linear dichroism spectra. 
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2. Pigment orientation in phycobilisome-containing organisms fixed in state 1 

and state 2 

Results 

i) Fluorescence emission of intact cells of Synechococcus sp. 6301 cross-linked in state 1 and 

state 2 

Figure 17 shows the 77K fluorescence emission spectra of whole cells of 

Synechococcus sp. 6301 cross-linked in state 1 (solid trace) and state 2 (broken trace) with the 

protein crosslinker, glutaraldehyde, as described the "Methods" section. Cells poisoned with 

DCMU were brought to state 1 by illumination, as outlined in "Methods". Inhibition of electron 

transfer to the plastoquinone pool results in its oxidation in the light,and therefore state 1. 

Respiratory electron transport reduces the plastoquinone pool during dark incubation, thus 

bringing the cell to state 2 (Olive et al., 1986; Dominy and Williams, 1987). 

Figure 17 A shows emission spectra resulting from excitation of phycocyanin 

chromophores (590nm). Spectra are normalized at the 653nm phycobilin emission band. 

Rijgersberg and Amesz (1980) analysed this peak and identified component bands at 646nm 

(C-phycocyanin emission) and 654nm (allophycocyanin emission), and a weaker band at 

676nm, due to APC-B, the long-wavelength form of allophycocyanin. They also concluded 

that APC-B chromophores make a small contribution to the 684nm band. Emission bands at 

684nm and 695nm are associated with PSII, the former with antenna chromophores and the 

latter involving reaction centre emissions (Yamagishi and Katoh, 1983). A band at 715nm 

represents PSI emission (Takahashi et al., 1982). Figure 17B shows fluorescence emission 

with excitation at 435nm to excite chlorophyll a. Spectra are normalized at the 715nm PSII 

emission peak. 435nm excitation is absorbed only minimally by phycobilins, accounting for 

the lack of a 653nm emission band. The psn peaks, at 685nm and 696nm are smaller relative 

to the 715nm PSI peak in this figure, as most of the chlorophyll a is associated with PSI (Fork 

and Mohanty, 1986). The increased contribution of psn fluorescence to the spectrum in Figure 
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Figure 17: The 77K fluorescence emission spectra of intact cells of Synechococcus sp. PCC 

6301 cross-linked in state 1 (--) and state 2 (-----) with glutaraldehyde. A. With 590nm 

excitation to excite phycocyanin chromophores. Spectra are normalized at the 653nm emission 

peak. B. With 435nm chlorophyll a excitation. Spectra are normalized at the 715nm PSI 

emission peak. 
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17 A, with 590nm excitation, indicates that more of the PBS-absorbed excitation is passed to 

PSII (Fork and Mohanty, 1986). 

As demonstrated in other studies (Bruce and Biggins, 1985; Brimble and Bruce, 1989), 

cells cross-linked with glutaraldehyde in state 1 and state 2 continue to exhibit low temperature 

fluorescence emission characteristics consistent with a different distribution of energy in the 

two fixed samples. As Figure 17 A illustrates, excitation energy absorbed by the phycobilisome 

is distributed differently in state 1 and state 2. In state 1, energy absorbed by the phycobilisome 

is preferentially transfered to PSII. In state 2, PSII emissions are smaller relative to PSI 

emission at 715nm. A similar result is obtained with chlorophyll a excitation. As seen in 

Figure 17B, 684nm and 695nm PSII emissions are greater in state 1 when spectra are 

normalized at the 715nm PSI peak. These differences in relative emission represent 

characteristics of state transitions used to indicate the retention of state 1 and state 2 membrane 

conformations during the isolation ofthylakoid membranes and encorporation into 

polyacrylamide gels. 

in Fluorescence emission of isolated PBSlthylakoid fragments of Synechococcus cross-linked 

in state 1 and state 2 

Figure 18 represents fluorescence emission ofPBS/thylakoid fragments from cells of 

Synechococcus fixed in state 1 and state 2 isolated by sucrose density gradient centrifugation 

as described in "Methods". The presence of PSI and PSI! bands in Figure 18A, with 590nm 

excitation, shows that phycobilisomes remain energetically coupled to thylakoid membrane 

chlorophyll a after isolation of membrane fragments from glutaraldehyde-fixed cells. The same 

relative differences in emission from PSI and PSII observed for fixed whole cells in Figure 

17 A are seen in this figure, with PSI! emissions higher in state 1. However, the shape of the 

spectrum is different for isolated thylakoids. Emission at 653nm is greater with respect to 

chlorophyll emission, and a shoulder at 643nm is present. The latter band represents increased 

C-phycocyanin (C-PC) emission which could result from uncoupling of some C-PC discs 
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Figure 18: The 77K fluorescence emission spectra from isolated PBS/thylakoid membrane 

fragments of Synechococcus sp. 6301 cross-linked in state 1 (--) and state 2 (-----). A. 

590nm phycocyanin excitation. Spectra are normalized at 653nm. B. 435nm chlorophyll a 

excitation with normalization of the spectra at 715nm. 
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from energy transfer within the phycobilisome, or contamination of the isolated thylakoid 

sample with phycobilin (Brimble and Bruce, 1989). The 695nm PSI! peak is lower relative to 

the 684nm and 713nm emission peaks, as observed in an earlier study (Brimble and Bruce, 

1988). Increased phycobilin emissions indicate that energy transfer is less efficient from the 

PBS to chlorophyll a. Nevertheless, excitation of phycobilin continues to show differences in 

energy distribution between the photo systems indicative of state 1 and state 2 membrane 

conformations (Brimble and Bruce, 1989). Figure 18B, obtained through 435nm chlorophyll a 

excitation, is qualitatively very similar to the emission spectrum of Figure 17B, with greater 

relative emission from both PSI! bands. 

iii) The effect of polyactylamide gel on 77K fluorescence emission characteristics 

Figures 19A and B and Figures 20A and B represent the effects of incubation in 

polymerizing polyacrylamide gel on the 77K fluorescence emission characteristics of 

cyanobacteria and membranes fIxed in state 1 and state 2. In Figure 19A, emission from 

phycobilins of fIxed, intact cells in acrylamide gel is increased relative to chlorophyll a, 

indicating some uncoupling of PBS chromophores from photosystem pigments. However, the 

relative differences in emission from PSI! and PSI in state 1 and state 2 still indicate greater 

emission from PSI! in state 1. Similarly, the emission spectra of Figure 19B greatly resemble 

the spectra of fixed cells in buffer excited at 435nm in the differences in energy distribution 

between the light states (see Figure 17B). The spectra of Figure 19 show that embedding 

whole glutaraldehyde-fixed cells in polyacrylamide-sucrose gel does not affect energy transfer 

characteristics of the two light states. 

The 77K fluorescence emission spectra of Figure 20 show emissions from isolated 

thylakoid membranes in polyacrylamide gel. In Figure 20A, showing emissions for phycobilin 

excitation, there is only a slightly greater emission at 643nm, indicating very little further 

dissociation of C-PC rods. The spectral characteristics and the relative differences between 

pigment emissions in state 1 and state 2 remain the same as for thylakoid membranes in 
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Figure 19: 77K fluorescence emission spectra of intact cells cross-liked in state 1 (--) 

and state 2 (-----) in pol yacry lamide-sucrose gel. A. 590nm excitation with normalization at 

653nm B. 435nm excitation and normalization at 715nm. 
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Figure 20: 77K fluorescence emission spectra from isolated thylakoid membranes fixed in 

state 1 (--) and state 2 (-----) in polyacrylamide-sucrose gel. A. 590nm excitation and 

normalization at 653nm. B. 435nm excitation and normalization at 714nm. 
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isolation buffer (see Figure 18A). From Figure 20B, PSII emissions resulting from 435nm 

excitation are much greater in both states relative to PSI when compared to the spectra taken of 

resuspended membrane fragments in buffer (see Figure 18B). However, the relative 

differences in state 1 and state 2 emission are the same in both sets of spectra. The evidence of 

Figure 20 indicates that incubating membrane fragments in polymerizing polyacrylamide

sucrose gel does not alter the energy transfer characteristics through the phycobilisome to PSI 

and PSII chlorophyll a, but has some affect on energy distribution through chlorophyll a. 

Nevertheless, relative differences in energy distribution to the photosystems in state 1 and state 

2 remains similar for both excitation wavelengths to isolated membrane fragments in 

resuspension buffer. 

iv) The absorption and linear dichroism spectra of whole cells of Synechococcus $.p. 6301 

fixed in state 1 light state 2. 

Figure 21 represents the absorption and linear dichroism spectra of whole 

cyanobacterial cells fixed in state 1 (pink) and state 2 (black). Each spectrum is an average of 9 

different experiments on the material from 3 different Synechococcus culture flasks. The 

absorption spectra show evidence of absorption from phycobilin and chlorophyll a. Two 

phycocyanin (PC) bands are located at the 634nm absorption peak and the accompanying 

625nm shoulder. Models of the phycobilisome (PBS) of Synechococcus sp. 6301 involve rod 

elements composed of two different types of PC (Glazer, 1984): one is proximal to the 

allophycocyanin (APe) core, likely represented by our 634nm band, and the other is found in 

the distal region of the PBS rod, the 625nm shoulder in our absorption spectrum. A small 

absorption shoulder is also observed at 652nm, representing allophycocyanin core pigments 

(Glazer, 1984). Long wavelength chlorophyll a absorption is represented by a major 

absorption peak at 679nm, two shoulders at 669nm and 686nm, and a small long wavelength 

feature around 695nm. Absorption spectra in state 1 and state 2 vary slightly in the 

phycocyanin region, which could indicate differences in PBS content of the two sample types. 
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Figure 21: The 77K absorption (top traces) and linear dichroism (bottom traces) spectra of 

whole cells of Synechococcus sp PCC 6301 fixed with glutaraldehyde in state 1 (pink) and 

state 2 (black). Linear dichroism spectra are normalized at the 688nm positive peak. 
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The 77K linear dichroism (LD) spectra of whole cells of Synechococcus sp. PCC 

6301, the lower traces of Figure 21, are characteristic of spectra obtained from squeezed gelatin 

gels for the same species in an earlier study (Bruce and Biggins, 1985). Features may be 

identified with certain pigment populations by comparison with the absorption spectrum. The 

chlorophyll region of the spectrum, which represents chlorophyll a Qy transitions, has a peak 

at 688nm that corresponds to a shoulder in the absorption spectrum. LD spectra are normalized 

at this peak. Two LD shoulders are observed: at 679nm and 698nm, each having a 

corresponding feature in the absorption spectrum. These data support the identification of 

bands in the low temperature LD study by Bruce and Biggins (1985). A major chlorophyll a 

band at was observed 688nm, with a 700nm shoulder. 

All of the chlorophyll a Qy transitions have strongly positive linear dichroism signals, 

a common observation in higher plants and algae (Breton and Vermeglio, 1982). This signal 

represents greater absorption of light polarized parallel to the axis of orientation. Qy transitions 

appear to be oriented close the long axis of aligned cells of Synechococcus . Spectra become 

negative at 663nm, where there is little absorption, and show 2 main positive bands in the 

phycobilin absorption region, at 638nm and 651nm. These latter two features represent 

absorption in, respectively, the phycocyanin (PC) and allophycocyanin (APC) regions. Bruce 

and Biggins (1985) attributed 638nm and 656nm LD signals of whole cells of Synechococcus 

6301 to PC and APC phycobilisome components after comparing the LD of PBS isolated from 

the same species. 

LD spectra become gradually less positive on the blue side of the 638nm peak, which 

could indicate that the transitions represented by the 625nm absorption peak have less parallel 

orientation relative to the long axis of the cell than phycocyanin pigments of the 634nm 

absorption peak. Researchers have found that in Nostoc PBS, rod chromophores progress 

from a perpendicular orientation, corresponding to the PBS rod axis, in the higher energy 

chromophores of the peripheral region of the rods to a more parallel orientation, corresponding 
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to the membrane plane, within and proximal to the APC core (Gagliano et aI., 1985; Juszczak 

etal.,1990). 

LD of cells fixed in state 1 (pink trace) and state 2 (black trace) are different in the 

phycobilin region. The state 2 - state 1 LD difference spectrum obtained by Bruce and Biggins 

(1985) identified a more positive LD signal from the APC core, peaking at 656nm, in state 2. 

Similarly, in the APC absorption region of Figure 21, LD is relatively more positive in state 2. 

In addition, these data show chromophore orientation differences in the PC region of the 

spectrum. In state 1, linear dichroism is more positive at the 638nm phycocyanin peak relative 

to the chlorophyll a long wavelength Qy transition peak. These differences phycobilin LD 

suggest that upon transition from state 1 to state 2, PBS chromophores are reoriented such that 

phycocyanin rod pigments have less parallel orientation, and a1lophycocyanin core pigments 

more parallel orientation with respect to the long axis of the cell. 

v) The linear dichroism spectrum of isolated PBS/membrane fra&ments from Synechococcus 

6301 fixed in state 1 and state 2 

The absorption and linear dichroism spectra of isolated thylakoid membranes fixed in 

state 1 (Pink) and state 2 (black) are represented, respectively, by the upper and lower panels of 

Figure 22. Phycobilin absorption is greatly reduced relative to whole cells of Figure 21, as 

observed by Brimble and Bruce (1989) due to loss of phycobilin during membrane isolation. A 

maximum at 628nm represents PC absorption. Absorption peaks at 634nm and 625nm seen in 

the intact cells are not resolved. A very small feature at 652nm represents APC absorption. 

Absorption spectra are similar to those of Figure 21 in the chlorophyll a region. The 

chlorophyll long wavelength absorption band is located at about 679nm, as for intact cells, and 

the shoulder on the blue side of this peak is at 671nm. Absorption is slightly different between 

cells in state 1 and state 2 in the phycobilin region and the long wavelength side of the 

chlorophyll a maximum. 
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Figure 22: The 77K absorption (top traces) and linear dichroism (bottom traces) spectra of 

isolated thylakoid membranes from Synechococcus sp. 6301 cross-linked with glutaraldehyde 

into state1 (pink) and state 2 (black). Linear dichroism spectra are normalized at the 686nm 

positive peak. 
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The linear dichroism spectra, the oottom spectra of Figure 22, are flatter in the 

phycobilin region than the corresponding traces in Figure 21 due to the relative loss of 

phycobilin absorption. The peaks in the PC region (630nm) and the APC region (655nm) are 

both positive, as seen for the major PBS bands in Figure 21. Thus, the remaining PBS in the 

thylakoid preparation retain characteristic pigment orientations. Some dissociation of PC rods 

may have caused the loss of more negative LD characteristics on the short wavelength side of 

the PC absorption peak, observed in Figure 21 for intact cells. The distal PC discs absorb at 

shorter wavelengths and are generally more perpendicular to the membrane plane, therefore 

having a more negative LD (Juszczak et ai., 1990). The fluorescence emission spectra of 

Figure 18A and Figure 20A show increased emission at 643nm. As mentioned, this could 

indicate some dissociation of PC discs and uncoupling of energy transfer through the PBS. 

Some degree of change in chromophore orientation and subsequent change in the LD signal 

would be expected from the chromophores involved. 

The major positive LD band representing chlorophyll a Qy transitions peaks at 686nm, 

close to the 688nm peak for intact cells, and has a PSI shoulder at 697nm, as seen in Figure 

21. On the short-wavelength side, a shoulder at 681nm is more positive relative to the 

chlorophyll a maximum than the 679nm shoulder. LD is more sensitive for pigments 

absorbing at these wavelengths in oriented thylakoids than in oriented cells. The features on the 

short wavelength side of the chlorophyll peak may generate more positive signal in isolated 

membranes because they are more accessible to polarized light absorption in oriented 

membrane sheets than in membrane concentric cylinders within the cyanobacterial cell. 

There are differences in the linear dichroism of thylakoid membranes isolated in state 1 

and state 2. The phycobilin region shows similar differences between the two states as those 

noted for intact cells. Phycocyanin rod pigments yield a less positive signal, and 

allophycocyanin core pigments more positive signal, upon transition from state 1 to state 2. 

However, the difference in the PC region of the spectrum is greatly reduced compared with that 

of intact cells, perhaps because of loss of PC due to dissociation of rod components. In the 
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chlorophyll region, a specific difference is observed in membrane fragments. In state 1 there is 

relatively more parallel orientation of chromophores absorbing from the 681nm shoulder on the 

short-wavelength side of the chlorophyll peak. As there is more positive signal coming from 

these chromophores in isolated membranes, it is concluded that the difference in chlorophyll a 

orientation is not visible in intact cells because fewer chromophores are capable of differentially 

absorbing polarized light when membranes are organized within an oriented, intact cell. Less 

total differential absorption in each light state for this band would make the difference in 

absorption between state 1 and state 2 less discernible. 

vi) Reduced linear dichroism of intact cells and isolated membrane fragments of 

Synechococcus in state 1 and state 2 

Phycocyanin absorption in both membranes and cells fixed in the two light states is 

slightly greater in state 1. In isolated membranes, absorption on the long wavelength side of the 

chlorophyll a peak is slightly greater in state 2. In order to determine whether the relative 

differences between state 1 and state 2 LD signals were affected by absorbance differences, and 

in order to gain further information on the orientation factors for different membrane 

chromophores, LD spectra for intact cells and isolated membranes were divided by their 

corresponding absorption spectra. Figure 23 shows LD/ A, or reduced linear dichroism, for 

intact cells (A) and membrane fragments (B) fixed in state 1 (pink) and state 2 (black). 

These spectra give information about the dichroism of absorption for individual 

pigments. The magnitude of the LD signal is affected by the number of absorbing 

chromophores at each wavelength. After dividing by the absorption spectrum the magnitude at 

each peak is related to the degree of orientation parallel or perpendicular to the orientation axis. 

In the chlorophyll a region of both Figures 23A and B, the maximum is shifted to 690nm, and 

there is now a strong positive peak at 697nm. The longer wavelength-absorbing regions of the 

absorption spectrum are most strongly oriented parallel to the axis of orientation - the 

membrane plane and long axis of the cell- relative to their total absorption. The 679nm and 
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Figure 23: The 77K reduced linear dichroism (LD/A ) spectra from A. whole cells of 

Synechococcus 6301 fixed in state 1 (pink) and state 2 (black) and B. isolated thylakoid 

membrane fragments. 
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681nm peaks make a relatively much smaller positive contribution to the reduced LD spectra of 

Figure 23A and B, respectively than in the LD spectra. The increase in parallel orientation in 

the 681nm region of the state 1, seen in the LD of oriented membranes in Figure 22, is still 

evident in Figure 23B. This difference extends into the 690nm maximum because of the 

slightly lower absorption of this region in state 1. The reduced linear dichroism spectrum of 

isolated membrane fragments also shows a change in chlorophyll a orientation in the 681nm 

region upon transition from state 1 to state 2. There is a difference in reduced linear dichroism 

at the 697nm PSI peak of 23A, with cells in state 1 showing the more positive signal. 

However, interpretations of changes in pigment orientation in this region cannot be conclusive 

based on this evidence. The absorption in this region is very low, and therefore small errors in 

absorption result in large changes in the value of LD/ A. 

The LD/ A spectrum also shows that differences in the phycobilin region seen with 

linear dichroism spectroscopy are also not the result of the small differences in absorption at 

these wavelengths. In intact cells, as shown in Figure 23A, the increased parallel absorption of 

PC chromophores in state 1 (at 638nm) and in APC chromophores in state 2 (at 651nm) is 

maintained after division by the absorption spectrum. The small orientation difference at the 

630nm peak of Figure 22 is no longer visible in the reduced spectrum of Figure 23B, however, 

the PC LD is still more negative in state 2 relative to that of the core pigments, an interpretation 

consistent with the linear dichroism spectra. The difference in absorption anisotropy in the 

APC region is also maintained, with chromophores absorbing maximally in the 652nm region 

more parallel with respect to the membrane plane in state 2. 

vii) Fluorescence emission of red li~ht-~rown Porohyridium cruentum fixed in state 1 and 

state 2 

Intact cells of red algae were fixed in the light states as described in "Methods". Figure 

24 shows the 77K fluorescence emission spectra for whole cells of red light-grown P. 

cruentum fixed with glutaraldehyde in state 1 (solid trace) and state 2 (dashed trace). Figure 
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Figure 24: 77K fluorescence emission from intact cells of the red alga Poryphyridium 

cruentum developed in red light and fIxed in state 1 (--) and state 2 (-----) with 

glutaraldehyde and photoexcited at A. 560nm to excite phycoerythrin and B. 435nm to excite 

chlorophyll a. 
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24A features emission spectra resulting from 560nm excitation, which excites the peripheral 

phycoerythrin (PE) chromophores of the phycobilisome rods. The spectra feature two maxima 

in the phycobilin region: at 645nm and 660nm, representing R-phycocyanin (R-PC) and 

allophycocyanin (APC) emission, respectively (Rijgersberg and Amesz, 1980). The PSII 

peaks are seen in the same region as for cyanobacterial fluorescence: at 685nm and at 695nm. 

PSI fluorescence is at 715nm. As for intact, fixed cyanobacterial cells, when normalized at the 

645nm phycoerythrin peak spectral PSII emission at 685nm and 695nm is much higher relative 

to PSI emission at 715nm in state 1. Figure 24B reveals the same information through 

excitation in the chlorophyll a region ofthe spectrum (435nm). Emission at 685nm and 695nm 

is much greater in state 1 relative to 715nm emission, where spectra are normalized. In this 

figure, the relative contribution of PSII emission to the spectrum in both light states is high 

when compared with spectra obtained from cells grown in white light (Rijgersberg and Amesz, 

1980). This effect comes about due to the increase in the ratio of PSII to PSI arising as a result 

of development in red light (Cunningham et al., 1990). 

viii) Fluorescence emission of isolated PBS/membrane fraf:ments from red lif:ht-f:fOwn 

P orphyridium fixed in state 1 and state 2 

After isolation of thylakoid fragments spectra were examined for state 1 and state 2 

characteristics. Again, as seen in Figures 25A and B, the relative emission in the PSII spectral 

region is higher in state 1 compared with emission from PSI. Figure 25A shows emission 

when the excitation beam (560nm) is absorbed preferentially by phycoerythrin (PE). Compared 

with the spectra from fixed intact cells, the 717nm PSI band is less well defined, the 695nm 

PSII emission is lower relative to the 685nm and PSI emission bands (Brimble and Bruce, 

1989) and phycobilin emission is high relative to chlorophyll emission. The emission peak is at 

646nm, with shoulders at 635nm and 660nm. Emission is greater from phycobilin because of 

some uncoupling of PBS components from energy transfer to chlorophyll during the isolation 

of membranes, and perhaps also due to some contamination of the preparation by free 
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Figure 25: 77K fluorescence emission spectra of isolated PBS/thylakoid fragments of 

Porphyridium cruentum grown in red light and fixed in state 1 (--) and state 2 (-----) with 

excitation wavelength at A. 560nm to excite phycoerythrin and B. 435nm to excited 

chlorophyll a. 
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phycobilin (Brimble and Bruce, 1989). Increased emission at 635nm relates to uncoupling of 

some PE discs from energy transfer, the 646nm peak: represents R-PC emission and the 660nm 

shoulder fluorescence from the APC core. The changes in fluorescence from individual 

populations of biliproteins suggests some pigment dissociation within phycobilisomes. 

However, spectra of Figure 25A indicate that differences in energy distribution between the 

photosystems occur when excitation energy is absorbed by the phycobilisomes of isolated 

membranes fixed in the two light states. 

A similar conclusion may be derived from the spectra showing energy distribution due 

to excitation ofthylak:oid membrane chlorophyll a, as seen in Figure 19B. Spectra are 

qualitatively different from those for intact cells in Figure 24B. Fluorescence emission is 

increased in the PSI! region for both state 1 and state 2 relative to PSI emissions, and the 

685nm contribution to PSI! emission is less well-defined, appearing as a shoulder on the 

695nm peak:. Isolation of thylak:oid membranes appears to have affected energy distribution 

within PSI! or from PSI! to PSI without altering relative emission differences between 

membranes in state 1 and state 2. 

ix) Fluorescence emission from isolated red light-~own thylak:oid fragments in polyactylamide 

gcl 

The 77K fluorescence emission spectra resulting from excitations in the phycocyanin 

(560nm) and chlorophyll (435nm) regions of isolated fixed thylak:oid membranes from red 

light-grown red algae in the orientation gel are presented in Figures 26A and 26B, respectively. 

Spectra resulting from 435nm excitation are similar in gel and in isolation buffer. State 1 and 

state 2 differences are preserved after encorporation into the polyacrylamide gel. There are 

some differences seen with phycobilin excitation between thylak:oids in resuspension buffer 

and in polyacrylamide gel. Figure 26A reveals slightly more emission from PE chromophores 

at 635nm, and APC core chromophores at 660nm relative to the 646nm phycocyanin peak:, 

where spectra are normalized, and chlorophyll a. This suggests further uncoupling of these 
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Figure 26: 77K fluorescence emission of isolated PBS/thylakoid membranes from 

Porphyridium cruentum grown in red light and fixed in state 1 (--) and state 2 (-----) 

embedded in polyacrylamide gel. A. with 560nm excitation and B. with 435nm excitation. 
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chromophores from the the energy transfer pathways within the PBS to chlorophyll a . 

Gagliano and workers (1985) have shown that acrylamide can cause some dissociation ofPE 

from PBS rods. However, excitation of phycobilin in the gel matrix continues to produce 

energy distribution patterns, indicative of state 1 and state 2 . 

x) Fluorescence emission of green light-grown Porvhyridium cruentum fixed in state 1 and 

state 2 

Figure 27 A and B show the 77K fluorescence emission of red algal cells grown in 

green light and fixed in state 1 and state 2 with glutaraldehyde. In Figure 27 A the relative 

emission of PSII, at 685nm and 695nm is higher in state 1 compared with emission from PSI, 

at 715nm, when excitation is at 560nm (PE excitation) and spectra are normalized at the 647nm 

R-PC peak. It is evident from a comparison of these spectra with the spectra of Figure 24A, 

that there is less fluorescence from PSII chromophores relative to both phycobilin and PSI 

emission in green light-grown red algae. This result supports the finding that growth in green 

light decreases the PSII / PSI ratio (Cunningham et aI., 1990). 

A similar conclusion may be drawn from Figure 27B. Excitation of chlorophyll a in 

green light-grown algae produces much less emission in the PSII region compared with red 

light-grown algae of Figure 24B . The difference between emission from PSII in state 1 and 

state 2 is much smaller in spectra normalized at the 717nm emission peak for PSI, due to the 

lower chlorophyll content of the total PSII population in green light-grown cells (Cunningham 

et at., 1990). The PSII peaks are not well resolved, and emission is represented by a shoulder 

on the short wavelength side of the 717nm peak. However, relative emission differences 

indicate state 1 and state 2 conditions in fixed cells. 
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Figure 27:The 77K fluorescence emission spectra of whole cells of Porphyridium cruentum 

developed in green light and fIxed with glutaraldehyde in state 1 (--) and state 2 (-----) A. 

with 560nm excitation and B. with 435nm excitation. 
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xi) Fluorescence emission of isolated thylakoids from men li&ht-~n Porphyridium fixed 

in state 1 and state 2 

The low temperature fluorescence emission from isolated PBS/thylakoid fragments of 

green light-grown red algae fixed in state 1 and state 2 is represented in Figures 28A and B. 

Peak phycobilin emission in Figure 28A is at 646nm, for phycocyanin. As seen in the red 

light-grown spectra, a fluorescence shoulder at 635nm shows that excitation energy is not 

transferred as efficiently from phycoerythrin rod components in the preparation to membrane 

chlorophyll a due to some phycobilisome dissociation upon membrane isolation. Compared 

with red algae grown in red light (see Figure 25A), emission in Figure 28A with 560nm 

excitation is much lower from PSII chlorophyll a in both states relative to 708nm PSI emission 

in spectra normalized at the 646nm R-PC peak. The PSII bands are difficult to distinguish, and 

the yield from PSI is higher relative to peak phycobilin emission in Figure 28A. As for red

light grown algae, there are differences between PSII (685nm and 695nm) and PSI (708nm) 

emissions for membranes fixed in state 1 and state 2. In algae developed under green light, this 

difference is manifested as an increase in emission from PSI chromophores in state 2 with no 

discernible decrease in PSII emission, related to the relative chlorophyll a content associated 

with each of the photosystems. In green light-grown cells, chlorophyll a is associated with a 

greater proportion of PSI units. 

Figure 28B shows that a difference in emission from PSII and PSI occurs in 

membranes fixed in state 1 and state 2 upon chlorophyll excitation. Again, as seen in intact 

fixed cells of green light-grown P.cruentum, there is much less relative emission from PSII, 

compared with the red light-grown spectra of Figure 25B, and the differences in state 1 and 

state 2-fixed membranes in the PSII emission region is small when normalization occurs at 

709nm. This fact could again be interpreted as a function of the high PSIIPSII ratio in these 

cells. 
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Figure 28: The 77K fluorescence emission spectra of isolated PBS/membrane fragments 

from Porphyridium cruentum grown in green light and fixed in state 1 and state 2 A. with 

560nm excitation and B. with 435nm excitation. 
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xii) Fluorescence emission from green light-grown PBS/thylakoid fra!W1ents in polyacrylamide 

W. 
The fluorescence emission from green light-grown thylakoids fixed in state 1 and state 

2 and embedded in a polyacrylamide gel is presented in Figure 29. There seems to be little 

difference discernible between these spectra and those of thylakoids in buffer solution, as 

shown in Figure 28B. The 635nm phycoerythrin peak is slightly higher relative to the 646nm 

phycocyanin peak, indicating a small increase in dissociation of PE discs from the 

phycobilisome, and PSII emission is somewhat greater relative to that from PSI. Relative 

differences between PSII and PSI emissions are manifested as a slightly smaller increase in 

PSI emission in state 2 after incubation in the gel than that seen in Figure 28A. 

Similarly, Figure 29B shows that relative difference in PSII and PSI emission occur 

with wavelengths absorbed by chlorophyll a after encorporation of isolated membranes into 

polyacrylamide gel. PSII emissions contribute more to these spectra than to the spectra of 

Figure 28B in buffer, but continue to be higher in state 1. Figure 23 confIrms that embedding 

isolated green light-grown thylakoids in polyacrylamide does not affect relative differences in 

energy distribution to the membrane in state 1 and state 2. 

xiii) Absorption and linear dichroism spectra of isolated PBS/thylakoid fra!W1ents from red 

light- and green light-grown POrrJhyridium cruentum fixed in state 1 and state 2 

The absorption and linear dichroism spectra of red light-grown membranes of 

Porphyridium fIxed in state 1 (pink trace) and state 2 (black trace) are shown in Figure 30. 

Absorption spectra are characterized by phycoerythrin peaks at 546nm and 566nm, a 

phycocyanin peak at 625nm, and a chlorophyll a- absorbing region defined by peaks at 671nm 

and 679nm. The differences between absorption for state 1 and state 2-fIxed membrane 

fragments seems to be isolated to the phycoerythrin - absorbing region. However, because 

absorption in the entire Soret region of chlorophyll a, which is not shown in this figure, was 

also much greater in state 2, light scattering differences in the orientation gels may be the cause 
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Figure 29: 77K fluorescence emission spectra of isolated membrane fragments from green 

light-grown Porphyridium cruentum fixed in state 1 and state 2 embedded in polyacrylamide 

gels A. with 560nm excitation and B. with excitation at 435nm. 
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Figure 30:The 77K absorption (upper traces) and linear dichroism (lower traces) of isolated 

membrane fragments from Porphyridium cruentum grown in red light and fixed in state 1 

(pink) and state 2 (black). LD spectra are normalized at the 686nm peak. 
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of the differences in apparent absorption in this region. Light scattering affects the shorter 

wavelength regions of the spectrum to a greater extent, therefore this distortion does not appear 

to affect PC, APC and long wavelength chlorophyll a absorption. 

The linear dichroism spectra of Figure 30 show distinctive features in the phycobilin 

and chlorophyll a regions. The PE region is characterized by a positive band at the 566nm 

absorption maximum preceded by a negative LD feature near the 546nm absorption band. 

Previous LD experiments on isolated PBS of Porphyridium cruentum revealed two 

populations of PE chromophores. The shorter wavelength form, absorbing maximally at 

545nm, was oriented more perpendicular to the long axis of the antenna complex, which would 

correspond to the membrane plane, and the form absorbing maximally at longer wavelengths 

was found to be oriented more parallel with respect to the antenna long axis (Gagliano et al., 

1985). Similar findings have been reported by Juszczak and researchers (1990) who have 

studied the phycobilisome of the cyanobacterium Mastigocladus laminosus. The absorption 

band in the PC region, at 625nm, is associated with a positive peak in the LD spectra at 

approximately the same wavelength. A small positive feature shown in the LD spectra at 

658nm represents the more positive orientation of APC in the PBS core. The strongly positive 

peak of the chlorophyll a Qy transition band is at 686nm, where spectra are normalized, and 

represents an orientation parallel to the membrane plane for these chromophores. Shoulders on 

the short wavelength side of this band appear at 671nm and 680nm. A small positive band is 

also observed at 668nm. There do not appear to be any major differences between the state 1 

and state 2 traces for red light-grown algae. The slight differences in the short wavelength side 

of the chlorophyll band and the phycoerythrin region are not general characteristics, and appear 

to be products of slight variations in the spectra that make up these averages. 

The absorption and linear dichroism spectra of isolated thylakoid membranes fixed in 

state 1 and state 2 from P. cruentum grown in green light are presented in Figure 31. Features 

in the absorption spectra are similar to those discussed for Figure 30. Absorption maxima at 

547nm and 566nm represent PE absorption, and at 626nm, PC. Absorption in the chlorophyll 
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Figure 31: The 77K absorption (upper traces) and linear dichroism (lower traces) spectra of 

membrane fragments of green light-grown Porphyridium cruentum cross-linked in state I 

(Pink) and state 2 (black). 
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a region is also represented by peaks at 671nm and 679nm, however, there seems to be a 

greater contribution made to the spectra by chromophores absorbing in the longer wavelength 

region, near 686nm, compared with the same region in the absorption spectrum in Figure 30 

for red light-grown algae, likely due to a higher relative PSI content (Cunningham et aI., 

1990). 

The linear dichroism spectrum of green light-grown red algae is similar in the two light 

states. The characteristics of the phycobilin region are similar to those discussed for red algae: 

there is a positive PE band at 566nm, a 628nm PC positive peak, and a small positive feature in 

the APC region at 658nm. The chlorophyll a absorption region is different in green light

grown algae compared with the LD data of Figure 30. The Qy transition peak is again at 

686nm, but there is no shoulder at 680nm and the 671nm and 686nm features are much smaller 

relative to the 686nm peak. Because the LD signal in these regions contributes more to the Qy 

transition band in red light-grown cells, which have a higher PSII/PSI ratio, the bands at 

668nm, 671nm and 680nm may be attributed to PSII. 

xiv) Comparison of the absorption and LD ofred li~ht-fmJwn PBSlthylakoid fra~ments of 

Porphyridium with green li~ht-grown thylakoids 

For clarity in comparing the absorption and linear dichroism spectra from red light- and 

green light- grown Porphyridium cruentum, because there were no characteristic differences in 

the state 1 and state 2-fIxed spectra from both illumination conditions, the spectra from both 

states were averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Red light- grown (Pink: traces) and 

green light-grown (black traces) spectra have been averaged and presented together in Figure 

32. 

In Figure 32, the difference in absorption in the phycoerythrin region (547nm and 

566nm) may, as discussed, be the result of different degrees of light scattering in the shorter 

wavelength regions for the experiments represented by the two averaged spectra. There is also 

a small difference in phycocyanin (625nm) and allophycocyanin (65Inm) absorption. The 
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Figure 32: A comparison of absorption (upper traces) and linear dichroism (lower traces) 

spectra of green light (black) and red light (pink) - grown Porphyridium cruentum: Each 

spectrum is an average of state 1 and state 2 spectra. 
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linear dichroism spectra indicate more phycoerythrin orientation in both the negative 550nm 

and positive 566nm regions, as well as the 627nm phycocyanin region. This information 

indicates a higher bilin content in red light -grown thylakoids. The work of Cunningham et al. 

(1990) suggests that the ratio of total phycobilin to chlorophyll a remains constant under both 

light regimes. The difference in phycobilin content may then be a result of different numbers of 

PBS remaining attached to the thylakoid membrane after isolation. 

The absorption spectra and LD spectra over wavelengths absorbed by chlorophyll a 

indicate differences in the quantity of the various chlorophyll spectral forms after growth in red 

and green light. Absorption is greater in the 671 nm and 679nm bands for red light-grown 

algae, and on the red side of the chlorophyll absorption band, around 686nm, for green light -

grown algae. The increased absorption for wavelengths longer than 686nm, seen for green 

light - grown thylakoids, is not manifested in the LD spectrum as an increase in positive signaL 

Red light-grown thylakoids, however, show greater positive LD from the 668nm, 671nm and 

680nm bands than green light-grown algae. From these results the 680nm, 671nm and 668nm 

linear dichroism maxima are assigned to PSII. 

xv) Implications of LD from red li~ht- and &Teen li~ht-lUown thylakoids of Porphyridium on 

interpretation of LD of Synechococcus in state 1 and state 2 

The comparison of the LD spectra of isolated membrane fragments from 

Synechococcus fixed in state 1 and state 2 (see Figure 22) showed that in state 1 there was 

more positive signal in the 681nm region of membranes fixed in state 1 relative to those fixed 

in state 2. This difference was not lost after correction for slight differences in chlorophyll a 

absorption observed between the two states (see Figure 23). Red algae grown in red light, 

absorbed primarily by PSI-associated chlorophylls tend to contain relatively more PSII centres. 

Red algae grown in green light, absorbed primarily by phycobilisomes and transferred to PSII 

centres, tend to have relatively more PSI complexes. The linear dichroism spectrum of red 

light-grown membranes shows more positive signal in the 680nm band than membranes 
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isolated from green light-grown red algae, which has less PSII. Therefore, the 680nm band is 

assigned to PSII in red algae. The difference in linear dichroism at 681nm in cyanobacterial 

thylakoids fixed in state 1 and state 2 is therefore attributed to an increase in the orientation of 

PSII chromophores parallel to the membrane plane in state 1 relative to state 2. 

2. Discussion 

i) Changes in pigment orientation accompanying the light state transition in PBS-containing 

organisms 

The technique of low temperature linear dichroism spectroscopy was used to acquire 

information about pigment orientation in cells and isolated membranes from the 

cyanobacterium,Synechococcus sp. PCC 6301, fixed in light state 1 and state 2. It was the 

goal of this investigation to determine whether such data supported any of the three proposed 

models of the state transition mechanism in phycobilin-containing organisms (see "State 

transitions"). Spectra showed differences in the orientation ofphycobilins in cells and 

membranes, and chlorophyll a in isolated membranes. 

Linear dichroism spectroscopy was also performed on isolated membranes cross-linked 

in state 1 and state 2 from the red alga, Porphyridium cruentum, grown in red or green light. 

Exposure to these illumination characteristics during development results in alterations of the 

ratio of photosystem I to photosystem II complexes in the thylakoids without changing 

membrane chlorophyll a or phycobilin content (Cunningham et ai., 1990). It was thought that 

an increase in the proportion of one of the photosystems in the membrane should increase the 

LD signal from associated chromophores and therefore make its contribution to changes in 

membrane chlorophyll orientation more apparent. This study did not fmd consistent differences 

between pigment orientation in state 1 and state 2 for these preparations of P. cruentum. 

However, differences in the LD spectrum for red light- and green light-grown algae, due to the 
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relative contributions of PSII and PSI chromophores, provided evidence for the assignment of 

the 681nm band in Synechococcus, which is more positive in state 1, to PSII chromophores. 

in Linear dichroism of Synechococcus 6301 in state 1 and state 2: LD of intact cells vs. 

membranes 

The linear dichroism spectra of both isolated membrane fragments and intact cells from 

Synechococcus reveal similar differences in phycobilin orientation in state 1 and state 2. The 

orientation of phycocyanin (PC) is relatively more parallel to the cell axis and membrane plane 

in state 1, and allophycocyanin (APC) core pigments have a greater positive signal in state 2. In 

isolated thylakoids, however, some of the complexity of the linear dichroism signal in the 

phycobilin absorption region has been lost. A reduction in phycobilin absorption in membranes 

implies some loss of phycobilisomes (PBS), or of peripheral rod discs through PBS 

dissociation upon membrane isolation. This latter occurance is also suggested by increased 

fluorescence emission from phycobilin after membrane isolation. In addition, there is a level of 

orientation lost upon isolation of membrane fragments. In intact cell's chromophores can be 

oriented along the membrane surface with respect to the long axis of the aligned organism. In 

Synechococcus 6301, internal membranes are oriented like concentric cylinders around the 

long axis of the cell (Staehelin, 1986), which is the orientation axis. Isolated membrane 

fragments, however, may be rotated about the normal to the membrane plane in any position 

after alignment, and the detected orientation angle is an average over this distribution. 

There is a difference in the detected chlorophyll orientation in state 1 and state 2 in 

isolated membranes, but not in whole cells. This reorientation may be due to a change in the 

angle made by certain chlorophylls with respect to the plane of the membrane, which would be 

better detected in isolated membrane fragments, as explained by Bruce and Biggins (1985), due 

to the nature of thylakoid arrangement within oriented cells. The arrangement of 

Synechococcus membranes decreases the intensity of absorption anisotropy due to orientation 

with respect to the membrane plane, because only the pigments along the edges of the thylakoid 
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cylinders contribute to that signal. Oriented membranes potentially have a greater surface area 

exposed to the path of the polarized excitation beam after alignment. 

iii) LD from red light and green light - Wwn Porphyridium and changes in chlorophyll 

orientation in Synechococcus during the light state transition 

Differences in chlorophyll orientation in isolated membranes of Synechococcus 6301 

cross-linked in state 1 and state 2 are detected as changes in the magnitude of the LD positive 

signal on the blue side of the chlorophyll a long wavelength peak, at a 681nm shoulder. Other 

LD characterizations of isolated particles have interpreted such a feature as a component of 

PSII. Breton et al. (1988) attributed a positive LD band at 682nm to a PSII core antenna 

complex. This band has also been observed in oriented oxygen-evolving PSII complexes 

(Newell et aI., 1988). 

Red light-grown red algae have a high PSII to PSI ratio (Cunningham et aI., 1990). 

Therefore, it would seem that a reorientation of PSII chlorophyll a during the light state 

transition would be more evident in red light-grown Porphyridium as LD changes in isolated 

membranes fixed in state 1 and state 2. Similarly, if there were differences in PSI orientation in 

state 1 and state 2 hidden in the relative LD spectra of Synechococcus, one might expect they 

would be more evident in green light-grown cells, which have a low PSII to PSI ratio. 

However, no specific characteristic changes in pigment orientation were revealed in either 

population of red algae fixed in the two light states. Brimble and Bruce (1989), in a room 

temperature LD study of white light - grown Porphyridium cruentum., found a small, 

reproducible chlorophyll a red shift in the long-wavelength LD peak, and a red shift in the 

phycoerythrin LD feature in state 2 . It was noted during the accumulation of this study's LD 

data that the signal from red algal membranes was very low, and perhaps an increase in the 

concentration of sample in the orientation gel would reveal any differences in state 1 and state 2 

chromophore orientation. The organization of complexes within the membrane of red and green 

light - grown P. cruentum may have affected the detection of orientation differences. Perhaps a 
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reorientation in the presence of a high PSII to PSI ratio is difficult to detect. Cunningham and 

workers (1990) estimate an invariant total of 8 photosystems per phycobilisome under both 

light conditions, with 4 PSII and 4 PSI per PBS after growth in red light, and 2 PSII and 6 

PSI after growth in green light. Cunningham et al. (1990) suggest that up to 4 PSII units may 

be associated with each PBS. Similarly, the electron microscopy work of Lange et al. (1990) 

also suggests that in P. cruentum, 4 PSII complexes are grouped and associated with 1 PBS. A 

reorientation of such an association of complexes, especially about the normal to the membrane 

plane, may be difficult to detect due to its symmetry. 

Comparison of the LD characteristics of red and green light - grown algae has helped to 

confirm the assignment of the 681nm LD band in Synechococcus to a PSII component. The 

LD of P. cruentum thylakoids grown in red light, which have relatively more PSII, showed 

more of a positive contribution to the LD spectrum at this wavelength than thylakoids 

developed in green light. 

iv) Comparison of LD results with other structural findings 

In an earlier low-temperature linear dichroism investigation of fixed, intact cells of 

Synechococcus 6301, researchers found a change in allophycocyanin orientation, but no 

reorientation in phycocyanin chromophores, and determined that due to the radially 

symmetrical arrangement of phycocyanin rods and the nature of membrane orientation in the 

intact cell, a rotational realignment of the phycobilisome around a normal to the membrane 

plane could produce this result (Bruce and Biggins, 1985). However, because of the new 

information in this low temperature study, their suggestion that a tilt of the whole 

phycobilisome with respect to the membrane plane would alter the orientations of both types of 

chromophores can be considered. 

Brimble and Bruce (1989) report a chlorophyll shift in room temperature linear 

dichroism spectra of isolated membrane fragments of both Synechococcus and P. cruentum 

cross-linked in the two light states. A red shift was observed in the long wavelength 
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chlorophyll a band of both organisms in state 2. Similarly, the data presented in this low 

temperature study shows a decrease in LD on the short wavelength side of the chlorophyll a 

Qy transition peak for isolated thylakoids of Synechococcus, although a corresponding 

increase in positive LD is not observed on the long wavelength side of this band. Brimble and 

Bruce (1989) did not find relative differences in phycobilin orientation between the states in 

their room temperature data from oriented Synechococcus membranes, and suggested this was 

due to bilin orientation changes associated with state transitions being with respect to the long 

axis of the cyanobacterial cell, as discussed above. However, the low temperature observations 

in this study again suggest that phycobilins reorient with respect to the membrane plane. 

A difference in the relative LD from a 681nm band in cyanobacteria in state 1 has been 

attributed to PSII orientation. Freeze-fracture electron microscopy data has revealed that in state 

1, EF particles, thought to be PSII particles, are aligned in rows in the membrane, while in 

state 2 they are more randomly oriented in the membrane (Olive et aI., 1986). The differences 

in PBS orientation could be caused by changes in the orientation of a PBS-PSII unit. Freeze

etch electron microscopy, which would make it possible to view the membrane surface, would 

determine whether PBS reorientation accompanies the randomization of PSII upon transition to 

state 2. 

v) Interpretation ofLD differences: the state transition models 

Differences in linear dichroism signal in state 1 and state 2 in Synechococcus support a 

model for the state transition which involves changes in orientation of both phycobilisome 

chromophores of the phycobilisome antenna, and chlorophyll a, likely associated with PSII. 

These changes could involve reorientation of the PBS with respect to PSII in state 2, changing 

energy transfer to this photosystem, as well as a change in the proximity and relative 

orientation of PSII with respect to PSI such that some energy is transferred to PSI 

chromophores from PSII antennae. 
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The mobile phycobilisome model for the state transition involves uncoupling of the 

PBS from PSII and association with PSI during the transition to state 2. If the relative 

chlorophyll a orientation is therefore not affected by light state, this model is not supported by 

our data, which indicates differences in orientation of PBS and PSII chromophore between 

state 1 and state 2 in Synechococcus sp.6301. 

Both the phycobilisome detatchment model and the spillover state transition model are 

supported by the data presented here, as both mechanisms involve change in the mutual 

orientation of PSII and PSI upon transition to state 2, in order to increase the probability of 

energy transfer from phycobilin and PSII chlorophyll a to PSI. Both models require a different 

phycobilin orientation with respect to membrane chlorophyll; in the phycobilisome detatchment 

model this comes about due to an uncoupling of the PBS from energy transfer to PSII 

chromophores in state 2. It has been suggested that the PBS remains associated with the 

membrane by the 75kDa core - membrane linker polypeptide, which may act as a quencher for 

PBS fluorescence (Mullineaux and Allen, 1988). 

The spillover model (Murata, 1969) involves a conformational membrane change such 

that PSII complexes and associated PBS antenna reorient during transition to state 2 to favour 

energy transfer to PSI from PSII antenna chromophores. 

vi) A model for phycobilisome reorientation in Synechococcus 

According to low temperature linear dichroism, phycocyanin chromophores are 

oriented more parallel to the membrane plane in state 1. However, in the same state the APC 

core chromophores are oriented less parallel to the thylakoid plane relative to the state 2 

configuration. A tilt in the phycobilisome with respect to the membrane could cause a 

simultaneous decrease in the parallel orientation of PC and an more parallel orientation in APC 

as a consequence of transition to state 2. 

APC chromophores have strong absorbance parallel to the membrane plane (Juszczak et 

at., 1990). If these chromophores are oriented along the core rods (rather than in the plane of 
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the disc face), a forward or backward tilt of the hemidisc face with respect to the membrane 

plane could result in chromophores that are more parallel with respect to the membrane. Figure 

33 shows the arrangement of disc components in the side view of the phycobilisome 

hypothetically in state 1 (A) and state 2 (B). In A and B the lower disc represents disc 

arrangement in the core (side view). The upper disc represents a phycocyanin rod component 

in the phycobilisome. The dashed arrow is the orientation axis, which corresponds to the 

membrane plane. Heavy arrows represent phycobilin transitions. 

In A, the allophycocyanin chromophore is assumed to be oriented like the 8-155 

chromophore of PC (please see "Phycobilisomes - Phycocyanin"), which is oriented quite 

perpendicular to the disc face. The choice of a 8-155-like transition for APC is appropriate 

because it gives a parallel orientation with respect to the membrane plane (Juszczak et ai., 

1990). The three different PC transitions and their relative angles (Schirmer et ai., 1987) as 

determined from PC crystals are shown for the upper PC discs. A tilt in the phycobilisome, 

upon transition from state 1 to state 2, that brings the APC chromophore into greater alignment 

with the axis of orientation, that is, the membrane plane, would cause these PC chromophores, 

the 8-84 and a-84 forms of which are oriented more in the plane of the disc, to have more 

perpendicular absorption with respect to the membrane, as seen in the upper disc of Figure 

33B. 

The increase in positive signal from PBS allophycocyanin chromophores in state 2 

coincides with a decrease in positive signal from phycocyanin rod pigments and an increase in 

the magnitude of a positive peak at 681nm, which this study has attributed to PSII 

components. The APC core of the PBS is responsible for the transfer of energy to PSII, and 

chromophores are oriented more parallel to the membrane plane to facilitate this transfer 

(Juszczak et ai., 1990). Division of the LD spectrum of isolated thylakoids of Synechococcus 

6301 by the absorption spectrum produced a higher orientation factor for long wavelength 

chromophores, associated with PSI, than for the 681nm band (see Figure 23). This 

information indicates that PSI chromophores are oriented closer to the membrane plane than 
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Figure 33: Model of possible pigment orientations A. in state 1 and B. in state 2 in 

Synechococcus PCC 6301. The top disc in both A and B represents a phycocyanin rod disc in 

its orientation within a phycobilisome, and the lower disc, a disc element of the 

allophycocyanin core as arranged in a side view of the phycobilisome (ie, rotate Figure 4C 90° 

around and axis perpendicular to its base).The chromophores identified by Schirmer et al. 

(1987) in crystals of C-phycocyanin (C-PC) are represented by the upper three arrows in each 

figure. APC chromophores tend to be oriented parallel to the orientation axis (represented by 

the dashed arrow) which, for isolated membranes, is the membrane plane. The orientation of 

the APC chromophore within the disc is assumed to be similar to that of B-155 in Pc. 

This figure shows that a tilt of the phycobilisome toward the orientation axis can result 

in an increase in the contribution of APC absorption parallel to the membrane plane (more 

positive LD) and a corresponding reorientation of PC chromophores closer to the membrane 

normal (more negative LD). 
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PSII chromophores. According to Kramer and Amesz (1982), analysis spinach fluorescence 

polarization bands, at 695nm and 685nm - associated with photosystem II - revealed that the 

former emission is oriented at about 47° from the normal to the membrane plane and the latter is 

more parallel, with orientation at about 64° from the membrane normal. PSI emissions at 

735nm was found to be more parallel to the membrane, at about 67°. Perhaps the increase in 

positive signal upon transition from state 1 to state 2 in the APe chromophores of the PBS 

results in a preferential transfer to the more parallel chromophores absorbing at longer 

wavelengths in PSII. These pigments may be involved in the transfer of energy to PSI from 

PSI!. 

vii) Future investigations 

Future attempts to use structural information about membrane organization to 

distinguish between models of the state transition require study of the nature of the PBS-PSII 

association in state 2. Electron microscopy using freeze-etch techniques that probe the stromal 

surface of the thylakoid membrane could provide some insight. Examination of that surface in 

state 2 may indicate whether the PBS distribution pattern on the surface matches that of the 

PSII particles on the EF face, observed to move from rows to a more random distribution in 

state 2. 

Polarized fluorescence excitation spectra measure the degree to which absorption of 

certain wavelengths and orientations of chromophores contribute to a particular fluorescence 

emission. As shown by Kramer et al. (1982), the sum of the polarized excitation spectra for 

PSII and PSI emission provide the same information about pigment orientation seen in the 

linear dichroism spectrum. Through polarized excitation spectra of membranes in state 1 and 

state 2 it will be possible to determine if the contributions to PSI and PSII emission change in 

terms of the wavelength and orientation of chromophores upon transition from state 1 to state 

2. This kind of data would support the spillover model of the state transition if there were a 

change in the orientation of contributing chromophores in the phycobilin absorption region, 
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and if there were some increase in PSI fluorescence for excitation of PSI! chlorophyll in state 

2. This latter feature would likely appear near 681nm excitation if the [mdings of this present 

work are supported. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This study has detennined, through low temperature linear dichroism spectroscopy, 

that there are differences in the orientation of chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b in cold-hardened 

and non-hardened winter rye thylakoids. These differences are manifested as an increase of 

chlorophyll a orientation parallel to the thylakoid membrane plane, and chlorophyll b 

orientation perpendicular to the membrane plane in hardened thylakoids. Similar, more 

pronounced relative differences were discovered in the LD spectra of isolated LHCII 

complexes from hardened and non-hardened rye. Pigment orientation changes in the thylakoid 

membrane can therefore be attributed to alterations in LHCII conformation within the 

membrane. 

The overall LD signal is smaller in cold-hardened rye LHCII. Absorption and LD at 

wavelengths longer than the chlorophyll a maximum is greater for these complexes relative to 

non-hardened LHCII. It has been suggested that differences in complex shape and/or 

aggregation state, and associated differences in fluctuation of chromophore orientation may be 

the cause of differences in the long wavelength spectral characteristics of hardened LHCII. 

These factors may be explained by the known differences in LHCII oligomer:monomer ratio in 

hardened and non-hardened rye thylakoids (Huner et ai., 1987). 

Low temperature linear dichroism spectral differences in samples of isolated 

phycobilisome/thylakoid membrane fragments of Synechococcus 6301 fixed in light state 1 

and state 2 showed that changes in chlorophyll a and phycobilin orientation accompany the 

light state transition in this cyanobacterium. Such orientation changes are consistent with the 

spillover model and, with certain limitations, the phycobilisome detachment model of the light 

state transition in phycobilisome-containing organisms. LD changes showed a more parallel 

orientation of allophycocyanin core chromophores, and a more perpendicular orientation of 

phycocyanin rod pigments relative to chlorophyll a in state 2. 
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Differences in low temperature LD of phycobilisome/thylakoid fragments isolated from 

red light-grown and green light-grown Porphyridium cruentum fixed in state 1 and state 2 

were not resolved. Comparisons of the average of state 1 and state 2 spectra taken from 

thylakoids grown under both light conditions revealed a relatively more positive LD signal 

from a 681nm absorption band in red light-grown Porphyridium thylakoids, which contain a 

greater proportion of PSII centres. The greater magnitude of the 681nm positive LD band in the 

state 1 spectrum of Synechococcus was therefore attributed to a relatively more parallel 

arrangement of PSII chlorophyll a with respect to thylakoid membrane in state 1. 
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Appendix I: 

The Relationship Between Polarized Absorption and Transition Angle! 

A transition moment may be spatially oriented with respect to two coordinate systems: 

the orthogonal axes specifying molecular space (x, y, z), and the axes that define laboratory 

space (a, b, c). The orientation axis along which samples are aligned for LD spectroscopy is 

a reference in laboratory space. In order to obtain the angle of a transition moment with 

respect to the orientation axis, molecular space is related to laboratory space. 1 

The molecular extinction coefficient for an isotropic, or non-oriented, system (e) is an 

average of the extinction coefficients along the three axes of laboratory space, or the three 

axes of the molecular system: 

3 3 

For our purposes, we consider pigment molecules in which a single transition 

moment lies along the z axis of the molecule. Therefore, 

ex = ey = 0 

ez = 3e 

The probability of absorption of light is proportional to the projection of the electric 

vector of the excitation wave on the transition moment, represented by: 

1 This derivation is taken from the discussion found in the paper by J. 
Hofrichter and W.A. Eaton (1976): Linear dichroism of biological chromophores 
(Ann. Rev. Biophys. Bioeng. 5:511-560). 
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(E . M)2 

U sing the unit vectors z, a, band c to represent the direction of the transition 

moment and the laboratory axes, the following relationships may be defined: 

Ea = 3E (z· a)2 = 3E cos2 za 

Eb = 3E (z· b)2 = 3E cos2 zb 

Ec = 3E (z · c)2 = 3E cos2 zc 

where za, zb and zc represent the angles made by the z axis with the laboratory orthogonal 

axes a, band c. 

In linear dichroism spectroscopy, two orthogonal polarizations of light are 

considered: one parallel and one perpendicular to an axis of orientation. The angle given by 

these data is circularly degenerate around the normal to the axis of orientation. As seen from 

the three equations above, we are unable to determine the sign of the projection of the 

transition on the three axes. We are also unable to fix the sample in any particular location 

around the orientation axis. Therefore, if c represents the projection of the transition onto an 

axis perpendicular to the orientation axis (resulting in the extinction coefficient, Ei), then, 

E1- = Ec = 3E cos2 zc 

Ell = Ea + Eb 

And since 

za + zc = zb + zc = 90°, 
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therefore, 

cos2 za = cos2 zb = sin2 zc 

And because 

Ea + Eb = 2Ea = 3E sin2 zc 

therefore, 

Ell =(3E sin2 zc )/2 

When the angle zc is replaced by <» and absorbance measurements are used, the above 

equations may now be expressed as in "Pigment orientation and polarized light spectroscopy_ 

All = 3A cos2 <» and Ai. = (3A sin2 <»)/2 
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Component 

NaN0 3 

K2HP04 

MgS04 

CaC12 

Na2C03 

Appendix II 

Composition of BG-ll medium 1 

Final Concentration (mM) 

17.65 

0.18 

0.30 

0.25 

0.19 

Disodium magnesium 0.003 

Citric acid 0.029 

Ferric ammOlllum citrate 0.030 

1 From R. Ripka (1988). Isolation and purification of cyanobacteria. Meth. Enzym. 
l6.1:3-27. 
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